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(Established 1910)

A Member of the Gianinni Scientific Group of Companies
The HAMMARLUND HX-50 SSB transmitter
-filter type- compact - 130 watts P.E.P. L175
(available from stock)

-

PACKAGE DEAL - HX-50

plus the
£299

Inland carriage

latest

model

HQ170A Receiver

We shall be pleased to quote Commercial Concerns
and
Universities, etc., for the Hammarlund SP600
Professional Receiver

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

The

Hammarlund HX-50
(as used on many famous DX-peditions)
Top left (opposite) :
Double conversion
H Q145 X.
super.
General coverage and
Bandspread,
tubes, £110.
Top right :
1

Bottom left :
H Q170A. Triple -conversion super.
Amateur bands only. 17 tubes, £140.

I

130
H X-50. SSB Transmitter.
watts p.e.p., crystal filter, selfcontained power supply, £175.

Bottom right :
H 61100A. General coverage and
" Q " Multiplier.
Bandspread.
10 tubes, £80 (clocks extra).

Other models include the HQ180A, HQ 180AX, HQ 110 and SP600 receivers

the HKIB keyer unit, etc.

Sole U.K. Distributors

Easy terms available

w-

ELECTRONICS 1.TD Vanguard Works
1 HEATH STREET, DARTFORD, KENT

Cables: KAYDUBLEW, Dartford

Phone: DARTFORD 25574
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NCX-3

TRI-BAND SSB TRANSCEIVER
The National Radio Company, America's oldest and most highly respected

manufacturers of superior amateur equipment is now marketing their
complete line of amateur and short wave equipment in the U.K. Of

particular interest to British amateurs is the new National NCX-3

transceiver which incorporates a remarkable number of features usually
found in only the very highest -priced equipment.

PRICE £148804

NCX-A; AC Speaker Console £46.7. I
NCX n ; DC supply
_
00.11. I I

Complete coverage of the 80, 40 and 20 metre phone and cw bands (3480
-4020 KC, 6980-7310 KC, 13880-14420 KC) 200 watts PEP on SSB, 200

watts cw, 100 watts AM VOX and PTT with adjustable delay AM
Detector for compatible AM operation GRID -block break-in cw Keying
with adjustable delay Smooth fast -attack, slow decay SSB/cw ABC Smeter/PA current meter Adjustable PI -network output with separate
loading control Receiver sensitivity 1.0 pv for 20 db. S/N 18 Tubes,
26 tube functions, 6 diodes Matching NCX-A power supply/Speaker
console operates from 115/230v. A.C. 50/60 cycle mains NCX-D transistorised I2v. D.C. power supply operates with either positive or negative
earth, and includes both reverse polarity and short-circuit protection Oneyear Guarantee against component failure.

V

w

NCX-A; AC Speaker Console

Sole importers into the United Kingdom:

Now available from stock in the U.K. from the
leading distributors of amateur products !

Ad. Auriema Limited
125 Gunnersbury Lane, London, W.3.
Telephone: ACOrn 8765
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SHORT WAVE (HULL)
GSGX
Second-hand Receivers

d.

4 s.
0

EDDYSTONE 840A. 550 kcs. to 30 mcs.
. .
EDDYSTONE 750. 550 kcs. to 30 mcs. double
superhet

35

44

0

0

...

59

0

0

NATIONAL NCI88. 550 km. to 40 mm. plus
amateur bandspread

NATIONAL NCI05.

550 km. to 30 mm.

0

bandspread...............44

HALLICRAFTERS SX101A. Amateur bands

0
0

125

Second-hand Transmitters
GREEN & DAVIS. 2 metre Falcon, 12 volt DC
LABGEAR TOPBANDER. As new ...
...
PANDA PRI20. In excellent order ...
HALLICRAFTERS HT32A. SSB 80 to 10

30

New Equipment
NATIONAL NCX3. SSB transceiver, 80, 40,
20- 200 watts
NATIONAL NCX/A. AC Speaker Console
P.S.U.

-

_.

17

0
0

49

0

160

0

148

4

46

NATIONAL NCX/D. DC P.S.U.

EDDYSTONE 870A
...
EDDYSTONE 840C
EDDYSTONE 940
EDDYSTONE 960. Transistor
EDDYSTONE EC 10. New transistor receiver
early delivery

EDDYSTONE EA 12.

New Amateur bands
receiver, delivery March _
...
...
MOSLEY CM I. Amateur bands
Carriage extra on all the above

SO

11

34
62

8

125
135

0
0
0

48

0

185

0
0

86

Wanted - your modern receivers, SSB gear, etc.

24a NEWLAND AVENUE, HULL
Telephone : 408953

649

BARGAIN

of the MONTH!!!
One only ! KW77. One of the
British
Communication
finest
Receivers made.

Covers from 10-160 metres.
Triple conversion superhet.
Precision geared drive.

Crystal controlled.
Originally

Shop soiled only

£120

£87 10s.

Send for the Home Radio 200 page
Catalogue.
4/- including post & packing.

HOME RADIO LTD.
187 LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SU RREY

MINIMITTER

TW MEANS V.H.F.
FINEST QUALITY - UNEQUALLED PERFORMANCE

TW
NUVISTOR (6DS4)
CONVERTER
Excellent noise factor

30 dB gain

70 dB I.F.

rejection

Wide Range of 1.F.'s

The TW Nuvistor Con-

verter requires no Rx
modification

£15
11 gns. Less power supply.
ALSO AVAILABLE:-

TW 2 lOw. TX. Complete with Modulator
TW Nuvistor Preamplifier. Built-in P.S.U.

23 gns.
6 gns.

TW Mains Power Supply/Control Unit
TW Mobile Power Supply/Control Unit
TW Halo Aerial. Neat and easily mounted

115
E15

...

E2. 17. 6

TW ALL TRANSISTOR MOBILE RECEIVERSTopmobile and 80m. Models

...

19 gns.

Twomobile with built-in Converter
TW Top Band Tx. ...

... 628. 0 . 0
... L23 . 0 . 0

.

.

T. WITHERS (Electronics)
15b GILBERT STREET, ENFIELD, MIDDX.
G3HGE

Tel. Waltham Cross 26638

G3HGE

'TOP 2-7' TRANSMITTER
Britain's most popular "compact rig"
A combination of : Superb Performance Good Looks - Reasonable Price
Completely self-contained, right through to the Antenna Change Over Relay. Up to 25 Watts Input . . 1.8 - 3.5 -7.0 Mcls
PRICE E30 . 0 .0 Complete

MR44/I I Communications Receiver ...
MC64. 6 Band Self Contained Converter ...
...
TR7. All Transistor 1.8 Mt/s Mobile Receiver
Mobile Transmitter. 20 Watt. Compact. Efficient ...
...
Minimitter Moble Whip Aerials

E63 .

0.0

E19 . 10 . 0

Ell . 0 . 0
L17 . 15 . 0

E6. I5. 0

Minimitter " Multi -Q " Unit. 465 kc/s
£5 . 10 . 0
El 1 . 0 . 0
...
" X20 " 20 metre Rotary Beam Aerial Array
15 . 2 . 6
F.B.5. All Band High Power Aerial ...
Steel Equipment cases in two styles and 3 sizes, with Aluminium or
Steel chassis. Miniature R.F. Chokes I-5m/H. at 150 m/a
For full details or any of the above, please send S.A.E. to-

THE MINIMITTER Co. Ltd. 37 DOLLIS HILL AVENUE,
CRICKLEWOOD LONDON. N.W.2. Tel: MAIda Vale 5588
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4C R t\AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

* CODAR-QOILS *
AIR SPACED INDUCTORS
IF YOU NEED A COIL FOR A V.F.O.,
P.A. TANK, PI -NETWORK, A.T.U., Etc.
THERE'S A CODAR-HOIL THAT'S JUST
RIGHT FOR THE JOB.

40 DIFFERENT SIZES FROM 1" TO 3"
DIAMETER TO CHOOSE FROM.

ENTIRELY BRITISH MADE
PRECISION ENGINEERED
LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

EXTREMELY LOW LOSS

EASY TO CUT OR TAP
ADEQUATE POWER RATING

Full Data and Prices on Request

* P.R. 30. R.F. PRESELECTOR *
Frequency range 1.5-30 Mc/s.

Substantially improves the performance of any superhet
receiver
G2LU writes ...
You are to be congratulated on turning out a very fine piece
of equipment. Several of the Coventry " gang " have heard
the P.R.30 in use and all have expressed their amazement at
the gain obtained and the absence of background noise ...
You may use any remarks I have made in this letter as I am
so delighted with the Unit.

G3RIA writes ...
The results in conjunction with my Eddystone 888 are
amazing. Signals are twice as strong with much higher
signal/noise ratio. A first class product well worth the money.

G3ADZ writes ...
I feel I must congratulate you upon your P.R.30 Preselector.
It is more than refreshing to find :- Equipment well up to

stated specification and performance ... very well made and
finished ... at a fair price for Amateur ... and care in packing.

G414Z writes ...
I am delighted with it, it improves my Eddystone 640 in all
respects. The difference with the Preselector is fantastic, a
weak signal on IS metres about S2 changed to S8. On the
L.F. Bands, unwanted noise and mush is cut out.

The P.R.30 Preselector uses EF 183 Frame Grid R.F. Amplifier and provides up to 20 dB gain.

Outstanding
features include vernier tuning, gain control, selector switch for either dipole or end fed antenna. Smart
styling in grey and black, 81" x 4" x 5". External power supplies (obtainable from Rx). Complete, ready for
use, with all plugs, cables, E4/17/6. Carr. 3/-.

In answer to many requests, a self powered version is now available, Cat. No. P.R.30X. This is identical in
size and suitable for 200-250 volts A.C. An accessory socket is fitted to provide up to 25 M/a at 200 volts H.T.
and 6.3 volts at I amp. for other accessories. Price complete, L7/2/0. Carr. 3/-.

Completely NEW " Q " Multiplier Cat. No. RQ 10, Send for details
G3IRE

CODAR RADIO COMPANY

G3HGQ

BANK HOUSE, SOUTHWICK SQUARE, SOUTHWICK, SUSSEX
CANADA : CODAR RADIO OF CANADA, TWEED, ONTARIO
Codar-Qoil U.K. Distributors : ELECTRONIQUES LTD., BRIDGE ROAD, FELIXSTOWE, SUFFOLK
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SSB LINEAR 500w.
Operates on 80-40-20-15 and 10m.
With High Efficiency on ALL Bands
Completely Self-contained including
P.S.U.

Light in Weight - Only 38 lbs.

Absolutely Reliable - 12 Month
Guarantee

Internal Ant. Change/Over Relay
Matches

into ALL SSB Tx or
Transceivers

& DAVIS
STOP PRESS GREEN
SOLE
appointed
AGENTS - Fantastic NEW
LONDON
NATIONAL NCX-3 Sideband Transceiver.

The PGLAI

£87 10s. Od.

f148 8s. 4d.

(Ex Stock)

(ex stock)

THE NEW
G & D 18w. 144 Mc/s CW
TRANSMITTER -The CTX 2
* QQV03-10 P.A. -F ECF82 and 12AT7.

* 18 WATTS INPUT.
* EASILY MODULATED.
* EASILY DRIVES ISOw. P.A. or 70 centimetre Tripler-amp.
* CLAMPER TUBE PROTECTS P.A.

PRICE-Only £10 (ex stock)
INCLUDING VALVES AND X7AL

The Finest Converter Yet Built
GREEN & DAVIS 144 Mc/s. Cony. Mk. IV
U.S.A. DISTRIBUTORS

SIGNALITE ELECTRONICS INC., NEPTUNE,
NEW JERSEY
3

of 6CW4 NUVISTORS, 6060 MINIATURE XTAL, CAMBION

I.F.s : 1.8-3.8 Mc/s.

TRIMMERS, etc., etc.
4-6 Mc/s. 14-16 Mc/s. 24-26 Mc/s. 28-30 Mc/s.

or to order.

PRICE 14 gns. inc. P.S.U.
The PGLA I. 500W. SSB Linear Amplifier by Green

& Davis..................£87.l0.0E87.
0.0

...
2 Metre Nuvistor Pre -Amplifier
2 Metre Nuvistor Converter MK.
2 Metre Nuvistor Converter MK. IV ...
The CTX 2. 18W. CW TX for 144 Mc/s.
The CTX 70. CW TX for 432 Mc/s.
70 cm. Nuvistor Converter. 3 x 6CW4 's

ES .
.

CIO .
E20

.

GREEN & DAVIS
LONDON
(WORKS)

104 HORNSEY ROAD, LONDON, N.7
Phone : NORth 6871
(OFFICE)

5 WEIR HALL GARDENS, LONDON, N.I8

19 . 6

EI4 . 14 . 0
.

.

The CTR 70.2 x QQVO2-6 Trip Amp for 70 cm. can be
used ideally with 2M15 -20A or CTX2
The Falcon 2M15 -20A 18-20W. CW. PH. TX including
both A.G. and D.C. plug-in P.S.U's
...
2M90 -2m, 90W, CW TX including A.G. P.S.U.
...
LMI00 Companion modulator for 2M90

2M1000. PH. 120W, CW-100W, the complete high
power 2 metre TX ...
Also, the " Joystick " and other Partridge Electronics

0.0
O. 0

16 gns.
L20 .

0.0

48 gns.
38 gns.
26 gns.

98 gns.

Products
R.F. 40 All Band Field Strength Meter 1 to 250 Mc/s.
E3 .
...
including rod ant. and earpiece
LI .
All Band RF Chokes-I kW rating ...
All Eagle Products available as previously advertised

9 .6

0.0
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ode! emingigle

011/11, SST, CW TRANSMI7TER0

With
WAsighih.tg"
180 WATTS P. E. P.

IDEAL FOR RTTY BY TONE INJEC-

AM - SSB - CW MODES.

TION.

LATTICE FILTER EXCITER.
PI TANK OUTPUT CIRCUIT.

THREE CHANGE - OVER CONTACTS
FOR EXTERNAL SWITCHING FUNC-

VOX AND MANUAL OPERATION.
10 - 80 METRE BANDSWITCHING.

TIONS.

ADAQUATE OUTPUT TO DRIVE THE

FULL VISION EDDYSTONE DIAL.

BEEFIEST QRO LINEAR.

The features incorporated in the Mosley Commando II makes it The Outstanding Transmitter Buy Today! Only reliable "air -tested" circuitry is used. Power Supply is the latest
cool -running Silicon Rectifier, fuse protected and conservatively rated. Power Amplifier
employs two 6146 Tetrodes operating at 750 Volts Class ABI Linear Amplifier Service to
give maximum I.C.A.S. rating at 180 watts P.E.P. The Pi Tank circuit bandswitching 10
thru 80 metres gives efficient loading into low impedance coaxial lines. Sideband generation at 435 kcs. with half -lattice crystal filter for 45 db. sideband/carrier rejection. Side band switch in "normal" position is correct for band in use, but, an "inversion" switch
gives choice of alternative sideband.
Hams, throughout the world, know that a real
commanding signal depends on a unity match
of the Transmitter and Aerial. Mosley Aerials
are designed to meet the highest standards
of the most discriminating hams. When comInsist on the
pleting your dream station
best Rely On Mosley.

Representative in U.K., 0. S. CHILVERS, G3.10C

40 Valley Road, New Costessey, NORWICH, Norfolk. NOR.26.K
Tel : Norwich 22147
A Subsidiary of MOSLEY ELECTRONICS, INC., Bridgeton, Missouri, U.S.A.
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All valves brand new and fully guaranteed - Obsolete valves a speciality
Quotations given on any type not listed. Send S.A.E.
AC2/PEN 19/6
AC2/PEN
DD ... 19/6
AC/TP
29/AC/VPI-5-7

15/-

AZ31

... 13/6

/-

CCH35 ... 20/CL33
... 12/6
... 12/6
... 4/DAC32 ... 9/6
DAF9I
5/CY31

D77

DAF96 ... 6/6
DCC90 ... 12/6
D9 90 ... 9/6
DF91
... 3 /6
DF92
DF96
DH63

6/6

DH77

D32
DKK91

DK92
DK96
0133
0135

...
..

....

D191

DL92
DL93
DL9
DL964
EASO

...

EABC80
EAC9I
EAF42 ...
EB34

...

EB41
EB91

..

EBC3

...

6/115/6
/7/6/6
8/ 6

10/-

6/6

2/5/6
4/-

EBB L21

4/-

... 21 /-

..121/-/....

ECL8I

I0/-

ECL83

... 10/6

EF22
EF36
EF37

... 14 /-

... 12/6 PCC88 ... 12/6
PCC89 ... 8/6
PC980 ... 7/6

EY83

EY6
EY98 1

EZ35
EZ40
EZ41

EZ81

EZ90
E1148

F2

... 17/6
...
FW4/500 19/-

PEN4DD 22/6

GZ33

PEN453DD

FCC2A

-

ECL82 ... 9/6 FC4

9/-

ECL86 ... 9/6 FW4/1300
21 /- GZ30
EF6
EF9
... 21 /- GZ32

EF41

EF42

EF50A ...

10/3/6

1W4/350

EF91

KT66
KT76

EL81

ELM
EL85
EL90

EL9I

ECC35 ... 8 /- EL95
ECC40 ... 15 /ECC81 ... 4 /- EM8I0
ECC82 ... 5 /- E84
ECC83 ... 7 /- EMM85
ECC84 ... 6/6 EY51
ECC85 ... 7/6 EY8I

.

I 5 /-

10/-

8/8//LNI52 ... 5/6
114309
9/KT81

6

21/6 LZ319 ... 12/6

... 4/6
... 10 /... 14 /-

MKT4 ... 17/6
MS4B

MVS/PENB
MU 14

MX40
N18
N37
N78

9/6

... 12/6
... 6/9
10/... 8/6
...
...
...
...

... 17/6

MVS/PEN 17/6

I0/-

... 176
... 17/6
... 96

NI08
N308
N339
N369
OD3

7/6
8/6
8/6 OZ4

.

17/6

915//8/-

I4/ -

. 22/6

. 26/18/. 30/10/6

..

10/- PABC80

76

UU31
35

. ..

U37
U47
U50
U5
0762

U14
0I915
U251

176

... 17/6
... 11/-

PL33

PL83

. ..

12/6

...
...
...

7/6
7/6
7/6

I8/-

PL...
7/6
PL820
18/-

PCC84 ...

8/6 PCC85 ...

5 /5/6

PX4
PX25

... 19/6
... 18/6

... 13/6
... 10/... 10/19/6
UABC80
5/6
... 86
UB4IUAF42 ...
7/6
UBC41 ... 8/6
UBC8 1 ... 10/U13980 ... 7/6

PY32
PY33

RI9
R20

SP41

13/- U12
7 /- U14
9/6 U22

11 /6

7 /-

77

.. .

W76

X766 M

X78
X79
Y61
Y63

Z63
Z66

Z77

ZI52
OZ4
A7
C5
1-15

...

111/... 8

/-

16/-

11146

... 14/6

... 17/6
... I6 /... 3 /6

... 20 /... 12/6

/9/9/8/-

COMPLETE VALVE

L4

N5

7/6 3A5

UF42
UF80
UF85
U986
U989
UL41

...
...
...

...

UCF80 ... 12/6 R5
UCH21 ... 20 /- S4
UCH42 ... 8/6 SS
UCH81 ... 7 /- T4
UCL82 ... 9 /- US
UCL83 ... 11/6 2P

T4I
... 15/6
/TDO4 ... 12/6
TOD I3C 17/6
TH41
TY869

W61

15-

... 10/6
... 10/6

Q2S150/15

R16

VRI50/30

UCC84

PY82
... 5/6
PY83
... 8 /PY88
... 10 /PY800
10/PZ30
... 15 /QS95/10
10/R

/-

VP4A
I 5/VP4B ... 15 /VR105/30 7/-

15 /-

... 25 /- UCC85 ...

PY31

VMP4G... 15/- 6AT6

... 7/6
... 12/6

34

7/6 I4A86

RM3 10/- I4A100
RM4 17/6 I4RA 1-2-8-2
RM5 19/6 I4RA 1-2-8-3

23/26/28/21/- (FC301)

25/- (FC3I)

ORDERS.

3V4

... 10/... 7/6
... I0/ ... 1 1/... 10/... 19/6
...
...

6BE6

6BG6G

..

...
...
...

6/-

-

6SC7
6595

6/-

6SH7

2/6 65G7
6 /- 6517
15/- 65K7

613Q7A ... 12/6
6BR7
... 10/6

...

3/6

... 22/6
... 10/6

75/6

8/6 I4H7

... 101... 7/-

6/-

... 12/6

6CH6

6CW4

602

... 10 /- 6/3012 ... 12/6
... 12/6
16/- 7B5
... 4/- 7B7
... 8/6

6E5

....

6C060... 25/- 6X5GT ... 8/6
5/6
10/-

10 6//9

8/6

7C65

7D5

... 10
... 10//19AQ5 ... 8 /14R7

70 6

... 115/5/... 15 /-

757

... 17 6
... 6//6
... 4 /-

25A6
2516
25Y5

7Y4
12/6 803
10/6 9BW6 ... 12/6
166
/6
13/
0C2
... 17/6
5/6
/6
/6 099
... 12/
... 5/
OLD11... 15/ 0913 ... 15/-

30P4

2-

&GT ... 5617M

... 7/6

617GT ... 7/6
6K7
... 7
6K7G ... 2/6
/6K7GT
7/6
6K8
... 9/6

4/-

6K8G

6K8GT ... 9/6
6K25
... 17/6
616
6L7
6118
61

...

10 /6

7/

10 /-

... 10/... 1519 6N7GT ... 9//6
6925
... 10/6
6928
... 12 /6
6Q7
... 9/6
6Q7G ... 6 /6Q7GT
8/6
65A7
... 7 /-

0

... 23//6
... 6/6
2AH8
I /2AT6 ... 7/6
2AT7
5 /2AU6
17/6
2AU7
5 /2AX7
5 /105
2A6

1

.. .

30FL 1

0072

...
...
...
30911 ...
309113 ...
309114 ...
...
35A5
3516GT...
35W4
30912
30916
30919

0081

...

8/6

19/6

/-

11/18/10/-

9/-

17/6

15/12/6
12/6
15 /-

8/6
6/6
I5/ 35Z3
35Z4 ... 6/6
35Z5
.. 8/6
415TH ... 22/6

2BA6 ...

... 12/6
7/6 42
7/6 5005
10/10/- 50CD6G 30/215GT... 4/8/6
2J7GT
8/6 5016
2BE6

2BH7

...

2K7GT
5 /- 75
2K8GT
10 /- 78
2Q7GT
6/6
2SA7 ... 8/6 80
8/- 85A2
251(7 ... 6/- 185BT
8/251,17 ... 10/- 807A

2507 ...

..
.

8076

BRAND NEW TRANSISTORS
5/0074
...
8/0081 D ...
5/0075
...
8/0082
..
5/0077
...
8/0082D ...

8/-

87/6

... 10/
... 8/6

30L15

.

FREE WITH ORDER
0071

8/8 /8/-

30C15 ... 12/6
/6

6915
6F19

6156H6

...

2 5Z6
27SU

3011

6F23

...
...

25Z5

6/-

...
...
...
...
...

...

25Z425Y5G

....
..

4/- 708

-

20PI
2093
20P4

...

112/6

.

... 17/6
... 22/6
...
... 24/... 20/20 /-

2011

66913
914

10/-

..10/21/-

2092

6F6
6F12

...

15/-

19BG6G

6/6 20D1
5/6 2002

...

6517GT... 5 /6SN7GT
5/6SN2GT
5/6
6507 ... 86
6U4GT ... 12/6
6050 ... 7/6
6V6G ... 4/6V6GT .. 8 /6X4
.... 4/6
6X5G ... 5 /-

6C9

6925

5V4G
5Y3G

0E445

16/- (FC124)

6BA6

9/6 6926
5/6 6F33

5114

LIST

I2/- (FC142)
10/- (FCI50)
I8RA I-1-8-1
5/- (FCI18)
I8RA 1-1-16-1 7/- (FCI16)

POSTAGE 6d. per VALVE

I0/-

... 7/9
4/ UL84
5Y3GT ... 5/6
UL85
... 7/6 5Z4G ... 7 /UM80 ... 10/6 5Z4GT ... 8/6
URIC ... 15 /UU6
... 17/6 6A8G ... 8/6
UU8
...
- 6A8GT ... 13/6
UU9
... 17/6 6AC7 ... 6 /UYIN ... 126 6AK5 ... 5 /UY2I
... 15/6 6AL5
4/UY4I
... 7/6 6AM5 ... 5 /UY85 ... 6 /- 6AM6
4 /VM24B ... 12/6 6AQ5 ... 6/6
0144

16RE 2-1-8-1

TERMS OF BUSINESS C.W.O. or C.O.D.
4s. 2d. PACKING CHARGE ON ALL C.O.D.

... 12/6
... 261-

3S4

I6RD 2-2-8-1

I8RD 2-2-8-1

5/-

4

3QQ5

METAL RECTIFIERS
RMI

RM2 8/- I4A97

...

Ill -

6B8G

7/6 W81
... 6//- 6857 ... 12/6
W8 1M ... 6/- 6BW6 ... 9/... 106 X41
... 22/6 6B
... 9/6... 13/6
... 10 /- 6C4W7 ... 3/
... 15/- X65X6IM ... 12/6 6C5GT ... 8 /... 15/6C6
... 6/6
...

UBF89 ... 7 /17/6 PM24M ... 13/6 UBL21 ... 20 /-

10/- KTW61

EK32

EL42

8/-

KT33C
KT36

EF92
EF95
EF98
EF183
E9184

EL4I

10/-

IW4/500
KT6I

20/-

... II /... 11/-

20 /- 0339
PENDD4020
0403
20/- 0404

8/6 9136
8/6 PL38
H3
9/6 PL81
HN309 ... 25/- PL82

EF50E
EF80
EF85
E986
EF89

EL35
EL37
EL38

/-

HLSIDD
HL9I2L3DD
...

EF40

EL3

19/3

HL41

EFF39A

PENA4 ... 19/6

PEN36C

1

026

U25

PEN45 ... 10 /- 0281
10/6 PEN45DD 21 /- U282
10/6 PEN46 ... 5 /- U301

GZ34 ... 13/6
GZ37 ... 19/3
HABC80
I0/-

E37

PCF82 ... 7 /PC984 ... 12/6
PCF86 ... 12/6

PCL82 ... 7/6
56 PCL83 ... 9 /... 4/6 PCL84 ... 7 /PCL85 ... 7/6
15 /- PCL86 ... 12/6
... 5/6

EZ80

ECH8I ... 7 /ECHO? ... 8/6
6/6

9/6 EL32
2/6 EL33
5 /- EL34

EBC33 ... 4/6
EBC4I ... 8/6
EBC8I ... 10 /EB980 ... 7/6
EBF83 ... 8 /EB989 ... 7/6

ELI

ECC88 ... 12/6
ECC91 ... 3 /ECF80 ... 7/6
ECF82 ... 8/6
ECH3 ... 21/6
ECH2I ... 21 /ECH35 ... 10 /ECH42 ... 9/6

5/-

5/6/6/-

0081 m/hr. 12/6

SILICON RECTIFIERS
400 volts1350 mA

7/6 each

SETS OF VALVES
Set of 4, 19 /Set of 4, 19/Set of 4, 26/6

IRS, ISS, IT4, 354, 3V4

DAF91, DF9I, DK9 I, 0192. DL94
DAF96, DF96, DK96, 0196
c

IR.B.T.211a
VALVE MAIL ORDER CO
STREATHAM ROAD MITCHAM SURREY

Tel: MlTcham 6202
Open Daily to Callers

8/7/6
7/6

12/6

30/7/6
7! -
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-FOR MOB/LE PEOPLE

FOR THE `come
A SOLID STATE VOLTAGE CHANGER specifically

designed for use with the 'COURIER' MOBILE
SSB
TRANSCEIVER. The greatest possible

reliability has been achieved by the use of
electronic switching in conjunction with high
efficiency toroids.
INPUT:I2V. DC. Nominal
OUTPUT:-

(i) 600V. DC

200 mA.

(ii) 300V. DC C 30 MA.
(iii) 300V. DC @, 120 MA.

X 4" x 3%" overall.

lbs. to ois. Ex Stock ,C2r 5 0.
Similar units having power ratings of 60WEIGHT: -2

150w; input voltages of 12 or 24 V. DC and

outputs of 25o, 300, 35o v. DC are also

More than

too AVEL designs are already in
professional use in temperate and tropical countries
all over the world.

available. Units available for KW VALIANT,
EDDYSTONE Receivers and other Amateur
equipment.

AVELEY ELECTRIC LIMITED
COMPONENT DIVISION

AERIAL EQUIPMENT
yard. K358 Telecon (round) 1/6 per
yard. 75 ohm twin feeder 6d. per
yard. Post on above feeders and cable,

1/6 any length.

COPPER WIRE, 14G, H/D, 140 ft.,

17/-; 70 ft., 8/6, post and packing 2/6.

Other lengths pro rata.
RIBBED GLASS 3'

AERIAL
INSULATORS. 1/9 each, P. & P.
1/6 up to 12.

9d.

FEEDER SPREADERS. 6' Ceramic
type F.S., 10d. each.
up to 12.

Postage 1/6

CERAMIC CENTRE PIECE for

dipoles, Type AT, 1/6 each. P. & P. 1/-.

2 METRE BEAM, 5 element W.5.
Yagi. Complete in box with 1" to
21" masthead bracket. Price 49/P. & P. 3/6.

SUPER AERAXIAL, 70/80 ohm

coax, 300 watt very low loss, 1/8 per
yard. P. & P. 2/-.

FOR THE DX ENTHUSIAST

MOSLEY TRAP BEAMS

Vertical 3 Band V3
... E7 10s.
3 Band 3EL Beam TA 33dr. L24 15s.

Also the NEW Single Band Power
Beams. Send for details.

50 ohm, 300w. " coax Low loss.
Ideal for Mosley and other beams,
I /9 per yd. P. & P. 2/-.

TOUGH POLYTHENE LINE.
Type MLI (100 lbs.) 2d. per yard or
12/6 for 100 yards.
Type ML2
(220 lbs.) 4d. per yard, or 25/- per

by Parmeko, half shrouded with screened primary,
tapped, 200-0-200v., 40 mA., 6.3v.
3 Amp. Only 12/6, P. & P. 2/6. These are not Ex
W.D.
200-240v.

TWIN FEEDER. 300 ohm twin
ribbon feeder similar K25 6d. per

SHELL INSULATORS 2'

TELEPHONE: SOUTH OCKENDON 3444
TELEX
24120 AVEL OCKENDON

BARGAIN TRANSFORMER OFFER. Made

THIS MONTH'S
BARGAINS

each. P. & P. 2/- up to 12.

SOUTH OCKENDON ESSEX

100 yards, post free.

ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS.

FOSTER DYNAMIC MICROPHONES. Type DFI,
HIZ, 50k. with stand and halter.
P. & P. 2/-.

Superb quality 52/6

METERS. 3f" Round 21" Scale, 2 Types 0-10 mA. and
0-100 mA. 15 /- each. P. & P. 1/6, 0-.2.5 Amp.
Thermo 21" 7/6 each, P. & P. 1/6.

TRANSMITTING VARIABLES.

Type TS 80S 80pf,

Split Stator 80pf. per section .070 spacing, 22/6 each,
P. & P. 2/6.

BANDCHECKER MONITOR.
in 3 bands. 0-1 MA. indicator.
P. & P. 2/6.

3.00 to 35.00 M.C.
Very sensitive, £3/13/6.

B.I. 8 MFD. I200v. D.C. Wkg. Capacitors, 12/6 each.

Post paid.

SCREENED MICROPHONE CABLE.

Ham Bands marked on scale. Com-

plete with indicator bulb. A MUST
for any Ham Shack. ONLY 22/6
EACH.

Post free.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.

All
brass with ceramic end plates and
ball race bearings. SOpf, 5/9, 100-6/6,

160, 7/6, 240, 8/6 and 300pf, 9/6.
Extension for ganging, P. & P. 1/-.

RACK MOUNTING PANELS :
19' x 51", 7', 81", or 101", black

crackle finish, 5/9, 6/6, 7/6, 9/ respectively. P. & P. 2/-.

EDDYSTONE TRANSMITTING
1st

grade,

9d. yard. Plus postage.
10 CORE (5 PAIRS) SCREENED CABLE. 1/8 yard.
All plus 2/6 P. & P.
COMPLETE SETS OF VALVES. For AR88 (14),
E3 10s. Post free.

FERRITE BEADS for the 5 Band Aerial, 50 for I5/- or
100 for 30/- post paid.

LARGEST RANGE OF MICROPHONES.
and Dynamic, 17/6 to 14 gns.

3.00 to 35.00 Mc/s. in 3 Switched
Bands. 3.5, 7, 14, 21 and 28 Mc/s.

Crystal

VARIABLES. Type 611, 25 x 25 pF,
.08' Gap, 612, 50 x 50 pF and 725,
100 pF. Diff. All 10 /- each. Post free.

GELOSO VFO UNITS. 4/102 with

new dial and escutcheon. Outputs on
80, 40, 20, 15 and 10. For 2-807 or

6146 Tubes. Only a 13 6. 3 valves
to suit, 24/-.
ALL POST FREE.
SHADED POLE MOTORS, 230 v.
or 110 v. operation, ideal for fans,
blowers or models. Single Unit 12/6
plus 2/- P. & P. or Pair El plus

2/6 P. & P.

170-172 CORPORATION ST.

BIRMINGHAM 4
Telephone No.: CEN 1635
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COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. EQUIPMENT OVER £30 with a three months guarantee

s. d.
K.W.77 RECEIVER. As brand new ...
R.C.A. AR88D. New with original headphones.

E

s.

d.

45

0

0

45

0

0

40

0

0

2S

0

0

I

14

0

pair

IS

0

0

WITHERS 2 Metre converters with 6DS4 Nuvistors 28-30 Mc/s. IF

IS

0

0

0

HALLICRAFTERS SX43 with matching speaker.

0

0

540 Kc.-54 Mc/s. and 86-110 Mc/s. AM -FM. ...
Brand new PYE marine equipment offered less 10%

75

0

0

HAMBLE RADIO TELEPHONE, part tran-

SO

0

0

95

0

0

FORELAND. All transistor DF receiver
...
SOLENT. All transistor, DF receiver, self con-

EDDYSTONE S750 with " S " meter and speaker 50 0

0

R.C.A. AR88LF. New
...
MOSLEY CM I. As new. 80-10 Mtrs. Xtal controlled front end ...
...
DRAKE 2B with calibrator...

100

EDDYSTONE
EDDYSTONE S640. 1.8-30 Mc/s. 200-240 AC
input

EDDYSTONE 840C. 480 Kc.-30 Mc/s. 110-240
AC/DC built-in speaker ...
EDDYSTONE S740. 480 Kc.-30 Mc/s. 200-240

NATIONAL NC66. Portable with DF loop ...
Clegg INTERCEPTOR.
The most fabulous
2 Mfr. receiver made, full SSB facilities.

45

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

tained batteries

...

MEDWAY ECHO SOUNDER. Self contained

One used PYE DOLPHIN RADIO TELE-

PHONE with 8 xtals. I2v. DC ...
HALLICRAFTERS SIOS. As new 540 Kc.30 Mc/s.

Built-in speaker ...

HEATHKIT MOHICAN.

600 Kc.-30 Mc/s.
all transistor
R.S.G.B." THE AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK "
from stock post free
...

2 HRO senior receivers one working, one for

Inputs

for UHF converters or the Clegg 2-30 MO.
adaptor, etc.

sistorised 25W. output.

spares. No coils

Cost, new £245 November, 63.

0

0

...

...

WANTED FOR CASH YOUR GOOD USED EQUIPMENT
GENEROUS PART EXCHANGE ALLOWANCE ON MODERN EQUIPMENT AGAINST NEW AND SECOND-HAND ITEMS
EXPORTERS TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.

HIGH SPEED SERVICE

410 BEVERLEY ROAD - HULL - YORKSHIRE
Telephone: HULL 41938

ril

N. W. ELECTRICS
G 3 MAX
TOKAI "WALKIE TALKIE" 9 TRANSISTOR
TRANSCEIVER. Tx and Rx crystal controlled
28.5 me/s. Weight I lb. 5 ozs. Size 2+ x If x 61. high.
Suitable for rally co-ordination, beam adjustments, and all times where rapid and easy communication to and from local fixed or mobile

IIN

1

0,4>

sites is required, L18 .10 .0, E36 .0 . 0 pair. P.P. 5/-.
Supplied with leather carrying case
and

BL4

shoulder strap, and
Radar

Freq.

earpiece.
me/s.

145-200

TX RX 220v. AC input, 19" Rack

Cabinet 30" high, 18" deep, fan
cooled, ES each. Callers only.
4 Metre 4
Element Yagi R.C.A.
with spare elements, 45/-. Callers
only.

CRT Indicator 3DPI Tube, Eif x 6+
Pan, 12" deep. Suitable for circular
trace phone monitor, As R.S.G.B.
Handbook, 25 /-, P.P. 3/6.

COMPACT HIGH EFFICIENCY TUNERS

1

- FOR ALL RX's AND TX's

A range of special units will " match anything to anything!" Peak up your R.F. performance by many 'S' points
*Type I. General purpose tuner for

1C.
I (,

20 yds. Super Aeraxial Coax, 200
watts, 200 me/s. Special Price LI,

Transistor Power Unit,

input, E9 .19 . 6.

Send

details.

We welcome all

enquiries
small.

however

52 GT. ANCOATS STREET

MANCHESTER 4
CENtral 6276

receiving, also peaks up over
H.F. range.
45/.
2/- P/P.
Type 3. H.F. band tuner for receiving

-a MUST for the serious short wave
operator, covers 1.4 to 30 me/s.
+ 1/6 P/P.
39/6
*Type 4. As type but with built-in
series var. capacitor, for
receiving.
15/+ 1/6 P/P.
Type 5. As type but with built-in
series var. capacitor for
transmitting.
+ 2/- P/P.
20/*These Units are illustrated
I

12v.

S.A.E. for

EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS and COMPONENTS. DENCO, REPANCO, etc.

receiving and transmitting
I0/+ 1/6 P/P.
°Type 2. Medium wave tuner

I

P.P. 2/6.
30w.

all IIIII

1111 IIIII

I1 SEND FOR

FULL DETAILS

Only the PRICE is low I
Use

PARTRIDGE
ELECTRONICS
LTD.

7, Sowell Street,
Broadstairs, Kent

Thanet 62535
the RF40 Field Indicator/phone monitor, 69/6, post free

IIMI MI Mil MI 11111 MI MIMI

I

FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR AND AMATEUR RADIO
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SHORT WAVE
ales
EDITORIAL

Contests

At this period of the winter DX season, we have coming upon us contests

of various kinds, in which a large number of amateur transmitters are
interested, and many of our readers will be going over their equipment in preparation for the
strenuous days ahead.
To our mind, there is much to be said both for and against contests. On the one hand, a

healthy competitive spirit is aroused, serious entrants put their stations to a severe testand only those who go in for the American DX competition know just how severe it can be,

both on man and material-and there is much interest, excitement and even experimental
value attached to the whole business, for in these days it really is something to get only a
moderately high place in a DX Contest open to the world.
But there is another aspect, and not the obvious one of " pot -hunting." Rules which are
watertight for unscrupulous entrants are difficult to formulate, it is hard to avoid giving

some part of the world or a particular group an advantage over all others, and above all
there is the incentive to go to almost any lengths in order to win. Selfish operation breaks
out like a rash, power limits are forgotten, and friction arises between competing operators
and those who wish to use the bands in the ordinary way.
For not all amateur transmitters-and actually only a comparatively small percentage-are
interested in DX Contests as they are staged at present. Admittedly, the difficulty is to make
them equally fair and attractive to everyone, though in this respect the ARRL DX Contest
(where entrants compete only with others in their own country in working American and
Canadian stations) is quite the best one open for world-wide participation.
But apart from the British Empire and America, there are other countries also interested in
contests, who naturally want to organise their own. The result is that about this time of year
there is one contest after another coming in this or that category, with needless duplication,
intense band -occupancy (though this is not much that we should worry about) and even condemnation in print of one country running a telephony party while another is organised for
CW!
It seems to us that something should be done about all this through the International Amateur

Radio Union-but can it? The answer is No. And so we shall probably see the Contest

Scramble going on till amateurs themselves weary of the situation or demand one annual
effort, and one only, organised for world participation.
The foregoing, by the present writer, appeared just 25 years ago, in the February 1939 issue
of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE. It is as generally true now as it was then-the question is, have
we made any progress?

WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATION
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TWO -METRE TRANSCEIVER
FOR PORTABLE/MOBILE
OPERATION

operation) could equally well be the basis of a
fixed -station converter for anyone interested in
experimental work with transistors at VHF.
Similarly, the IFIAF unit and the speech
amplifier -modulator, all transistorised, can be
regarded as separate items adaptable for other
purposes. The second part of this article-dealing with the transmitter, change -over system for
transistor protection, the power supply and other

MEDIUM -POWER

TRANSISTORISED EQUIPMENT,
USING PRINTED CIRCUITRY
Part I
C. BOWDEN (G3OCB)

This article is of particular interest in that it not
only describes an efficient VHF transceiver, but

its design and construction in unit form. This
means

that each section

is

virtually self-

contained, and the units can be built separately

-for other purposes, if needs be. That is to

say, our contributor's version of a transistorised
two -metre receiver,

with printed circuitry at

IFIAF, (though intended by him for portable

February, 1964

relevant sections of the assembly as a wholewill appear in a later issue.-Editor.
desired, so the extra bulk was considered not to be
too great a drawback.
In order adequately to protect the RF transistors
in the receiver, a special change -over system was
developed. This necessitated two auxiliary relays in

the equipment, as well as the aerial relay, and is

designed to ensure that the receiver input is earthed
before the Tx is energised and not unearthed until
the Tx is dead. (A fuller description is given later.)
The circuit works well in practice and no damage to
the transistors has occurred.
In order to keep down cost (and to give as much
satisfaction as possible) as much of the equipment
as

reasonably could be was home constructed,

Table of Values
THE author had been interested in going mobile

Fig. 1.

for some time, but it was not until after becoming

keenly interested in VHF that the need to be able
to operate mobile and /P more or less forced the
issue, the
directions.

home QTH being

screened in some

Due to the remoteness of the location, away from

main centres of VHF activity and also because of
the hilly terrain of Cornwall, it was considered
necessary to build high-performance equipment with
a good " DX potential " if worthwhile results were to
be expected.

In order to do this without excessive drain on the
car battery, it was decided to utilise transistors where
posssible. It would remain necessary to use valves in

Cl = 1-8

C29 -= .001 uF solder
feed-thru

C4, C9,
C25 = 0.5-3

(Henrys)

C11, C17 = 100 /./uF, s/m

C12 = 47 auF, s/m

C13 = .001
cer.
C16 = 220 µµF, slm

= 8µµF, cer.

RIO = 4,700 ohms
R11 = 2,200 ohms
R13 = 3,800 ohms

R14 = 3,300 ohms
R16, R19 = 190 ohms
R18

= 150 ohms

RFC = 1.5 mH min. RF
choke (Henrys)
Xtal = 35 me min. 3rd
overtone
type

(Henrys)
2N2398 (Philco)
TR2 = 2N1743 (Philco)
TR3,
TR1

TR5 = 0C171 (Mallard)
TR4 = 0C170 (Mullard)
Notes: All components except transistors, crystal and
RFC are mounted within the diecast box. All resistors are
miniatures, rated 1/16th watt. Alternatives 2N1743,
AFZ12 or AF139 may be substituted for TRI, with
slight circuit changes. Coax sockets are used for SKI
and SK2.

C18 = 15 nuE, var.

economy.

to use the PSU and relay with other equipment if

cer.

C6 = 2-3 izi.LF cer.
C7 = 0.5-3 AuF var.

apparent that a 25 -watt plate -and -screen modulated
transmitter was a possibility, with quite good

Since they are separate, however, it would be possible

ti.gF

trimmers

C22

RI, R12 = 6,800 ohms

R2, R3,
R6, R8,
R15, R17 = 1,000 ohms
R4, R7 = 1,500 ohms
R5, R9 = 10,000 ohms

C3, C5,
C8, C10,

After considering the power problem, and the
modulator components that could be used, it was

inside by using an open DPCO type or one of the
commercial coaxial types, but the high loss of the
former and cost of the latter were not acceptable.

min.

C14, C15,
C19, C20,
C21, C23,
C24, C26,
C27, C28,

not readily available.

the power supply and aerial change -over relay were
eventually positioned externally to the transmitter/
receiver. It might have been possible to fit the relay

nnF

(Henrys)

C2 = 15 itp,F

the transmitter as VHF power transistors are still

A neat metal cabinet was already available,
which had originally housed a war -time IFF set,
size 141in. wide, 7in. high and 7in. deep, so it was
going to be a problem to fit everything in. In fact,

Circuit of the Two -Metre Transistor Converter

TABLE OF COIL DATA

Ll

- 54 turns 20g. silver-plated wound to }-in. diam. over
4 -in. length, with tap half -turn from earthy end, and single -

turn link.
L2

- 81 turns 26g. wound to 4 -in. diam. over 4 -in. length,

L3

- Coil wound as LI, without tap.

with tap 4 turns from C7.

L4, L5 - Approximately 50 turns 36g. enam. close -wound on 4 -in.
diam. former with dust -core. Link 8 turns at cold end.
L6

- 12 turns 30g. enam. close -wound on 4 -in. former with
dust -core. Links two turns each at cold end.

L7

- 54 turns 24g. on p.t.f.e. sleeve, 4 -in. long, with dust -core.
Link one turn at cold end. Tap 2 turns from C25.
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C8

SK 4

L

C4

C27
R44

C22

C26

C24

R48

R4 5

R49

Fig. 1. Circuit of the transistorised two -metre converter designed by G3OCB, for which all values are given in the table. The RF
stage TR1 is neutralised, and the output from the IF stage TR3 is for 4-6 mc tunable. The oscillator -multiplier chain is TR4-TR5,
with a 35 mc third -overtone type crystal in the emitter of TR4, which is an 0C170. By suitable choice of crystal and the values for
L6, L7 other injection frequencies can be used. Construction is In compartments, with careful inter -stage screening, and feed -through

condensers are fitted to all input leads.

using tools and test equipment normally available
to the average amateur.
The modulation and driver transformers were
excluded, however. Although it is possible to make
these on the bench, the work involved in winding

suitably rated transistors and primary winding wire
size. Despite the large core, efficiency is over 80 per
cent when the unit is supplying 50-60 watts. There

exciting! It is doubtful if a home-made item could

The difficulty with such a limited front panel
area was to find room for a suitable dial after the
meter, speaker and control knobs had been taken
into account. A Jackson Bros. SL16 dial was
eventually chosen ; this was the largest that could
be fitted and provides a reasonable amount of

on several thousand turns of wire did not seem

have been made small enough, considering the difficulties of hand winding. Consequently commercial

transformers were obtained from Gardners ; these
items are beautifully made. A fault in the modulator
resulted in the transformer being subject to a current
of some 12 amps. for quite some time (normal rating
2.5A). The fuse failed to blow. The transformer was
too hot to hold after this treatment. It was returned
to the factory and passed all tests satisfactorily and
has since given six months of trouble -free operation.

A cheaper or home-made item would surely have
failed. (It is now possible to get transformers for
transistor modulators made by other suppliers.)

The question of home construction or commercial

is more easily settled in favour of the former when
one considers DC/DC converters ; such items are
easily built at home at quite considerable saving in
cost. By using a larger toroid than usual, winding is
easy ; the 500 or so secondary turns can be wound

in an hour or two and, due to the large core, the
toroid can be used at much higher inputs than the
present equipment calls for, simply by putting in

is,

of course, no reason why a vibrator or rotary

power supply should not be used if the extra power
drain is acceptable.

bandspread. The tuning rate is rather fast, but allows
SSB to be tuned while static. Due to voltage variation

with engine speed (Zenner diodes are not perfect
and the converter crystal oscillator is in any case
not stabilised), and also because of the tuning rate,
reception of SSB while mobile is difficult. It was
necessary to cut holes in the dial plate for the two
dial bulbs.

Chassis Details and General Construction
The complete transmitter/receiver is built up
from a number of individual sub -units. The reasons

for this are various.
(1)

easy
allows
construction
of circuits and permits
quite radical changes without necessi-

Unit

servicing

tating a complete rebuild,

[over
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(2) Screening and mechanical stability are

much better, with excellent isolation
between circuits,
(3) " One -level " construction would have

made it impossible to fit the equipment

into the desired cabinet.
No RF feedback has been experienced despite
the fact that no precautions have been taken against
this. The screened microphone head amplifier does,
however, give a measure of protection in itself.
Printed circuitry has been used in the modulator
and also in the receiver IF, AF and S -meter stages,

but normal techniques were used in the converter,
tunable IF strip and in the transmitter.
The heart of the assembly is an Eddystone die-

cast box, which houses the receiver IF, AF and
S -meter

stages.

The converter

stages are both built in

and tunable IF
the smallest -size diecast

boxes, which are then fitted on a spare lid from a
larger box. This is so mounted that two screws
release the complete converter/tunable IF assembly

from the rest of the equipment. Tuning is by
means of RF27 type condensers.

A narrow chassis mounted along the rear of

the main diecast box supports the two control relays

the transmitter crystal oscillator and its
associated bank of crystals. Either side of this area,
and

a dividing partition of aluminium screens off the
modulator on the one side and the transmitter
on the other. The screen between the modulator
and centre is also used as a heat sink for the
modulator transistors which are insulated from
the

chassis by mica washers-see general layout

diagrams (Part II).
The modulator chassis is only one inch high
so as to keep the overall height, including transformers, to less than Tins. This leaves just enough
room to mount the printed circuit board and potentiometers beneath. The driver and modulation
transformers are fitted above chassis, with the

driver transistor using a portion of the chassis as
heat sink.

(This is not strictly necessary, however,
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due to the low level at which this stage operates.)
The transistor must again be insulated from chassis
by a mica washer.
The transmitter unit is built on a chassis with a
sloping portion, in order to get the PA valve anode
pins close to the tank circuit.
Transistors

It should be noted that prior to building this
equipment the author had not previously played

with transistors. Despite the pessimists who make
transistors appear very difficult to work with due to
the variation in characteristics and their fragility,

the very opposite has been found

Admittedly, care

to

be true !

needed in handling transistors
and a heat shunt must be used when soldering. It
is very easy to damage a transistor electrically-one
2N1743 suffered a change in characteristics when,
while trying to measure the emitter voltage, the
meter was inadvertently left on the current range,
shorting the emitter resistor and leading to an excessive collector current. Such things often happen in
an unguarded moment. By using the potentiometer
base -bias system and reasonably high collector and
emitter resistors, little trouble should be experienced
with change of transistor or momentary faults, e.g.
with a 12v. supply and 1K emitter and collector
resistors, the collector current cannot exceed 6 mA
even with heavy base -bias. If the base -bias potentiometer is made up using fairly high resistors, the
base current
conditions.

is

is

similarly

limited

under fault

These techniques are used where possible to limit
the maximum currents that can flow to a safe value.
Modulator

Originally a pair of XC142's had been tried, as
they were available and reputed to be equivalent
to the NKT404 specified in a similar circuit-they

did not in fact stand up to the treatment in the
manner expected.

A matched pair of 0C35's was then substituted,
these transistors being much more suitably rated,

Panel appearance of two -metre transceiver described in the article by G3OCB. It is suitable for fixed -station, mobile or portable use,
on CW or phone with p -and -s control by a transistor modulator, and is self-contained for power, running offa 12v. DC supply. Pull

details are given in the text.
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Fig. 2. The tunable IF amplifier section of the G3OCB two -metre receiver is built as a separate unit. The input arrangement at LI
for TR1 was found to be necessary to ensure the stability of this stage - see text. The oscillator TR3 produces an IF output at 465 kc,
which is taken from the mixer TR2 at Sk2 into the three -stage IF amplifier shown in Fig. 3. Condensers C4, C8, C14 are ganged
(75
ex-RF27), and R14 functions as a " de -sensitise control " against strong local signals.

and trouble -free operation has been obtained since.
The driver stage still uses an XC142 as the power
level is much lower at this stage, and the XC142
gives slightly more gain than the 0C35. A three -

stage RC amplifier provides the driving signal. The
un-bypassed emitter resistors in the first and driver
stages introduce some negative feedback. This is

the only feedback employed in the complete unit ;
despite

this, and the reputation of transistors for

distortion, speech quality has been reported as quite
good.

Originally a crystal microphone was employed,
the first transistor having a very high series base
resistor to make the input current fed. Due to the
heat experienced in the car during summer and the
fragility of crystal microphones, the latter was
replaced by a Lustraphone dynamic type. This

was modified, the transformer being removed from
the

microphone casing

and

a

small

transistor

amplifier incorporated to improve the audio output
level. The original cable was removed and a length
of miniature screened 6 -way cable substituted. The
microphone switch which had originally been used
to short the mike was re -wired to two of the cores
and used to control the

main relay. A 5 -pin

Continental type plug and socket connects the mike
head amp. -control switch assembly to the main
unit.

The modulator speech amplifier (Fig. 5, p.664)
is built on a printed circuit board. (Etch your own
P.C. Kit). Gain is controlled by R6, wired between

the head amplifier and the speech amplifier and
mounted on the front apron of the modulator
chassis. The modulator shown would probably
supply as much as 20 watts of audio if suitable

transformers were used.
Transmitter

The transmitter first stage-see Fig. 6, Part IIutilises a 6C4 as a fundamental oscillator, in order
to permit alternative frequencies to be selected at
will by a front panel switch. In this transmitter

four frequencies are available. An extra control on
the front panel is the " net " switch. The net switch

Table of Values
Fig. 2. Tunable IF section, 4-6 mc range
CI = see L2
C2

C3, C6,

= 8.2 anF

C7, C10,

C11, C13,

C16, C17 = .01 AF, min.
C4, C8,
C14
75 AAP', var. (exRF27, or similar)
C5, C9,
C15 = 3-30 anF, Philips
C12 = 10 anF
C18 = .05 tiF, min.
C19 = .001 AF, feed-thru

RI, R6 = 100,000 ohms
= 1,200 ohms

R2, R12
R3, R8
R4
R5
R7
R9
RIO
R11

R13
R14
Z1

TR1,TR2
TR3

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1,000 ohms
100 ohms
2,500 ohms
4,700 ohms
2,200 ohms
10,000 ohms
470 ohms
200 ohms

25,000 ohms, var.
OAZ212, Zenner
0C171 (Mullard)
0C170 (Mullard)

TABLE OF COIL DATA

Ll -45 turns 36g. enam. close -wound on 1 -in. diam. former with
dust -core.

L2 - Wound to resonate at 35 mc with Cl.
L3 - 45 turns, as LI, with 6 -turn link close -wound at cold end, and
tap at 10th turn.
L4 - 40 turns, as LI, with links 3 turns each at cold end.
L5 - 465 kc. double -tuned IF transformer, any miniature type.

as it is enables one's channel to be more closely
checked for QRM. The net switch merely supplies
HT to the CO stage with the receiver still operating.
Enough harmonic is available at 144 mc for net

purposes.

The second stage is an EF91 tripler to 24 mc,

and the third stage is a 6BW6 tripler to 72 mc, this
output being finally doubled to 144 mc. Several

EL85's were tried in the second tripler and final
driver but operation was not satisfactory as there
was insufficient 144 mc drive at all times and the
72 mc drive tended to be very variable. (This effect

may have been due to the fact that the EL85's at
hand were not in a good condition.) Even with
the battery fully charged it was impossible to obtain
the 2 mA minimum considered necessary. In order

to rectify this and since some 6BW6's and 5763's
were available it was decided to employ these
instead.

With the two latter

types in use grid
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R21

Fig. 3. The 465 kc IF amplifier, detector Dl, and BFO TR4 circuits are built up as a single unit on a printed -circuit board, of which
details are given in another diagram. Commercial IFT's are used throughout in this section - see table of values. SI is the BFO
switch and R22 the audio gain control, working into the AF amplifier at Fig. 4, p.669. TR5, TR6 comprise the S -meter unit.

current of over 2 mA is obtained even with a low
battery, while the figure approaches 3 mA when
the battery is fully charged. The -ve 12 volt battery
supply is used to protect the frequency multipliers
and driver stage against drive failure. This voltage
is insufficient to protect the PA valve, however, so
an EL85 is used as a clamp tube. The watt or so
of heater drain of this valve is considered a reasonable price to pay to insure the PA valve.
The transmitter circuitry at Fig. 6 (Part II) is
quite conventional except for a couple of points.
One unusual feature is the type of crystal oscillator
used. A fundamental type oscillator is necessary
so that the various crystals may be switched and the
actual circuit used permits this to be done without

loss of output from crystal to crystal and is very
easy to get going. The other point to mention is
the use of feedthrough capacitors C9, C12 to de couple the grid current metering resistors R8, R12.
These capacitors mount through the chassis and
provide ready made clip -on metering points.
The output link is tuned by a miniature 50 µI.EF
variable condenser and this permits easy load alteration. The PA grid coil resonates, with grid circuit
strays, at 144 mc. The coupling of the series -tuned
driver anode coil IA to the PA grid coil is fairly
critical for maximum drive. Keying is effected by
breaking the screen voltage of the 6BW6 multiplier.

There is a very small output from the PA under

these conditions due to leak -through of energy, but

Table of Values
Fig. 3. IF Amplifier, Detector, BFO and S -meter unit

Cl, C3,
C5, C6,
C7, C8,
C9

C2, C4,

C15
CIO

R9
RIO

.05 uF, min.
8

µF.,

15v. elect.

30 uF, 155v. elect.

R16, R18 = 470 ohms

R20 = 220,000 ohms
R22 = 5,000 ohms, var.

= .01 uF, min.
C12
2 uuF
C13 = 1 uF, 15v. elect.
Cl 1

C14

= 2 uF, ISv.

RI = 50,000 ohms
R2, R3,
R6, RI7 = 10,000 ohms
R4 = 68,000 ohms
R5, R7,

27,000 ohms

= 6,800 ohms

200 ohms
RI4 = 100,000 ohms
R15 = 4,700 ohms

R13, R19

DI = 0A70
Z1

elect.

Z2

= OAZ204, Zenner
= OAZ212, Zenner

Xtal = 465 kc

TRI,

TR2,
TR3
AF I I 7 (Mallard)
TR4
XA103 (AEI)
TR5 = SI (GEC)
TR6 = 0081D (Mulford)

R11, R21 = 1,000 ohms
R8, R12 = 2,200 ohms
IF transformers IFT1, IFT2, IFT3 are type XT50,
Repanco; IFT4 is type XT27, Repanco; and IFT5 is
type P50/33C, Weymouth.

this output is so weak as to be negligible.
Receiver Section

Converter.-As stated this unit-shown in Fig.

1

-is built into a miniature Eddystone diecast box and
comprises RF stage, mixer, IF amplifier, overtone
crystal oscillator and multiplier. See p.659.

There is not much room to spare, but by using
tubular ceramic trimmers and miniature coils, resistors

and

capacitors,

the

converter

has

been
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squeezed into the box. The crystal and transistors
are external. Holes were drilled through the lid

of the box to accept the RF stage and mixer and
plug-in bases were used for the other stages. These

little holders do not seem to have caught on

generally but make excellent bases for easy tran-

sistor replacement, as well as providing tags to which
other components can be soldered. The bases are not
designed for mounting through a metal panel, but by
cutting off the fixing lug and filing a small notch on

663

tant with transistor mixers.
the mixer

and IF

The output coils of

amplifier (0C171)

are

both

heavily damped to keep down gain and to make
the response more level. The IF used by the
author is 4-6 mc and the IF response is level to
within 3-4 dB over this range. In some areas 4-6
mc may lead to serious image problems and it may

be necessary to double -convert or to alter the tunable
IF to a higher frequency. As an example, the crystal

without fear of damage due to continual soldering.

oscillator could be changed to 30 mc and the quadrupler would then come out at 120 mc ; the first IF
would be 24-26 mc, and by changing the 0C171 IF
amplifier into a mixer stage fed with 30 mc energy
directly from the oscillator, an IF of 4-6 mc would
again be available but now as a result of double -

directly interchanged, in many cases without
component change.

third -overtone crystal and the output from

either end, they can be made a nice press fit into a
small slotted hole.

This facility has enabled several types of tran-

sistor to be plugged in directly to assess performance

For example AFZ12, 0C170, 0C171 can all be

a

conversion.

The overtone stage uses an HC6U 35 mc type
this

The RF stage uses a Philco type T2028 (2N2398)
transistor (originally a 2N1742 gave very good performance in this position but the T2028 is noticeably
superior in gain and noise factor). Neutralizing is

stage is quadrupled in the 0C171 zero bias multiplier stage. Sufficient output is available from this

converter has been found to give best performance
and easiest adjustment, as well as lower image and
IF breakthrough.
The mixer stage is again convential, using a
2N1743. The link coupling helps to provide a low

the

by means of a split collector coil and adjustable
capacitor (C7). The use of link coupling in the

base -to -ground impedance at the IF, which is impor-

stage for efficient low -noise mixing.

Leads in the RF stage, mixer and multiplier
should all be kept as short as possible in accordance with usual VHF wiring techniques. Due to
low circuit impedances found in transistor
equipment, by-passing is usually more of a problem.
Solder -in

feed -through

capacitors

of

.001

/IF

capacity are used between compartments and also
at all power leads entries ; these are very effective
at the frequencies in question. Screening inside the

Under -chassis view of the G3OCB two -metre transceiver assembly showing layout of the printed -circuit boards, with the transmitter

chassis on the right. Some further drawings will appear in the second part of the article, with which this view can be related.
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Table of Values
Fig. 4. Transistor AF amplifier and output stage
Cl
8 AF, 15v. elect.
C2, C5 = 50 p.F, 15v. elect.
C3
1
AF, ISv. elect.
C4

RI, R6

i5v. elect.
470 ohms
100

R2, R3 = 27,000 ohms
R4
R5

R7, R9

1,000 ohms
10 ohms
3,300 ohms

R8, RIO = 100 ohms
R11, R12 = 3.9 ohms

Ti = xformer

LFDT4

(Weymouth)

TR1 = XB103, or similar
TR2,

TR3 = XC131, or similar
(matched pair)

Tunable IF (3-5-6 mc)

This unit (apart from tuning condensers and

Fig. 4. The AF amplifier in G3OCB's receiver design, using
standard parts throughout. The transistors TR2, TR3 in
matched pair give plenty of audio output.

converter is made from. thin tinned copper.
Reverse AGC is not applied to the RF stage as
this tends to reduce rather than improve the signal handling capacity of the stage. In areas where high

strengths are common forward AGC may
be employed and should provide about 20 dB of
gain reduction in the RF stage alone as well as
signal

improving the signal -handling capability. (Transistor

trimmers) is as Fig. 2, p.661, and is constructed in
a miniature size Eddystone diecast box and has
three stages -an 0C171 in the RF ; 0C171 mixer ;
and 0C170 oscillator. Zenner diode stabilising is
employed in the oscillator stage and is reasonably
effective in keeping the frequency stable, although
there is some slight change in frequency with
extremes of battery voltage due to the shortcomings
of Zenner diodes.
Plug-in transistor bases are used for the mixer
and oscillator stages but the RF stage transistor is

mounted within the box with a small screen of

manufacturers can usually supply information on

the best type of AGC to employ and any other

Table of Values

relevant details.)

Fig. 5. Speech Amplifier and Modulator

Cl, C2,

P T.

C9, C10
25 AF, 15v. elect.
C3, C4,
C7, C8 = 8 µF, 15v. elect.
CS, C11,
C13, C14 = 50 µF, 15v. elect.
C6, C12
100 IAF, 15v. elect.

RI, R3,

R4
R2, R18
R5, R8,

3,800 ohms
15,000 ohms

R15, R17,

R20, R21
1,000 ohms
R6
25,000 ohms, var.
R7, R10 = 6,800 ohms
R9 = 38,000 ohms
R11 = 22,000 ohms
R12, R16,

R19,R22,

R23 = 4,700 ohms
R13
47,000 ohms
R14 = 10,000 ohms

R24 = 150 ohms
R25 = 47 ohms
R26 = 100 ohms
R27 = 3.3 ohms
R28 = 150 ohms, 1-w.
R29 = 33 ohms, 1-w.
SI = Phone/CW toggle
T1 = xformer GR33445
(Gardners)
T2 = xformer GR33446
(Gardners)

PT = press -to -talk
TR1,
TR2,

switch

TR3 = 0071 (Mullard)

TR4 = XCIO1 (AEI) or
similar
TR5 = XC142 (AEI), or
similar

TR6,TR7 = 0C35

(Mullard)
matched pair

0

Fig. 5. The speech amplifier and modulator in the G3OCB design, with a matched pair of 0C35's at TR6, TR7 ; they will give
ample audio output for controlling the PA valve in the two -metre transmitter (to be shown in the second part of the article). This
section of the main assembly is also built on a printed circuit -board, as shown in the sketch on p.665. The inter -connection is
so arranged that the whole transceiver can be controlled on the press -to -talk switch PT, in the left-hand diagram above. In the
circuits of Figs. 1-5, the lettering on each shows how the sections are related for final connection.
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tinned

copper fitted

across

the box so

as
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to

screen the RF mixer tuned circuits ; it also screens

the base and collector leads of the RF transistor

from each other, to prevent instability.

The gain of the RF stage is variable from the
front panel, and this control, R14, is most useful
when there is a very strong signal on an adjacent
channel.

The RF stage is a conventional grounded emitter
circuit; the oscillator is capacity coupled into the

base of the mixer via the mixer tuned circuit, in
preference to the usual arrangement which uses a
coil in series with the emitter lead. This unit proved
to be the most difficult to get going, however. If
input to the RF stage was by means of a tapping on

the tuned circuit or by using a link coil there was
severe trouble, resulting in a large number of spurious

The only way these could be prevented
was by the adopted method of feeding the input
signals.

SPEECH AMPLIFIER

to the hot end of the coil through the small capacitor, C2. The amount of feedback used in the oscillator is also somewhat critical, too much resulting
in spurious modes of oscillation.

IFT2

IFT4

TR3

TR1

TR2

IFT3

FT 4

IF Amplifier (465 kc)
This is a three -stage amplifier, Fig. 3, p.662,
using AF117 transistors to render neutralizing
unnecessary. In order to improve selectivity double -

tuned IF transformers are used. The detector takes
an 0A70 diode at DI and a portion of the output
from this stage is fed back as AGC control to two
of the previous stages.
A crystal -controlled BFO is used for CW and
SSB reception. Since virtually all SSB on 2m. is
upper sideband and the frequency conversion processes convert this to LSB on 465 kc, any surplus
HF crystal that comes within about 1-2 kc HF of
465 kc will produce acceptable results.
Due to the simple detection system employed it
is virtually impossible to prevent BFO voltage from
affecting the AGC line, so no effort was made to
prevent this and in order to ensure ample BFO injection the latter is in fact coupled directly into the
IF chain via a small capacitor, C12.
Printed circuitry is used in the construction of
the IF amplifier detector and BFO stages, the
whole unit measuring 41in. x 3in. x lin. high.
AF Strip
This stage utilises an XBIO3 AF amplifier driving
a matched pair of XC131 transistors via a Weymouth
type LFDT4 driver transformer. The whole assembly

-12 v

from
relay

From LS
Si

IF AMP. DETECTOR.

AFG control

AND BFO.

41/2'
-I2v from relay

T LS

H

num
/G

G

m ,4-4-46

,

'.17

2'

'
From k
AFG

control

R5

r/A

d'g
49,

r

0 ARM

z

R6
31/21

AF AMPLIFIER

measures no more than 3fin. x 2in. x lin. high
and is capable of up to 750 mW output. Due to the

fact that a suitable lain. square load speaker of
about 15-25 ohms could not be found at the time
the unit was built, an 8 -ohm speaker was obtained

METER.
DC AMPLIFIER

Fl

-12v from

Fig. 6. Detail for the printed -circuit boards used for the
various audio and low -frequency sections of G3OCB's VHF
transceiver. Since these boards can be fitted together on
screwed rod with spacers, pancake -fashion, a considerable
saving of space is possible. If it is not intended to use printed circuit boards, the circuits can, of course, be built up in the
ordinary way. Another very suitable mounting would be
"Veroboard."

re lay
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and was wired in series with a 10 -ohm +-watt re-

AGC control current to a sufficiently high value to
drive the 5 mA meter. In the actual circuit used
there is insufficient coupling completely to remove

output but there is still more than enough for mobile

the audio component and the S -meter exhibits downward swings with speech. (Possibly this could be
adapted as some sort of modulation percentage
indicator.)

sistor in order to provide a suitable load to the
output stage. This results in some loss of audio
use.
S -Meter

This circuit, also shown in Fig.

3,

is merely a

two -stage DC amplifier which steps up the very small

To be concluded

SSB TRANSLATOR FOR
TOP BAND

the writer's particular layout it was more convenient
to have it remote and feed the energy from the tank
over co -axial cable to the ATU.
The output of a K.W. " Viceroy " Mark Il SSB

SIDEBAND CONVERSION FROM
7 MC
(G3BA)

T. P. DOUGLAS, M.B.E.,

a move in

the other direction-how to get
Sideband output on 160 metres-Editor.

Christmas

holidays

a

strange

DURING
impulse urged the writer to get on to Top Band

again-in order to contact old friends whose interests
did not extend to VHF. Being familiar with VHF

transverter design for Sideband, all sorts of complicated circuits were sketched out using balanced
mixers and isolator stages, as it would seem prudent
to do things this way. The one great snag was that
it was essential to get on to 160 metres with the
least delay, and so the constructional work had

to be cut to a minimum. Attention then turned to
seeing what was the very simplest way to get on to
Top Band from a higher frequency and cut out the
rather complex frills which might not be entirely
necessary.

One could not get anything simpler than an

oscillator -mixer followed by an amplifier stage, so
with this in mind, the junk box was investigated to see
what was available. An ECF80 came to light, fol-

lowed by an old 5B/254M, so this was what set the
final design. The whole job of construction took
just six hours

side, the lower sideband would appear on Top Band.
Everything tuned up exactly after the GDO had set

the coils; more than adequate drive was obtained
from the mixer into the 5B/254M for AB1 operation

Our contributor is very well known for his work
on VHF transverters for SSB. Here he discusses

the

exciter was fed into the mixer on 7 mc and as this
was using lower sideband and the crystal injection
for the conversion frequency was also on the lower

and this included

-in fact, the grid meter could be run up to 4 mA
with full carrier insertion and at this the output
could be loaded to well beyond the limit. At

40w. p.e.p. input the linearity is excellent and well
below the crushing level. Reports received have
indicated that the signal is very clean and entirely
acceptable in every way-so in view of the number
of interested queries both over the air and by post

it was thought that these details might be worth
publishing.

Alternatives

So straightforward is the circuit that it requires
no explanation in detail, and it can be copied easily
and with confidence as shown here. It might be
useful, however, to comment on one or two alternatives which could be tried, as it is not everyone who
has a

7 mc exciter

an ATU for

The small translator was built on a standard
aluminium chassis measuring 12ins. x 8ins. x 2ins.

with the long side going from front to rear. The

oscillator -mixer was to the rear and in -line construc-

tion followed with the amplifier valve next and the
tuning coil and capacitor to the front. There was
sufficient room for the ATU to be mounted beside
the tank circuit had this been required, although for

sideband

7 mc range and this would require a 9 mc crystal to
be used in place of the 5.2 mc of the lower sideband
set up. Again, if the SSB rig has only 14 mc output
with upper sideband, then a 16 mc oscillator will do
the trick quite nicely. A word about the signal frequency drive levels: Only about 10 volts RMS is
required across the terminating resistor in the mixer

Table of Values

resonating the " piece of wire " outside to the band.
Construction

with the correct

output at the right power level. Some SSB transmitters of older design had upper sideband on the

Sideband Translator circuit for Top Band
CI

C2
C3

C4, C7,

2.7 np.F
.005 AF
60 ni.iF

C8, C10,

C12, C13 = .01 µF.
C5, C9

100

C6 = 50 iitiF

C11 = 15-400
RI

R2 =
R3 =
R4 =

47,000 ohms, 4-w.
47,000 ohms, 2w.
100,000 ohms,
680 ohms, 4w.

R5 = 75 ohms, lw.
R6 = 47,000 ohms, lw.
R7 = 1,000 ohms, ivv.

RFC = 2.5 mH RF choke
Xtal = 5.2 mc
APC = 5t. spaced on
resistor body
LI

= To tune 5.2 mc
with C3

L2 = To tune 1.8 mc
L3 =

To tune 1.8 mc

VI = ECF80
V2 = 5B/254M
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+250v

+600v HT

+ 2 Ov
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stab

la ( zero signal) 20mA
Ia (max peak ssb) 65mA
C4

\

L2

CST

E -I

Tune 160m-_

_...ATU

111111

Vox aux

relay
contact

rzo

o
74"t647 -

C9

CI
VIA

6

W3

tc

R6

9

I

Xi

vox aux

APC3

RFC

relay contact

V2

Fr _3

2

.6

C43

R4

R

R3

C8
R5

l

C42

III
II

III

7 mc
40v r.m.s approx

-10 to -30v reg.

supply

Circuit as used by G3BA to obtain SSB output on Top Band, from a 7 me Sideband drive source. Mixing is in the ECF80, with the

CO side on 5.2 mc ; as mentioned in the text, other frequency combinations can be selected to produce the 1.8 mc LSB drive for the
PA (which could be any other suitable type, such as an 807 or a 6196). Values and current readings to be expected are for the 5B/259M,
which is a miniaturised version of the 807. If the 7 mc SSB drive is obtained from a Sideband transmitter, such as a " Viceroy,"
running straight, it is essential to keep the input to the mixer down to about 10v. r.m.s.- this can be done by feeding the SSB Tx
output into a dummy load, and tapping off the required drive by a potentiometer network across the load.

cathode and this is just about right for most exciters
using 6CL6's or the like as Class -A amplifiers. But if
the output of the SSB transmitter is something like a
pair of 6146's then perhaps the easiest way of doing
things is to terminate the transmitter in its dummy
load and then to reduce the RF voltage across this
load to 10 volts or so by means of a series condenser
between the " hot" end of the load and the 75 -ohm
mixer

terminating

resistor.

This

may

not

be

economical in the sense of power consumption, but
at least the main rig is not disturbed in any way and
is operating under correct loading and output.
For the more adventurous, it will be obvious
that a little drive can be filtered off before the linears
of the HF rig and the linear PA disabled when Top
PHOTOGRAPHS ALWAYS WANTED
Readers are reminded that we are always glad to
have good photographs of Amateur Radio interest
for general illustration in SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE.
Though colour prints can sometimes be satisfactorily
reproduced black -and -white, we much prefer the
latter in the original. Except that we cannot con-

veniently make use of photographs that are either
very small or very large, size is not of great importance as this is in any case determined to our
requirements in the block -making process. What is
important is that the picture should be clear and
sharp,

with fully

descriptive

notes - and

this

Band operation is desired. How the drive at 7 mc
is derived is of little consequence as long as it does

not exceed the 10 volts or so required. It is also
wise not to have too much drive at the con-

version frequency from the crystal and the 2.7 pILF
coupling capacitor Cl was found to be adequate for

the HT used on the oscillator anode, measured as
100 volts. The fussy ones might like to stabilise
this voltage, of course, and it would be a useful

refinement for those whose mains are not too steady.
If this article has given some readers ideas about
using the same sort of approach for VHF purposes,

the writer would say-please do not try it. A very

different type of design must be adopted for VHF to
keep unwanted products down to a safe level.

description should not be written on the back of
the print itself, but on a separate piece of paper
lightly attached to the photograph. Payment is
made for all pictures used, immediately on publication.

INDEX TO VOLUME XXI
The March issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
starts a new Volume, and in it will be-as a free

loose supplement of several pages-a complete Index
to Vol. XXI, which closes with the present issue. As
usual, this Index will be fully cross-referenced, with
numerous subject headings.
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MULTI -BAND WIRE V -BEAM
SYSTEMS

Space Required
A V -aerial made only a single f -wave overall, at
the lowest operating frequency, actually requires less
space than an ordinary dipole for that frequency, and

DISCUSSION ON LAYOUT,
FEEDING AND SOME

space needed can be calculated, or found from a

COMPARATIVE RESULTS

68ft. long, and needs a space nearly 70ft. x 70ft.allowing for insulators, etc., as at (A)-or about
100ft. x 50ft., according to the positions of the

it will be a multiple of 2 -waves on harmonics. The

scale diagram.

In Fig. 2 one aerial has legs at right angles, each

supports. It is a bent dipole needing reduced space on
3.5 mc. On 7 mc it is two +-waves at right angles with
virtually no directivity. On 14 mc it is a 90 -degree V
with one -wavelength legs, and about 3 dB gain. That

F. G. RAYER, Assoc.Brit.I.R.E. (G3OGR)

Our contributor has spent a good deal of time
and taken some trouble to investigate and prove
the worth of a V-beam-of the ordinary wire
variety-as a practical system for multi -band
working. Those who have the space available
will find this article worth careful study --and
those who are confined to what they thought
could only be a one-HF-band system will find it
gives much food for thought.-Editor.

is,

signal power with a 75w. transmitter using the

beam equals approximately that of a 150w. transmitter

into a dipole. The other aerial (B) requires about

78ft. x 108ft., for 911ft. legs at 70 degrees.
The aerial is driven at its apex, which is preferably
near the transmitter to avoid a long open -wire feeder.
Leg Length
For a whole number of 2 -waves, from the standard

formula the length in feet can be:
AWIRE V -beam can provide useful gain over a
dipole, but V -beams do not seem popular. This
may be because it is often thought that the aerial is
a one -band -only device, and may be of little use for
general working on several bands in all directions.
However, some practical experiments carried out with
V -beams indicate that these limitations may not
apply too severely.
A typical wire V -beam is shown in Fig. 1. The
legs are driven out of phase and each leg is a multiple
of 2 -waves, and thus has the lobes of increased radia-

tion normally associated with a long wire. The leg

angle is so arranged that maximum lobes from Leg A
combine with those from Leg B, giving a bi-directional
gain as shown by the arrows. In a single band V -beam

the total length of the aerial (Leg A plus Leg B)

should be a multiple of f -waves, and the leg angle is
quite definite. Since the strongest radiation lobe angle
of each leg depends on the multiple of 2 -waves on
the leg, the specified leg -angle can only be achieved
on one band, even if the aerial is operated on several
bands. However, the optimum leg -angle

(N - 0.05)492
mc.

Here, N is the number of 2 -waves required. This
can be given as follows : Length in feet = 1943/mc
for four f -waves, 2435/mc for five 2 -waves, 2927/mc
for six 2 -waves, 3419/mc for seven +-waves, and
3911/mc for eight +-waves. The frequency in mc can
be selected for about the middle of the band.
Some lengths provide an approximate number of
+-waves on all bands. An example is an aerial with
68ft. legs, or 136ft. in all. This is '-z -wave on 80, two
2 -waves on 40, four +-waves on 20, six +-waves on
15, and eight +-waves on 10 metres. Doubling the

length of each leg would double the number of
f -waves, and provide one f -wave for Top Band !

Supporting points SS,S
approx same height

can be

chosen with reference to maximum radiation at the

best horizontal angle at which the lobes of each

long-wire leg combine. If the leg -angle is twice the
main lobe angle of a long wire, the lobes combine in
a plane with the legs. If the frequency is lowered, the
main lobe angle increases, so lobes tend to combine
at a different angle to the horizontal. The radiation
at this changed angle can still be useful, so that multi band working is possible.
If a single -band V has legs each an odd multiple
of +-waves in length, current feed from a low -

impedance feeder is possible. But if each leg

Apex

Leg angle

Max

radiation

Feeder approx
vertical to apex

is a

multiple of f -waves, voltage feed is necessary. Since

the multiple of +-waves changes with a change in
band, an open wire tuned line has to be adopted for
multi -band working.

Fig. 1. The basic layout for a simple bi-directional V -beam,
the advantages and characteristics of which are explained in
the text.
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Some lengths work out as multiples of +-waves and
+-waves. As an example, 102ft. will be three +-waves
on 40, three +-waves on 20, nine it -waves on 15, and
six 4 -waves on ten metres. A system with 102ft. legs

is thus a multiple of 4 -waves on all bands except

80m., where the legs are somewhat over +-wave each.
Due to the presence of a tuned line, most lengths
can be fed successfully. In tests an aerial with 91+ft.

legs (four +-waves in the 21 mc band) was found
satisfactory on the 14 mc band (three 4 -waves would
be 102ft.) as well as other bands.
Leg -Angle and Gain

It is only possible to indicate expected gain for
a given band with the leg -angle for that band. This

means that optimum results are achieved on one

Space approx 70ft x 70ft

preferred band, and results fall off with other bands,

but may still be better than with a dipole. On the

Space approx 78ft x 108ft

lowest frequency band the legs may be only a ;-wave

or +-wave each, and the aerial is then practically
without directivity.
Typical leg -angles for various leg lengths, with the
approximate gain expected, are suggested in the
Table herewith.

or SOft x1001t

or 93ft x 9Oft

(a)
Pig. 2. The first consideration when contemplating a wire
V -beam is to find out what space it requires in plan, what is
available, and where the supports are to come.

TABLE 1

2

90

4
6

70
55-58
46-50
40-44

8

10

small in normal circumstances, and efficient coupling

Gain

Leg -Angle
degrees

Number 5 -waves
each leg

to the aerial is possible even if the aerial length is

dB
3

somewhat incorrect.

dB

The feeder wires were insulated 7/22 or 7/26 as

4+ dB

sold for

dB
dB

7
8

As 3 dB represent a doubling of power, it

is

apparent that useful gain is possible! The optional

leg angles for six, eight and ten 4 -waves are for
anticipated wave angles of 0-15 degrees above the
horizon. The main lobes wave angle cannot exceed
the long wire main lobe angle, even if the leg -angle
is completely incorrect. The long-wire main lobe
angle is about 28 degrees for six 4 -waves, 25 degrees
for eight 4 -waves, and 22 degrees for ten 1 -waves.
Assuming that the lobes of increased radiation surround each leg in the form of a cone, it is possible

for lobes to combine at different angles when the
frequency is changed, as already mentioned.

Much

of the radiation can be at relatively low angles,

suitable for DX working in excess of 2500 miles or
SO.

Some

been

dimensions have

Others

given.

include those in Table 2.
TABLE 2

Each Leg

Leg -Angle

45+ft.
684ft.

90 deg.

914ft.
136ft.

70
70
60
52

80

Band and Approx. Gain
21 mc, 3 dB

14 mc,
21 mc,
21 mc,
14 mc,
21 mc,
28 mc,

3

dB

7
8

dB
dB

aerials, with 6 -in. spreaders.

Ceramic

spreaders were originally used, but were found to be

44 dB
54 dB
54 dB

Feeder
For all -band working, the tuned open -wire feeder
must be used. Losses in such a feeder are extremely

heavy and were later replaced by paxolin strips.
The latter were 6in. x fin., cut from 1/16th inch

paxolin, and drilled 4in. from each end. The strips
were painted with shellac (obtained from decorators'

stores as knotting) to keep out moisture. (Lucite

strips treated with silicone to repel surface moisture
would be excellent.)
Sufficient spreaders are needed to keep the two
wires of the line at reasonably uniform spacing.

They are fitted at about 30in. intervals, and fixed
by short pieces of 20g. wire passed through the
holes and twisted round the feeder lines. An
unnecessarily large number of spreaders should
not be used, and feeder losses are negligible in
ordinary circumstances.

At the junction of aerial and feeder, two closely
tied 3in. insulators were used, with a cord from one
insulator to the support pole. Aerial legs were 14g.
wire of usual type.
A tuner is required for coupling between feeder
and transmitter, and the need for series or parallel
tuning depends on aerial, feeder length, and band in
use. The simple tuner in Fig. 3, p.670, was employed, and during all the tests carried out, no aerial
or feeder length was encountered which could not be
accommodated by this tuner. Tuning resembles that
required with a straight top aerial centrally fed with
tuned line. If the length of one leg, plus the feeder
length, is near a number of +-waves on the frequency
in use, parallel tuning is expected. But if the length

of one leg, plus feeder, is an uneven number of
4 -waves, series tuning is tried. When the impedance
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Results Obtained
26 turns 21/2ffclia

It is not easy to make exact comparison of
results, but attempts were made to do so by keeping
records and by having 14 mc and 21 mc dipoles in
addition to the V -beam, with a change -over switch.

x 372"lon%.

Each leg was also often tried individually,

as a

correctly coupled end -fed wire.

An aerial with 68ft. legs at right angles gave

3 turns

Flexible leads
with clips

Fig. 3. A universal tuner devised by G3OGR to accommodate

various feed systems over all bands 10-80 metres. The
condensers are terminated on loose leads so that they can be
used either in series or in parallel, depending upon the
requirements as shown in Fig. 4.

at the tuner end of the line is some intermediate
figure, the wires are clipped to the coil at points
found to give satisfactory transmitter loading.

Tuner Details
The coil was on an Eddystone 2fin. diameter by
5in. long ceramic former wound with 26 turns of 18g.
tinned copper wire, turns occupying about 3fin.
Three turns of well insulated wire are over -wound
on the centre of the coil and gave suitable coupling
on all bands from 3.5 mc to 28 mc (Fig. 3).
Two separate 150 /AµF wide -spaced variable con-

consistently better results, on both 14 mc and 21 mc,
than dipoles when operating along a very broad line
in the best directions (Fig. 1). Three-quarters of

contacts in other directions were at least as good
with the beam as with the dipole. Results on 80
metres seemed about the same as with a 80m.
straight dipole.
With 911 -ft. legs at about 85 degrees, remote DX

stations in the preferred directions were heard and
worked at times when the same stations could not be
heard at all with a dipole. Results were particularly good on 21 mc. The aerial performed well on
Top Band, 80, and 40 metres. No Top Band dipole
was available for comparison. Results on 14 mc in
the best directions were a little better than with a
dipole. In other directions signals seemed as good
as with the dipole.
Attempts were also made to compare the V -beam
results with those obtained by using either leg as an

end -fed aerial. On the HF bands, no station was

found which gave better signal strength when either

densers have short flexible leads and clips. They
can be connected in series with the coil, or across
it. The feeders also terminate in clips, and the
tuner can be used in several ways.
For parallel tuning at high impedance, the circuit
is as in Fig. 4A. If more capacity is wanted, both
condensers are clipped in parallel. Fig. 4B is similar,
but less likely to spark over. For the HF bands, clips
are moved in equally towards the centre, Fig. 4C.

When the impedance to be fed

is somewhat

lower, the feeder clips are moved in equal amounts
towards the centre of the coil, Fig. 4D. If the

impedance of the tuner end of the feeder is not
known, the clips can be moved out a turn at a

time, from the centre, until satisfactory loading of
the transmitter is achieved. For HF bands, only a
part of the coil is used, as in Fig. 4C.

If difficulty arises in coupling with parallel tuning,
The
capacitors are adjusted simultaneously, and can best
be ganged with an insulated coupling. For series

clips are changed to series tuning, Fig. 4E.

tuning on the HF bands, fewer turns are needed, as
at 4F.
The capacitors need insulated extension spindles
except for circuit 4B, where the spindles are earthed.
With an aerial and feeder length calculated to be a
multiple of 1 -waves on all bands (one leg and feeder
equalling

136ft.)

circuit

C was found

suitable

throughout, so only two clips had to be moved to
change bands. Tags were eventually soldered on
for tapping points for the HF bands. The number

of turns in circuit were six for 15m. and 20m., 14 for
40m., and 26 for 80m. Subsequently, a 2 -pole 4 -way
switch was added for bandchanging.

Fig. 4. The various ways in which the tuner of Fig. 3 can be
connected. As stated in the text, on a given system of fixed
physical dimensions, the impedance characteristic changes
from band to band.
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leg was used alone, though it had been expected that
some stations at right angles to the beam might give
better signals with a selected leg used alone.

we could meet several local French amateurs on the
ship. We arrived a little late from Monte Carlo and
with so many other visitors on the ship, we arranged

V -beam of the type discussed in this article is by no
means a single -band aerial, and consistently good
results can be expected.

ever, we did meet F2AX, F3EG, F3NT, F8SC, F8VD,
F8ZF, G3HPH (now 3A2CP), W6NRT, 3A2BF and
his wife, 3A2BY.

After a large number of tests it was felt that a

VISIT TO THE

to have a quieter visit the following Friday. How-

On Friday, we were able to spend much longer
touring the ship and worked several U.K. stations

from W4KNF/MM. As well as G3KZI and the
writer, F3TR, F3WB and F8SC came aboard and
we all had lunch with W4UNM. The other operators

U.S.S. " INDEPENDENCE "

are at present WA4GX0, KBYEG, and the holder
of the call, W4KNF.
The Independence, of 70,000 tons displacement,

AT CANNES, CHRISTMAS 1963

is a vast floating town with over 4,000 inhabitants. It
is 1,100 feet long, the deck 90 feet over the sea and
about four acres in extent. Four steam -catapults

N. A. S. FITCH (G3FPK)

launch its hundred aircraft at 140 m.p.h. from the
angled flight deck. The maximum speed of the ship
is " . . in excess of 30 knots . . ." and we were told
that it was impossible to stand up on the deck near
the bow, when she steams at full speed.
The power plant generates about 200,000 horse
power and this drives four five -bladed propellers
.

HAVING missed a summer holiday in 1963, it
was decided, with G3KZI, to have a Christmas
visit to Monaco to seek some sunshine and warm
weather. The necessary 3A2 licences and car ferry
reservations having been fixed, subsequent QSO's
with W4KNF/MM disclosed that the U.S. Aircraft
Carrier Independence, the floating shack of that
station,

would

be

anchored

off

Cannes during

our stay and we were invited aboard.
As the local French only had Christmas Day off

work, we agreed to make our visit that day so that

each 20 feet in diameter. There are four 36 -ton lifts

to carry the aircraft between the hangar and the
flight deck. During our tour, we rode on a long
escalator such as one finds on the Underground.
The crew consumes a hundred tons of food per
day which is served in 10,000 meals. There are 1,501

compartments-we assumed the extra one was the
amateur station! And there are 2,300 telephones in
this huge ship.
The ham shack is spacious and
the present Tx is a Viking
Invader

2000

and

the

Rx

a

Hammarlund HQ -180, and they
soon have a complete
Collins S -Line. The aerial is a
will

simple 35 -foot whip matched to
the Tx via a Johnson Matchbox;
a

counter -balance

arrangement

enables the antenna to be easily
pushed over horizontally when

flying is in progress.
Naturally, this ship is a
highly complicated communications centre, abounding in ex-

tremely specialised and expensive
equipment.

Extensive

use

is

made of SSB systems and we
were told that when the ship is
operational 66 of its 67 trans-

mitters are in use; avoiding mutual
interference must be quite a
problem!
With G3KZI, the writer
thoroughly enjoyed these visits

the Independence and would
like to express thanks to the U.S.
Navy for permitting it, and in
to

The boys having a good time on the U.S.S. " Independence ," when she was in Cannes
over Christmas. The ship signs W4KNF WM and here we see, left to right, standing :
G3HPH (3A2CP), F8VD, G3FPE (3A2BT), 3A2BF, F3EG, F2AX and seated, left to
right, W6NRT (3A2CV), F8ZF, SWL, and WA4GXO operating. (Official U.S. Navy Photo.)

particular to the radio amateurs
on board for their hospitality.
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TEST METER FOR AERIAL

test meter on the bench-a physical earth should be
provided and the calibration carried
these conditions.

MEASUREMENTS

CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF
THE ANTENNASCOPE
THE device described here was

February, 1964

originated by

W2AEF and published in CQ some years ago.

He called it the " antennascope " and it has appeared
in various guises since. In effect, it is an easily
constructed and calibrated aerial test meter for
impedance measurements, and is used in conjunction

with a GDO as the RF power source.
Normally, the range of impedances in which we
are interested for aerials and feeder lines is about
50-400 oms, and this is easily accommodated by the
circuit shown here. As can be seen, it is a bridge
arrangement, and is not particularly frequency conscious except in the VHF ranges. Calibration

effected on the resistor R1, against resistors of
known value connected across the " Test Z " point,
is

with the GDO coupled to the input side at some
convenient frequency-say, 14 mc.
In operation, the unknown feeder-or aerial feeder combination-is connected at Z and, with

the GDO supplying RF at the frequency of interest,

RI is adjusted to produce a minimum reading on
the meter M. If R1 has been correctly calibrated,
that reading will be the impedance of the load. It
follows that, in a resonant system, it should be
possible to see impedance changes as a mis-match
occurs when the GDO is swung over a wide
frequency range. Similarly, the mis-match or impedance variation can be checked as the system is
changed from band to band. Indeed, this aerial test
meter will make all sorts of startling revelations
once its multifarious applications have been grasped!

out under

To Calibrate
In the ordinary way, a calibration done at around

14 mc will hold good for the HF bands, 7-28 mc.
But if the LF bands are wanted, either separately or
as well, it would be better to calibrate with the GDO
feeding in RF at about 2.5 mc, and to scale R1
accordingly.

The method of calibration is simple: With the
GDO providing RF drive, a series of carbon resistors

of known value from 10 ohms upwards should be
connected across

the "Test Z" points and RI

adjusted till the meter reading is a minimum, thus
balancing the bridge ; this minimum setting of RI
corresponds to the value of the resistor in circuit, and

hence to the load impedance on the device.

By

repeating the procedure over the range of R1, either
its dial can be marked with the appropriate values,

or a graph could be drawn against the R1 scale
settings. There is no more to it than that.
If the meter tends to read too high, either R4

should be increased in value or the GDO coupling
loosened-and the reverse if good readings cannot
be obtained on a 0-100 microamp. scale. It is not
possible to be specific about what readings can he
expected, because they will be affected by the degree
of GDO injection and the sensitivity of the meter.
To Use
Any load impedance to be measured must be of
the two -terminal variety, i.e. it is not possible to
measure the impedance of an end -on single -wire type

of aerial, though the tuned circuit with which such
an aerial is being worked could be checked.
Otherwise, it is simply a matter of " finding
resonance " on R1, and the operation of the test
Test Z
Aerial or feeder

To Construct
The circuit should be made up neatly as a single

unit in a small box, with the meter M mounted in
conjunction with R1 working against a marked scale,
and having terminals for the " Test Z " connections

with a probe for the GDO link.

For R1, a good -quality composition type resistor

should be used and the diode D can be any semiconductor having a high backward and low forward
resistance. The meter is shown as 0-100 1.4A, but
in fact a less sensitive instrument could be used if the
RF driving power is increased (as from a VFO) and
the diode will stand more current. In practice, however, it is better to keep these elements " sensitive,"

as thereby calibration will be more accurate and
better impedance readings obtained.
Under usual conditions, chassis -earthing

is

sufficient-that is to say, bonding the earthy side of
the circuit to the box is enough. But if the device is

to be used in a static layout-as when a GDO is

incorporated and the instrument is used as a regular

GDO link

Circuit of the device described in the text, and known as the
antennascope " after the original design by W2AEF. It is
calibrated against non -inductive resistors of known value, and
in use the bridge is balanced when minimum meter reading
is obtained by adjustment of RI. The instrument works with
a GDO as the RF power source and the method of use is
somewhat similar to that of a GDO. Values are Cl, C2 500
; RI, 500-1000 ohm linear potentiometer (see text); R2,
R3 200 ohms ; R4, 1000 ohms ; D, 0A81 or similar.
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meter is as that of a GDO when checking a tuned
circuit.

To measure a length of feeder line, take a section
of the line which is short in relation to the frequency

-say, 10 feet in the case of an 80m. system. With
the far end of the line shorted, tune the GDO for a
dip reading. Then take the short off the line, and
adjust RI for minimum. That value is then the
impedance of the line in that frequency area.
By

thinking

out

the

possible

applications,

numerous tests and experiments can be carried out,
either on existing systems or on projected aerial feeder layouts.
Precautions

Never apply more than the loose -coupled RF

output of a GDO or VFO to the device. During the
calibration process, make checks at different input
frequencies ; if the response is not flat over a wide

frequency range, suspect R1 to be giving a slight

tuning effect. If results are erratic during calibration,

especially at HF, try screening Rl. While calibrating,

make sure that the test resistors really are within a
few per cent of the marked value; if these resistors
can be bridged beforehand, so much the better;
wirewound resistors of any value should be avoided
for test purposes, even for the LF bands.
For VHF operation, the device should be built
low -loss, with RI in a screened compartment and on

an extension spindle. The calibration frequency
(GDO or VFO input) should be in the frequency
area over which the device is to be used, e.g. at

about band centre in the case of the TV channels.
As shown here, the circuit has not been tried on

frequencies higher than the amateur bands up to

70 mc. Two significantly different sets of calibration

values were obtained-with the same set of test
resistors-at 2 mc and at 60 mc input frequency.
Between 6 mc and 18 mc input frequencies, the
difference was negligible-which brings us back to
the original point that 14 mc is a good calibration
frequency for the HF bands.

BBC TEST TRANSMISSIONS ON CHANNEL 33

From their Crystal Palace station, the BBC is
now running regular trade -test transmissions for
BBC/2 in Band IV, daily from 9.0 a.m. to 8.0 p.m.
(except Sundays), the actual frequencies being 567.25
mc for vision and 57325 mc for sound, horizontally

polarised, and with an effective radiated power of
500 kW. Various forms of modulation are used,
including periods of test card, film, music and 400 cycle tone. On the vision side, the standard is, of
course, the new 625 -line. The regular public service

on BBC/2 is scheduled to start on April 20, and
the notch on your TV tuner is Ch. 33.

The new Heathkit self-supporting tower goes to 32ft. and will
carry a 2 -in. mast for another 15 feet of height - this extension
could be made rotatable, for a beam. The base footing is 3ft.
square, for bolting on to a concrete standing, and the taper is
to thins. square at the top. The tower comes in kit form,

with all necessary fixings, and with full instructions for
erection, which is the job of a few hours by two unskilled
persons. The general design complies with the appropriate
British Standards specification, and as such it is properly

engineered, robust, rigid and safe. The total weight is 240 lbs.,
finish is full galvanized (or red oxide in a cheaper version),
and accessories are available for rotary beam mounting and
drive.

For anything radio you may want to buy, sell or exchange -use the Readers' Small Advertisement
section in " Short Wave Magazine " - See pp.703-712
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A NOTE ON CRYSTAL
RESONATORS

GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR
QUARTZ CRYSTALS

February, 1964

Frequency Drift with Temperature.-The maximum permissible variation in frequency, referred to
the working frequency measured at the nominal tem-

perature, that will result from changes in ambient
temperature over the operating temperature range
is termed the maximum frequency drift.
Operating Temperature Range.-The operating
temperature range is the range of temperature

measured at the holder over which the crystal unit

DURING the last few years, the general use of
crystals

has increased

enormously, in

both
amateur and commercial practice. So far as Amateur

Radio is concerned, this is largely because of the

advent of SSB, with the need for the highest possible
frequency stability together with the convenience of
crystals for heterodyne oscillators
circuits.

and for filter

As anyone who follows modern design trends will

know, nowadays both receiver and transmitter will
contain a flock of crystals-compare this with what
was standard amateur practice only ten years ago,
when crystals were hardly ever seen in a transmitter
design, and never in a receiver (except in the calibration oscillator). Yet, before the era of the VFO, every
transmitter was crystal controlled. So the wheel has
turned full circle, and we are back with crystals again
in a big way, used not only in oscillator -mixer circuits for highly stable VFO control on transmitters,

will function within the specified tolerances.

Equivalent Circuit.-The equivalent circuit of a

quartz crystal unit is the electrical circuit which has

the same impedance as the unit in the frequency

region of resonance. The circuit usually comprises an
inductance L,, a capacitance C1, and a resistance R1
in series,

the combination being shunted by the

parallel capacitance Co between the terminals of the
unit, see opposite.
Series, Resonance Frequency.-The series resonance frequency f, is defined by
1

=
27r(L1C1)-}

Parallel Resonance Frequency.-The
resonance frequency f,, is defined by
1

f,, =

but in a wide variety of other Tx and Rx circuits
as well.

A paper called Quartz Crystal Units for Oscillators, circulated by the International Electrotechnical
Commission, brings the definitions up-to-date for
those who are not as familiar as they might be with

parallel

C, Co

{L1

C,

quartz crystal characteristics.
Crystal Vibrator.-A crystal vibrator is a mounted
crystal element with electrodes.
Crystal Element.-A crystal element (also variously

Resonance Frequency.-The resonance frequency
fr is the lower of the two frequencies in the vicinity
of resonance at which the electrical impedance of
the crystal unit is purely resistive.
Antiresonance Frequency.-The antiresonance
frequency fa is the higher of the two frequencies in
the vicinity of resonance at which the electrical
impedance of the crystal unit is purely resistive.

crystallographic axes of the material.

quency of maximum impedance 1m is the frequency

referred to as a crystal blank, plate, wafer or bar)
is a piece of piezoelectric material cut to a given
shape, size and orientation with respect to the
Crystal Unit.-A crystal unit consists of one or

more crystal vibrators mounted in a holder.
Nominal Frequency.-The nominal frequency of
a crystal unit is the frequency specified for the unit
at a specified nominal temperature measured at the
holder.
Working

Frequency.-The frequency actually
generated by a crystal unit forming part of an
oscillator is the working frequency fw.
Frequency Tolerance.-The frequency tolerance is
the maximum permissible deviation of the working

frequency from the nominal. It is the sum of the
accuracy of adjustment of the nominal and the drifts
in frequency that can occur with ageing and temperature variations.
Accuracy of Adjustment.-The accuracy of
adjustment is the manufacturing tolerance on the
nominal frequency measured at the nominal
temperature.

Frequency at Minimum Impedance.-The fre-

for which the absolute value of the electrical impedance of the crystal unit is a minimum.
Frequency at Maximum Impedance.-The frequency of maximum impedance fn is the frequency
for which the absolute value of the electrical impedance of the crystal unit is a maximum.
Resonance Resistance.-The resonance resistance
Rr is the resistance of the crystal unit at the resonance frequency fr.
Antiresonance Resistance.-The antiresonance
resistance R., is the resistance of the crystal unit at
the antiresonance frequency f..
Equivalent Series Resistance (E.S.R.).-The
equivalent series resistance R'r is the impedance of

the combination of the unit in series with a stated
external capacitance at the lower of the two frequencies in the vicinity of the nominal frequency for
which the electrical impedance of the combination is
purely resistive.
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be measured.
Q-factor.-The Q -factor of a crystal unit is defined
by the expression

L4

27rfoLi

Mounted

crystal in 0

Equiv. circuit

CI

holder

Q
R1

287

Equivalent circuit of a complete quartz crystal unit, which must
include mounting of the plate in its holder. The elements LI,
Cl, RI are functions of the piezo-electric effect, and form the
motional branch of the circuit. The value of Co is the capacity
across the electrodes.

(From" Mallard All -Glass Crystal Unsts")

Equivalent
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Parallel

Resistance

(E.P.R.).-The

quencies in the vicinity of the nominal frequency at
which the electrical impedance of the combination

1

27rfoRICT

Capacitance Ratio.-The capacitance ratio r of
a crystal unit is the ratio f the parallel capacitance
C,, to the series branch capacitance C, ; that is
Co

r= - .
Cl

Figure of Merit.-The figure of merit M is defined
as follows :

equivalent parallel resistance R'a (also known as
Performance Index P.I.) is the impedance of the

combination of the unit in parallel With a stated
external capacitance at the higher of the two fre-

-

=

M=
r

27rfaR,Co

Level of Drive.-The level of drive is a measure
of the conditions imposed upon the crystal unit,
expressed in terms of, the power dissipated, current

is real (purely resistive).

or voltage.

Crystal Activity.-The activity of a crystal is the
qualitative term for comparing the ability of crystal

Load Capacitance.-The load capacitance CL
is the effective external capacitance associated with
working frequency.

units to oscillate under similar conditions.

For
quantitative comparisons, the E.S.R. or E.P.R. must

the crystal unit in an oscillator to determine the

PRICE INCREASE REMINDER
We hate to have to do it, but we have to remind
readers that, as explained on the Editorial page in
the January issue, there will be a small increase in

was that by the time America came into the war with

the cover price of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE with effect

from the next (March) issue. Single -copy orders from
readers individually-which means mainly those who

are unable to obtain a regular copy locally-will be
accepted at 3s. 6d. post free. Until the date of publication of the March issue, the 6th, direct subscription

orders and renewals for a year of twelve issues,
covering any period, can be entered at the present
rate of 36s.

" THE EARLY HISTORY OF RADAR "
This is the title of an interesting booklet recently
published by the Smithsonian Institution of Washington, D.C. It traces the thinking and the experimental work in America from the early 1930's until
the beginning of the war, and discloses the fact that

the U.S. Navy had a workable ship -borne radar
of a kind by April, 1936 ; this operated on 28.6
mc, with a p.r.f. of 3720, and gave a range against
aircraft of 25 miles. By 1937, the Tx frequency
had been raised to 200 mc, using a common aerial

for transmission and reception, and operational results of great practical value were being obtained.

The British development, started in England in 1935,
was entirely independent, until in 1940 the two

countries pooled their resources-and out of this
the Americans got the cavity magnetron, uniquely
British, and we got the uniquely American duplexer,
which was the method of using a single aerial for
both transmission and reception. The nett result

us, the U.S. Navy had the best ship -borne radar ;
the R.A.F. the finest airborne equipment; and the
U.S. Army Signal Corps the most advanced mobile
radar for ground -based operations. The other important fact proved by The Early History of Radar
is that between about 1935 and 1940, development
in Britain and the U.S. was proceeding on roughly
parallel lines, but with different operational problems

to solve-the Americans wanted a radar for their
ships ; we needed it for air defence.

SENATOR GOLDWATER, K3UIG/K7UGA
The comment in the December Editorial implied
that the Hon. Barry Goldwater, Senator for Arizona,
no longer holds an active amateur callsign. In fact,
as we are informed by an American reader, Senator
Goldwater is regularly on the air, as K7UGA from
his home at Phoenix, Arizona, and as K3UIG when
in Washington, D.C. And since the December issue
appeared, it has been announced officially that
Senator Goldwater is offering himself as a candidate
for the Republican nomination in the forthcoming
American presidential election.
CORRECTIONS AND AMENDMENTS

In the article by G3RBH in our January issue,
pp.598-600, on a Top Band Tx, the value of C26
should have been included, as .001 /AF; VR2 should

be marked VR3 (the value for VR2 is correct, but
it appears in the circuit on p.600), and the screen of
V2 should go to pin 7, and not as marked.
And in the Fig. 2 circuit on p.625 of the same
issue, the resistor across the external relay should
be marked 270K, as stated in the text.
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COMMENTARY
hand automatically reaching for

worked,

the VFO knob or the change -over

plus many VE's and W's.

switch, you can often derive far
more

pleasure and interest by
listening than by joining in the

crush and calling. Try it
L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6QB)

some-

time !

It is evident that we have really
reached the bottom of the trough
now, and people have been treating

WiAT does the DX man do
wihen

there are no

more

countries to contact ? Has the past
year really been so good for DX ?

Who are the Top Twenty ? How
many VS1LP's are there ? In what
circumstances can a 10 -watt signal
be stronger than a 10 -kilowatt
one ?

Who are the

Stoic ? Is

Fifteen much as they were treating Ten a year back. Take a look
there

occasionally,

but

don't
bother to tune up the Tx until you
actually hear something . . . that

seems to be the current outlook,
and it's fair enough, because the
band really has been in pretty bad
shape. But then it often is, in the

One -Sixty no longer the " gentle-

depths of winter, and Spring 1964
will assuredly see it open again.

the man who ticks you off for
working a local on " his " DX

Top Band and the DX
No apologies are necessary for
the amount of 160 -metre material
presented this month. More than

man's band "? And was it ever?
And who is the greater nuisancefrequency, or the man who persists

in working locals on " your " DX
frequency ?

For the answers to these and

many other questions, proceed
with this thrilling instalment. With
reasonable luck, these columns

will become as much of a forum

as a certain section of the 80 -metre
band, wherein the Pundits and

the Oracles are known to reside,
dealing out information, both
wanted and unwanted, with
unfailing generosity. (Seriously,

though, they are doing a Grand

Job . . . or are they ?)
Certainly we have no cause for

complaint about the variety of
this month's mail, and need have
no fears that this Commentary
will turn into a dry -as -dust list of

DX worked. One of our correspondents remarks that " the DX
you don't work is almost as
interesting as the DX that you

do," and that just about sums it
up. Once you get the really
virulent bug out of your system
(as your conductor kids himself
that he has), you can enjoy life
even more. Meaning that when
the day dawns on which you can
hear a really rare one without the

two-thirds of the mail concerns
this band in one way or another,
and there is much of interest,
though it
condensed.

will

have

to

be

Trans -Atlantic conditions have
been very variable. December 1
and 15 were undoubtedly the best
days so far ; on the other weekends that

phenomenal W1BB/1

signal never failed to come over,
and there were some late -night

openings, but on the whole the
cross -pond DX has not been as
good as was expected.

5B4KG and 5N2JKO,

G3RFS, too, had a reception
report from VS1LP, who heard
him on December 1 at 2315 GMT

(459). At the same time he also
logged G3OUV and G3RRF.
Since then, G3RFS has been

working VE and W and is now
really among the DX'ers.
GI6TK was very successful on

December 15 with the W's and
and he heard HR3HH

VE's,

" swamped by G's calling CQ DX
on

his

frequency."

G3RAU

worked six W's and two VE's on

December 15 ; and on the 29th
he raised KP4ALD at 0012 GMT

--nice going ! G5ZT had a field
day on January 11, working ten
W's and three VE's (including
VE3EK and 3KE). Harold has a
600ft. long wire running E -W,
which seems to be pretty effective.

European DX which has been

worked by most of our correspondents

OMNI,

includes

9A1VU,

OH2YV/0, OH3NY,
HB9's, ZB1BX and UA3NB. The

latter call was used by a pirate
last winter, but this one gives a
different name, and-who knows?
-might be genuine.
Others we look on with suspicion until confirmation arrives are
HV1CA (worked by G3ROO),

EA2CB (heard by G3PMR) and

a PX1CR, worked by a whole

string of G's, who said the name
was " Judy " and the QTH
" Dhahzig." This one, to whom

several " new " G stations every

your commentator listened for
several QSO's, failed to convince,

week -end, and their numbers must
now run into several dozen.

seemed quite unenthusiastic about

W1BB/1

has

been

working

and even those making contact

G3RJI raised him on January 3,
and says that sometimes he has

it.

made it, too,

the neighbourhood of Bathurst,

been readable until 0930! G3RRU
and also

raised

VE1ZZ for the second time.

ZD3,

G3GRL, with his famous
vertical, has been rivalling DL1FF

with his results. He had a heard report of 579 from VS1LP for the
occasion on which he heard a 239
signal believed to be VS1LP-no
real

QSO,

but hopeful !

Also

(Must

find

out

where

" Dhahzig " really is ?)
G3PLQ, aboard m.v. Prahsu in
logged

G3FGT,

3PQA,

3RBP, 3OUV, 3GRL, PAOPN,
DUFF and DL9KRA as early as
2100 GMT. Around midnight, all

the same, plus G3NQF, 3RQT,
3SEM, 30LI, 3RAU, GM3NYY
and GM3PQA.
At Freetown,
9LI, he heard G3PQA and 3RBP.
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ZONE -BAND TABLE

Top Band Comment
All is no longer sweetness and
light on this band! Tempers are

Station

a cutting
has
edge and
the rat -race
definitely penetrated this once

Zones Worked

Total

28 mc

21 mc

14 mc

7 mc

3.5 mc

1.8 mc

G2DC

40

40

40

36

25

5

186

G3D0

39

40

40

23

23

1

166

G3IGW

36

37

37

31

13

11

165

OH3NY

32

30

40

25

10

7

144

similar slice of the band. Stations

G3PEK

2

20

35

29

15

4

105

out unanswered calls, drowned by
G stations talking about how nice
it would be to work them -and so
on. G3IGW says " One -Sixty was

G3OLN

1

7

11

16

3

4

42

frayed, remarks have
kindly area.

G3IGW points out

that most of the non -American
DX crams into the few kc between
these

1825 and 1830, and yet
5 kc carry more inter -G

communication

than

any other

like OHONI have been putting

once known as the gentlemen's
band, and a retreat for those

exhausted by the antics on the
DX bands. Now DX -chasing has
turned this one into a messy
brawl." (It has, in short, been
invaded by the Stoic . . see
later.)
Sad
story from G3GRL:
.

W2FYT called him and said that
6YAXG was in QSO but couldn't
hear Europeans through the Loran
QRM, and would G3GRL please
QSY to 1810 kc? He did so, and
worked him, but this brought out
the

worst

in

everyone

within

reach, and " the fellows who lost
their temper were just as bad, or
even worse -they weren't even
working anybody, but just making
nasty comments and causing more
QRM."
We sympathise with

G3GRL on this one -if asked to
QSY to a certain spot, what can
you do? And it's hard to keep
the Stoic at bay, once they start
up.

Matti, OH3NY, has worked 80
counties and 24 countries on Top
Band. He still badly needs a
GM6 card, and wants Oceania for

his WAC on the band.

G2HKU (Sheppey) wonders how

some of these 10-watters produce

signals stronger than GNF, who
is almost on his doorstep! He is
now getting out nicely, and collected 9A1VU, ZB1BX, DUFF,
DJ3VC, HB9T and OH2YV/0.
Thanks for

other Top Band

news and comments to G3SQX,

(Entries for this new table are invited; scores are postwar, i.e. starting from any time back to January 1946.)

3REA, 3PEK,
GI6TK.

GM3IAA

and

The Tables
The G3P - -/G3R - - Table now
closes, with G3REA handsomely

in the lead with his score of 94
counties,

countries.

18

G3RRU

makes a very creditable second.
Thanks to all the others who have
supported it, and commiserations
to several who sent in entries for
it this month (they closed around
last July!).

" dozens

and

VE4)

W's,"

of

including W6TSQ. UW9AF gave
Frank his 90th country on Eighty

and he recalls

SSB,

the fierce

argument, a few years ago, about
whether

one

work

could

50

countries on this band, even with
CW.

G3PEK worked the band with
30 watts of CW and emerged with

M1M, 9A1VU, UA9 and UW9,

4X4DI, 5A1TW, 5Z4IV, 9Q5AB,

KV4CI, 6YAXG and

VP9FK,

of W's and

masses

VE's.

All

We now hope to see all those
whose calls were in this Table

between 2145 and 0845, mostly
around midnight to 0130. Heard,

Counties

VE1LP, XE1AX, ZS1A, VK5NO
(1850 at 559), YV's, LU's, KP4
and numerous ZL's.

transferring their attentions to the
normal

Top

Band

Ladder, on which there are too
many static entries. A little infusion of new blood would be
healthy -and we note that there is
not a single G3S-- station thereon,
although the band teems
them some nights.

with

Eighty Metres
Spectacular improvements have

taken place on Eighty, and much
DX has been worked, especially
on SSB. G3DO's bag, on this

mode,

includes

HZ1AT,

MP4BBW, OH2AH/0, PY7VBR,
VP7NS, VS1LP, W5 and 0,

ZL1AIX, lATQ, 40D, 3A2CV,
4X4DK, 5N2JKO, 9Q5AB and
5RK.

GI6TK, also on SSB, worked

VP7CW, PZ1AX, ZL1AIX, 1LD,
PY7VBR, OHONI, VE's (including

but not

raised,

were

JA6AK,

G6LX ran some skeds with

VS1LP on SSB, and first contact
was made by G2PU and himself,
December 29 ; others who followed
were G5BJ, 5UG, 3FPQ, GW3AX

and DL1IN. All were confirmed
in a letter from VS1LP, who,
however, thinks his call is being
pirated.

Since then, we have received
more

information

about

this

phoney. SWL Dave Gray tells us
that the real VS1LP was dismayed
to hear the pirate actually calling
G6LX at the scheduled time, and
QSL's for non-existent QSO's are
arriving at VS1LP on a worldwide
basis.

Another SWL (Doug Bowers)
that VS1LP states that he

says
has

not been on

Eighty since

before Christmas ; that the phoney

CALLS HEARD, WORKED and QSL'd

one is in the Middle East ; and
that when the real one returns it
will be at week -ends only. How-
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ever, we gather that he is ready
for Top Band, but permission to
use 150 watts instead of ten has
not been granted.
G3NOF only managed to work
F9RY/FC with his SSB, but heard
9Q5AB,

5RK,

HZ1TN around 2200, and several
W's at S9 one morning at 0820.
Further news from SWL Doug

Bowers is that he heard TG8EG
working a PAO, and also logged
VOIDH,

5A1TW,

OH2AH/O,

ZL1AIX and W's. Many other
correspondents mention the band,
routine

but mostly with only
QSO's or loggings.

This band has been " forcibly
fed "

of

late ;

when

rabid

a

DX -chaser gets home at 6 p.m.
and finds Twenty already dead,

what is he to do if the bug is
biting ? Yes, you're right

TT8A1,

miles as super -DX and never listen
for weak signals from further

ZD6PBD, 5N2HJA, 9G1EO and
IEX; and on CW he raised EL7A,

afield.

KG6AAY,
MP4QBG,
M1M,
OY IR, ST2AR, UAO, UJ8, UH8,
UM8, VK5NO, 5N2's, 5R8AI,
5T5AD and 9A1VU.

.

.

. and

those few poor kc of Forty have

had something to put up with

recently. But what a weird band it

days. G3PEK writes :
" When I was first licensed, 2f
years ago, the G stations used to
came rolling in at 599 around
is, these

midday ; now I listen at 1200 and
bear W2, 3, 5 and UA9, with not

a sign of a G. Forty has, for the
last few weeks, been open for DX
the whole 24 hours. e.g.: W5, ZL
at 1000 ; UA9 at 1100 ; W2, 3, 5

at 1200; JA, VK and so on from
1300 ; really good Pacific openings

ones known to be

Interesting

active on the band : ZS3E (SSB)

around 1800 GMT, DU6TY
(1415), JA6YG (1405), UA1KAE
(Antarctica),
VP2KJ
(0030),
VS4RS (2300), 602BW (2320),
9Q5ZP (2200), XEIFE (0950),
4S7WP (0115), XZ2ZZ (1900),
VK6EA (1630), VP2KD (1200),

9L1TL (2225). They are all there,
but,

Forty Metres

brother, you have to

dig !

(On second thoughts, digging is
probably not sufficient -you have

If you want your
DX the easy way, go back to
to excavate.)

Twenty, and call it a day round
about 1900 GMT.

There's nothing new about all
this, of course. Examination of
a contest log for 1936 shows all
continents worked on Forty between 1400 and 1800, using 50
watts and a very mediocre piece
of

wire

(and

a

two -valve

receiver!) But it is only recently,

with Twenty closing so early, that
the keen DX-ers have been forced
to brave the modern QRM conditions of Forty.
Twenty Metres

And so to the band where all
men are equal, but some more
equal than others . . but the
.

from 1400-1600."

His 30 watts of CW raised only

a small percentage of the DX
heard, but what he raked in

included 4X4's, UH8, UA9, MP4,

HZI, AC7A (1425). VK (17302050), 5Z4 (2100), 9Q5 (1920 and
2145), W6's (1500-1600) and YV5

Heard, but not worked
(yet) were CX, FR7, ZD8, VS4
(0745).

band on which everyone can work
DX of a sort without bursting any
blood -vessels.

Mornings

are

pretty

well

cluttered up by Eastern Europe
and most parts of the USSR,
whence extremely strong signals

emanate these days -not all of

(1520), DU7 (1445), OA, BY, PJ2,
PZ, VP8. VSI, JA, VU, VP7, VP9,

the T6-7 variety, but still too high
a proportion of them. Afternoons
are more or less dominated by the

CR6 and lots of ZS's. And some

nia!

KP4, KV4, HK, ZP, EL, 5N2,

USA; the latter half by Califor-

really

lunch-time, there is an interesting
period of transition when almost

unusual

loggings

were

VE8RN (1400), VE8RG (1700),
ZL2AWJ (1515), VK6RY (2200).
G3PEK says he hasn't been higher

than 7 me for two months now,
and doesn't feel that he wants to.
in place of the more usual
short -skip

we

now

have

the

medium -skip nuisance on Forty,
which is worse in a way, since a
radius of 1000 miles or just over

But his SSB list shows EL2V,

brings in innumerable signals of
the creepy-crawly type, complete
with operators who regard 1000

and

VS I LP
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But in between, around

anything is liable to come in,

from Oceania to the Caribbean.
Evenings can almost be written
off,

most

days,

although

the

closing hour will be getting later
by the time this reaches you.
GM3JDR has only been able to
work the bands at week -ends and
hasn't found conditions too good.

HL9KQ and 9KR, 5N2RSB/TJ8,
VS9HAA,

YVOAA,

G3RRU, running 50 watts to a
dipole, worked CW with VK and
ZL (both paths), VS1JY, TI2LA,
CT3AV,
HI8MMN,

JT1KAA,
HP1IE,

VS9H,
9L1TL,

VP8GQ, MP4QBG, VS9MB and
other nice ones.
G3NOF worked SSB with
HB9AET/4W1, HZ3TA, KZ5WI,
0A4DS, OHO, ST2AR, TG9AD,
VKOVK,
ZD6PBD,

VP2KJ,
ZB2AH,
5N2RSB/TJ8, ZS8Z,

9G1, 9Q5 and many others. Also
heard were VP2KM, LA1LG/P,
FM7WQ, ZS6BBB/ZS9, APSGB,
YA5A, KG6SA and CEOZI/M M.

G3SEF, with 60 watts of AM,
booked in VKOVK, VP9BY and
ZS8Z; CW accounted for VP4VP,
SVOWF, ET3GC, 9U5DS, VK's
and W's.

Other good DX reported as
heard or worked on Twenty includes CR4AE (1900), FR7ZF
(1540), MP4TAS (1330), 5Z4GT
(1715), 9X5MH (1540), BV1USC
(0900), FB8YY (1500), KW6EC
(1230) and VK9DR (1240), all on
FK8AU
ZS7R

Also

CW.

FM7WQ

(2000),

(1000),
(1700),

6W8AE (0840), AP5DC (0825),
CP5EQ (1940), VK4JQ (1040) and
9M2DQ (1500), all on SSB.

Fifteen Metres

This band has gone through a
real period of doldrums, but
should by now be emerging.

G3NWT, one of our " Fifteen fanciers," asks " How can you
possibly describe last year as the

best we have known for DX?

For me it's been a year in which
ordinarily

mediocre

conditions

have briefly alternated with the
conspicuously punk . . . two or
three years ago I remember hourlong

QSO's

with

Guam

and

Grahamland terminated for the
best of reasons -a parched throat.
What is there now? Quick sorties
to

capture

some

manufactured

rarity before it is gone for ever
.

.

. ten seconds on the frequency

and a red face if you overstay.
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Fun, but not a substitute for communication."
All right, 'NWT, you

win!

1963 was a good year for " DX
fun," on the whole, but not for
solid DX communication except,
perhaps, to certain parts of the
world, and mostly on Twenty at
that.
Fifteen was, we freely
admit, pretty chancy and rather
mediocre.
And now it's suffering, like Ten,
from a kind of boycott. Every-

one has heard, or observed, that

it's not too good, so they don't
even bother to

tune up.

An

observer with supernatural powers

would be amused to note all the
operators, spread over the world,
looking at each other via their
receiver

dials

on

Fifteen,

but

never making contact because all
were listening
mitting!

and none trans-

News from Overseas
VE3BWY (Toronto) has been
among those getting across on
Top Band this season, and he did

Mexico City.
6YAXG (ex-VP5XG, VU2XG

and so on) keeps a regular sked
with " Dad " (G8VG) on 14 mc,
often swapping 599 reports. But
his efforts at working G's on Top
Band are not so successful-the
path has not really opened in
that direction yet. He intends to
spend more time on Eighty this
season-CW around 3503-3505 kc.
Forty has produced scores of

Europeans but only a handful of
G's. Peter says that that wretched
prefix

" 6YA "

(a

mistake,

of

course) causes trouble and confusion wherever he goes. Every
other contact develops into an
argument-pirate or aircraft?and on One -Sixty it is driving him
crazy, signals usually being weak

in any case.
W6AM (Long Beach) writes
every
now
worked
on the air, CW and

" Have
country

Phone .

.

. The score, henceforth,

dependent upon expeditions
and the splitting of countries."
Happy state to be in-or is it?
is

worked across both ways, since he

There's no doubt about it-sooner
or later all DXCC scores will be
expunged, and we shall all have
to start again.
ZB1BX (RAF Siggiewi) says

managed it in the opposite direction when he used to be G6WY,

that ZB1 activity is still high;
G3OJT, a recent arrival, awaits

it

with an indoor aerial! Natur-

ally he wonders whether he is the
first to achieve this. And he now
has

the

distinction

of

having

many years ago. He recently
visited Mexico and met many

XE's at their luncheon club in

his licence and is keen on the LF
bands; ZB1RM has become similarly infected; and ZB1BX himself
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had fun on Top
Christmas working

Band over
Europeans,

though he spent a whole night
calling W1BB without raising him!

Now he is thinking of a super aerial and says that the masts
available would allow a Vee with

leg, 100ft. high one
end and 200ft. the other. (All
he needs, really, is 1,000ft. of

500ft. per

wire!)

Antarctic Activity
VP8HF/MM, who

is

Ken

Randall, G3RFH, aboard H.M.S.
Protector, was due to pick up
some

Hammarlund

gear

from

Montevideo towards the end of
January. With this he will be on
the air from Candlemas Island
(South Sandwich group) for
roughly three weeks during March.

Operation will be on 14 mc SSB
and CW, crystal -controlled (three
crystals) and a

12 -volt

transis-

torised power pack.
This information came direct
from CE8BF (Punta Arenas) who
in frequent
contact with
VP8HF/MM and promises further

is

details as they become known.
South Sandwich Is. must be one

of the rarest spots of them all,

and it is doubtful whether a land based transmission has ever been

made from the group.
All reports concerning VP8HF
/MM will be received with great
interest, especially as no G's have

During November 16-24, the R.A.F. boys from Aden undertook a (hazardous) DX-pedition to the somewhat barren Kuria Muria Is.
group, a few miles off -shore from the Muscat and Oman coast, round the bulge of Arabia. Running SSB and CW on all bands 1080m. and signing VS9H, they made more than 5,000 contacts in 131 countries, with 20 metres producing two-thirds of the total
QSO's, of which fewer than half were on Sideband phone - in fact, the 14 mc band gave no less than 2,337 contacts on CW - and they
found that fast calling on an el -bug brought more DX replies than steady sending at 20's. The picture on the left is of the beach as
the m.v. " Seiyun " closed in to land the party. The VS9H station set-up, at the water's edge, is as shown on right. Had it not
been for an unexpected rainstorm, the party would have run short of fresh water.
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yet claimed to have worked him
this year.

G8KS sends full details of the
forthcoming VQ8BFA operation.
Harvey Brain,

VQ9HB, should

leave for Chagos on February 14,
doing the round of the VQ8
territories thereafter. G8KS is the
organiser of the trip, sponsored

by seven G's and five W's; the
SSB Tx (14 mc only) was made
by HB9TL, and the crystal frequencies

are

but he will
frequency,

14108-114-119

listen off
especially

General Chat
G5ZT, reporting on his succes-

CEOAC has been reported active,
14060 and 14095 kc . . . Angus,
HZ2AMS, has Neutral Zone

. . . " Still
active with
CW/AM/SSB on 160, 80, 40, 20,
15, 10, 4 and 2 metres." (Wonder

licences

ses with Top Band DX, adds a

Chagos, Agalega, Rodriguez

kc,

his own

around
14250-260 kc. G8KS writes " I
have asked Harvey for a minimum

of 5000 QSO's from each island
. . . the trip will cost the sponsors
£300, not including the QSL's,
which will cost another £75. I
would appreciate an s.a.e. for all
cards required (or IRC in the case
of overseas amateurs)." Requests

footnote

time?)
The

Cotswold

been heard on 14120 kc SSB,

newly -formed

Radio Contest Club entered for
the CW section of the CQ Worldwide Contest last November, and
scored 41,195 points, using two
transmitters, three operators, 60

watts input and no beam. G3OLN

tells us that many lessons were

learned,

especially

concerning

interaction between the two transmitters, which forced one of them
to spend far more hours on One -

Sixty than were desirable.

The
highest -scoring band turned out to

be Forty, with 8,190 points compared with 5,040 on Twenty.
G3OLN

also

mentions

the

8GDQ, 8JIN and G3OLN, 3RRU,
3RRF, 3PVK, 3PEO, 3NFV,
3RJH and GI6TK. The claims
show that all the following

is

Marsouin and Harvey will have
a native crew; he himself hails

from Norwich. Callsign VQ8BFA,

possibly with a suffix to indicate
which

island or

group he is

operating from.
TOP BAND LADDER
(G3P- and G3R- stations only)
FINAL APPEARANCE

Station

Counties Countries

countries have been worked (by
somebody) on Top Band: VR3,
VP2, HI, KG6, FP8, SU, 6YA,
KH6 and XE.
Grafton's WALT (Worked All
London Town) Award has been
slightly changed by the imposition
of a limit on the number of
mobile contacts now allowed. The
award is for working (and having
confirmed) 65 of London's 118

G3REA

94

18

G3RRU

91

19

G3PLQ

90

17

G3RBP

87

25

G3PVK
G3PWY

83

15
14

G3RJH

80

18

G3RHM

75

rectifiers for the 5R4GY in his

11

SSB

G3PPE

71

13

words " the result is an impres-

G3RQT

69

13

G3RFT

67

12

G3RJI

65

13

caused by peering through two

GM3PPJ
GI3RCS

61
61

12

thicknesses of expanded metal at

G3PRT

53

10

G3PMR

49

11

G3RJM

45

10

G3RDQ

42

8

83

9

7Z2AMS

. CR4AD (rare

spot these days) is on SSB, 14105,
'121 and '127 . . . VK9XI, one of

the logs.
The name of

ship

.

his spare

club's " Fifteen on Top " Award,
which has, so far, gone to W1BB,

the

and callsigns

and 8Z2AMS .

what Harold does in

for QSL's to G8KS only, and

there will be a delay in receiving

February, 1964

Postal Districts, with stickers for
each additional 15 of them. Contacts with mobiles are limited to
seven. Starting date January 1,
1958; UK amateurs restricted to
160, 80, 40 and the VHF bands.
G3NWT

sive

substituted

transmitter.

In

silicon

his

increase in p.e.p.,

at

own
the

expense of eye -strain and fatigue
of the red -sensitive receptors,

what I hope will not be a costly
spectacle." We know the feeling,
and recommend G3NWT to in-

vestigate the new 6146B!
VQ1IZ (ex Project Mercury) is
on his way home to K6PUC . . .

the Christmas Island gang, has

around 1500 . . . VQ9HB Expedition, starting February 14, should
cover Chagos, Rodriguez, Agalega

and St. Brandon, in that order -

see details earlier.
Nice 80 -metre plum-KC4USK,
Antarctica, working CW (3501 kc)

and calling USA stations
.
Peter, VP8GQ, about 14110 kc
.

.

SSB from Falklands, around midnight . . VP2DP, on AM (14180
kc) does his best to copy SSB.
Gus Browning was very active

from AP5GB (East Pakistan),
then moved over to AP2 (West
Pakistan) and is next expected

back at AC3PT, after which plans
are uncertain. There is talk of

his returning to the States -after
which he will almost certainly
start off on a lecture tour!
DX Shorts
HS1S (Box 2008, Bangkok) is

W6CYI, and will be there eight
months . . . YJ1DL (14088 kc
xtal) is looking for Europe
around 0900 GMT . . . ZL4JF,
Campbell Is., now joined by

ZL4LY, both looking for Europe

on 14020 at week -ends, 0930.
ZS6BKO is in Antarctica (14214
. . 4UIITU now counts for
DXCC, but 4UISU still scores as

SSB) .

Egypt

.

.

.

HB9AET/4W

is

genuinely in the Yemen and will
QSL when he returns to HB9 towards the end of the year.
HC8FN (Galapagos) reported
on 3804 kc SSB working W's; also

heard on 14 mc working Europe
at 1250 ... ZL1ABZ (Kermadecs)
usually on 14290 kc SSB at 0800,

good for WPX-chasers (SSB on
but also sometimes on 14100 . .
6V3AM is a new one in Senegal

.

14275) . . 8A3AA has been reported from Indonesia. Doubt.

ful, we should say!

Lord Howe Island: VK2AGH
will be there April 15-29, CW and

SSB, on 3.5-7-14 mc (frequencies will be given next month).
ZD6PBD, since mid -November,
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has worked 102 countries on SSB

with the KW -2000 that he took
out with him; mostly 14105 kc,
1430 onwards
. CR4AD will
shortly have an SSB rig supplied
.

by HB9TL .

.

.

. VP2KJ, 2KM and

2KP all on 14 mc SSB from St.
. . VKOVK now on 14 mc
SSB from Wilkes Land (QSL to

Kitts .

VK2VK).

ZE1AC, on 14150 SSB with an
HX-50 and linear, is G2CXO . .
ZS3E is active on 7 mc SSB and
skeds with HB9FU around 1800
GMT . . ZS7R has 50 watts of
SSB on 14110 kc, same time . . .
.

.

5N2RSB/TJ8 was heard at both

0830 and 1600 GMT, January 1112, working stations at more than
one -a -minute,

14 mc SSB

.

.

.

606BW should please the prefix hunters -14 mc SSB around 1330
and 2030. (Thanks to SWL Dave

Gray, Evesham, for most of the
above.)
VR1B

looks

for

14030 CW at 0700

Europeans,
.

.

. FB8ZZ

now said to be on SSB (14100150) . . . CR8AD (Timor) now
back on the air, 14045 CW . . .

The significance of this picture is that, on the left, Stuart Meyer, W2GHK, is presenting
Hammarlund amateur -band equipment to the I.T.U. Geneva, radio amateur station
4UIITU. We are hoping to publish fuller details of this station in due course.

3.5 mc (0700-0800). YJ1DL, crystal

with some difficulty. Better times
coming, it is hoped.

0900.

Late Flashes

HZ3TA (14120 kc SSB) has
been heard giving QTH as
Amman, Jordan(!) . . . VS9MG

FB8WW (Crozet Is.)-occasional CW activity reported, 14030

KW6ED is looking for Europe on

on 14088 CW, does likewise at

will provide a second station on
the Maldive Is., from late January
onwards . . . VU5 (Andaman Is.)
operation is promised in April by

VSILS-all bands Eighty to
Fifteen, AM and CW . . . HBO
is the new prefix for Liechtenstein, effective January 1. HB9TL

will be signing HBOTL, thence,
February 14-16. HB9 stations on
portable operation will henceforth
sign /P and not HB1 as hitherto.
Ex -G Radio Club
British members of the club are
asked to turn their beams towards
Africa when nothing is heard from

the USA; members out the other
way include ZB1A, VS9AAA,
9G1DY
and
ZS6BBB,
who

recently checked into the net from
ZS8Z. VP1RP, also active, is exVE3AEC/W4. The Sunday Ex -G
Net at 1900 GMT has been pretty

chancy of late, with the 14 mc
band closing so early, and the

80 -metre net has only functioned

February 8-9, on 14020 CW and
14120 kc SSB . . . VS9H logs
(recent Kuria Muria expedition)
are all in W4ECI's hands, and
QSL's will be out shortly. . . .
All new Czecho-Slovakian stations

kc, around 1330; a working party
is now building living quarters on
the island . . . JY4X will be the
call used by HZ3TA from Jordan,
some time in February ...W6FAY
will soon be on again from KP6,
and, later, from 5W1, KC6, VS4,

on Top Band will use the prefix
OL, not OK. . . . Some suggestion

fore April 1.

month. (Oh, sorry, we nearly forgot about the " Stoic " . . . just
" backward clots." Let us hope

HR, CE, KC4 and KS4-all beLatest on Gus : he did not

operate from West Pakistan after
leaving APSGB, but opened up as
YA5A from Kabul. Latest sked,
AC3 from February 7, XW8 from
February 27, then maybe to VS4
and VS5, and then home to USA.
W6YY was due to be on during
the CQ 160 -metre Contest with
two half -waves in phase (vertical)
on a 450 -ft. tower on Mt. Wilson
. . . Dewi, GW3FSP, also hoping

to do great things in the same
contest, unfortunately had to go
into hospital around January 15,

of Top -Band activity from Iceland

and Greenland in near future (all
corners welcome!).
Sign -Off

And that's the lot for another

there will

at some time be a

month when they are no longer
with us.) Next month's deadline
will be first post on Monday,
February 17-not a minute later!
Address your news and views to
" DX Commentary," Short Wove

Magazine, 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1. And so, with
acknowledgments and thanks to

the W1BB bulletins, the WGDXC,
the DX News -Sheet and the

and probably had to miss the

NCDXC DX-er-and, of course,
to all our direct correspondents,

news of him by next month.
5N2RSB will be signing /TY2,

DX-ing. Until next time, very 73
and-BCNU.

whole thing; we hope for good

we wish you a good month of
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MEASURING HIGH VOLTAGES

February, 1964

Voltage divider

ADAPTING TEST INSTRUMENTS
G. A. W. PARTRIDGE

Electrostatic vim

MANY transmitters and receivers have several

Fig. 2. Voltage divider circuit, to increase voltmeter range,

again these have to be measured in order to trace and
rectify faults.
In most direct current and mains frequency circuits

the higher the sensitivity the better because there is

as explained in the text.

stages that operate at high voltages. Now and

the ordinary volt- or universal meter is quite satis-

less danger of overloading the circuit.

factory. However, some instruments have not a high

Electronic Meters
Electronic voltage measuring instruments (such as
valve voltmeters) have the advantage of a very high

enough range, especially when the HT is around the
1000 volts mark. Many meters read up to 500 volts
only.

Such instruments need not be ruled out as useless
for high -voltage tests, as a simple multiplier can easily

convert a 0-500 instrument to an 0-1000 volt range.
Fig. 1 shows the multiplier, which is really a high
resistance connected in circuit with the meter, which
in this case must be on the 0-500 volt range. The
sensitivity is 10,000 ohms per volt. Therefore the total

resistance of the meter when it is on the 0-500 volt
range is 10,000 ohms x 500 volts which is equal to 5
megohms. Now, for a 1000 -volt range the resistance
of the meter circuit will need to be increased to 1000
volts x 10,000 ohms per volt which is 10 megohms.
The instrument resistance is already 5 megs., so the
multiplier will have to be another 5,000,000 ohms in
order to make it up to the total of 10 megohms. So
all that is necessary is to connect a 5,000K resistor in

series and we have a 0-1000 volt range. The ratio
reading is, of course, 2 : 1. Remember to multiply the
0-500 volt reading by two which will give the actual

The amount of current they draw from
the circuit under test is virtually nil. They also
resistance.

operate very well on the high frequencies. However,
it

is sometimes necessary to increase the range of

these instruments. Fig. 2 shows how this is done with
the aid of a voltage divider. The range is increased
from 100 to 1000 volts. The current drawn by the
divider is CH mA, which means that it has a resistance
of 10 megohms. The voltage developed across B and
C is 100 so the resistance here will be one megohm.

For practical purposes the divider may consist of

5+4+1 megohm +-watt resistors connected in series.
The divider ratio is 10 so the meter reading must be
multiplied by 10 to get the actual voltage.
Electronic meters for measuring voltages are
mainly of two types : The valve -voltmeter which has

a milli- or microammeter movement calibrated to
read in r.m.s., and the cathode-ray os illoscope.

The

voltage.

latter is of considerable interest because it can also
show the wave -form of an AC voltage under test as

Another point, the multiplier resistor will have to
be large enough to carry the current drawn by the

the frequency, so in many ways it is a more useful

voltmeter. This is calculated by dividing the voltage

by the total resistance, and (from Ohm's Law), is 0.1
mA.

The power absorbed in the multiplier will be amps.

2 times resistance, which in this case is 1/20th of a
watt. So that a +-watt resistor will be satisfactory.
If the resistor is non -inductive (as most composition types are) it will operate on AC as well as on DC.
It must, however, be remembered that on some multi range instruments the sensitivity is lower on the AC
than on the DC ranges. When this is so it is neces-

sary to have two multipliers-one for DC and the
other for AC work. Meters for radio circuits should
not be less sensitive than 5,000 ohms per volt. In fact,

well as indicate its value. It is also possible to measure
instrument than a valve -voltmeter. However, for AC
voltage measurement, just connect the vertical plates

directly across points B and C on the divider and
make suitable

adjustments until

a

straight line

appears on the screen (Fig. 3). The length of this
line will be equal to twice the peak voltage of the
circuit.

For example, say the oscillograph tube is calibrated at 50 volts per centimetre, and during the
test the line is 2.3 cms long :
Then R.M.S. voltage
= Length of line X volts per cm.

X 0.707 X div. ratio

2

2-3 x 50 X 0-707 x 10
Mult. res.

0-500v Voltmeter

-"- 1000v

Fig. 1. Using a multiplier resistor to double the range of a
voltmeter.

2

= 406.5 volts across A and C
The factor 707 converts the peak voltage to an
r.m.s. value. The ratio of the divider is 10, which is
1000/100 volts. If the oscillograph has no calibrations on its screen, the length of the voltage line can
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I ine

AC

Fig. 3. Determining AC voltages on an oscilloscope; as actual
measurement is involved, the sensitivity of the tube must be
known.

be determined by transferring its length to a centimetre scale with the aid of a pair of dividers. The
CRO sensitivity must be known for this to be done

Fig. 4. DC voltages can also be measured on an oscilloscope ;

the method is discussed in the article.

accurately.

a centimetre scale.

For DC work the same connections are used but
this time a spot will appear on the screen instead of a
line. It might damage the tube so a line is formed
by putting AC across the horizontal plates. Most
oscillographs have a built-in saw tooth oscillator for

voltage across A and C will be :
Actual voltage

this .L'urpose.

The voltage is arrived at by measuring the dis-

placement of this line (Fig. 4). Again, if the screen
is not calibrated, place one point of a pair of dividers
on the line when no test voltage is applied. Turn on
the test voltage and open out the second divider point
to the new position, and then transfer this distance to

For example, if the displacement is 1.5 cm. and
the sensitivity is 50 volts per centimetre, then the

= Length of line x volts per cm. x div. ratio
= 1.5 x 50 x 10 =750 volts across A and C
Finally, it can never be over -emphasised that great
care is necessary when working with HT equipment.
The live side must always be connected to A on the
voltage divider and not to C. All apparatus must be
off when making connections.

The new National NC -121 receiver for general coverage over the range 550 kc to 30 mc. These are picked up in four bands, and features

of the design include an edge -reading S -meter, a Q -multiplier, automatic series -gate noise limiter, product detector for Sideband
reception, and the receiver is self-contained for power, with a built-in speaker. It is also provided with bandspread calibration charts
for the amateur bands, there being a separate logging scale, as this picture shows. The U.K. agents for National products are
Ad.Auriema, Ltd.
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CW/MCW OPERATING UNDER
MOBILE CONDITIONS
A NOTEWORTHY TOP BAND DX
CONTACT - SOME ASPECTS OF
SAFETY - AND KEYING
TECHNIQUE
E. L. GARDINER (G6GR)
RETURNING home late in the car to Wolverhamp-

ton, Staffs, and listening round the Top Band as

February, 1964

Point of Controversy
The question of operating mobile whilst travelling,
particularly on CW, is a very controversial one, and
as a matter of interest the writer and several friends

do not agree with the view often expressed to the

effect that this is dangerous. With certain provisos,
our view is exactly to the contrary. At least one
experienced CW operator prefers this mode, and has
not infrequently worked the States whilst mobile on
good, straight roads in light traffic. Whilst I do not
do

this

myself,.

I

would

certainly

regard

not

CW as any more difficult under mobile conditions
than phone-in fact, easier because of the much better
signal-to-noise ratio usually obtained on CW. Trying
to follow speech while driving under noisy conditions
can be quite a strain, whereas, a well -operated CW
signal is easy copy.
In our view the crux of this whole matter, and of
the wide divergence of strongly -held views about it,
is essentially just that of the degree of experience of

usual, 5A4CJ was heard coming in quite readably near
the LF end of the band, and working G's. I therefore
got out the key always carried for such emergencies,

the driver. Nobody who is not a really experienced
driver and also a really experienced operator should

QTH in order to give full attention to the job ! This
was no falling -off -a -log QSO, of course, and the
" big boys " with the half -wave aerials kept getting
hold of him first ; it seems to have been just into

really heavy traffic.

and got calling. A little later I pulled up in a quiet
side -road only a few hundred yards from the home

the

next day before he noticed G6GR/M, after

several overs, we made quite a fair job of it! *
Mobile Installation

The gear used for G6GR/M comprises a Minimitter-which has given yeoman service in the car
for over three years-running, about nine watts from
an early model of a Transipack PSU, into a Minimitter whip, which has been lengthened by some three
feet below the centre -loading coil ; this is mounted on
a bracket on the off -side windscreen pillar of an Allard
saloon. The standard coil has been well protected

with PVC tape, which is found to maintain the " Q "
under damp or rainy conditions. This position for the
aerial gives a feeder length of about ten inches into
the transmitter, mounted at the extreme off -side end
of the dashboard shelf. An RF ammeter directly in
the bottom of the whip reads an average 300mA, and
the original pi -match, supplied as part of the trans-

used but is adjusted for maximum RF
current rather than for maximum loading. It is
believed that the large size of the car, and the con-

mitter, is

sequent high capacitance to ground, plays an
important part in good radiating efficiency ; in

co-operation with G8CK/M it has been found that

transferring similar gear to smaller cars gives inferior
results, and lower aerial current.
The receiver used on the car is a standard Heathkit
Mohican, working from its own internal batteries (on
this occasion into head -phones) as it is found that
not supplying the receiver from the car battery reduces
background noise. There is thus no drain upon the

car battery during reception, and one can check the
band freely without worry. The location for
the QSO with 5A4CJ is a pretty noisy one.

attempt to use radio at all whilst driving, and no
one should do so under difficult road conditions or
Five year's experience in each
field would be the very minimum, although people
differ so much in the powers of concentration and
speed of learning, that time is a very poor criterion.
The writer has been lucky perhaps in having driven

well over half -a -million miles in some 43 years without

a serious mishap-and has been operating on CW
since the age of twelve. To a friend, a founder member of the F.O.C., Morse is easier to read than
speech, and he will copy a good transmission quite
comfortably whilst carrying on a conversation.
With

sufficient

experience

driving

becomes

absolutely instinctive in the mechanical sense, and the

writer regards himself as much less of a menace on
wheels than when on foot! All really expert motorists

drive without conscious thought for the processes
involved. Their attention is concentrated on noticing

every movement around (including those through the

back of the neck!) and this is essentially a visual

occupation. Sounds are merely a distraction, and in
any case the average driver in a modern, tightly closed

saloon can hear very little except tyre noise and the
roar of the heater fan.
Radio operating, on the other hand, is essentially
an aural activity, and there should be little or no need
for vision, except perhaps for a brief instant whilst
netting-provided, of course, that the gear is laid out
properly, with everything within easy reach. After

all, one doesn't take a good look at the gear lever

before every change. The two activities just shouldn't
interact, provided that you really know how to drive
and how to operate. The bright lads in Mini Minors,

who just must be ahead of the car in front at any
cost, might as well forget mobile radio-that is a
whole -time job, until you get old enough to learn that

there are better things in motoring than taking the
maximum risk for the minimum result.
This QSO was on March 13, 1963-Editor.
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Using Common Sense
On balance the writer and his friends are prepared
to express the strong view that mobile operating used

with discretion and common sense makes driving
safer, and certainly less tiring (is not this almost the
same thing?). It is, of course, much the best to have
a passenger to operate on long journeys-to tune the
receiver, and generally lend a hand. Under good
or average conditions mobile operating can make very
little difference to safety. Most drivers talk to their
passengers, but without taking their eyes off the road,
and the " back-seat driver " can be far more distract -
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ing than any radio. After all, you can turn the radio
off!

Under really bad road conditions, however,
without a passenger to help, only mugs try to operate.

But late at night on M.1, for example, or when one
is bored or tired, mobile operating can be a very real
safety factor, and is the finest way the writer knows
of keeping awake and alert. The other man expects
you to take an interest in what he says, and make an
intelligent reply ; whilst if you do happen to run into
difficulties or have a mechanical breakdown, help is
only a telephone -call away. So, very often, is advice

on finding the route, from a local amateur.
CW Operating /111

And what of this dreaded CW? The snag is, of
course, that one needs one hand free to punch a key.
Under easy road conditions, is this so unheard of? Do

all motorists have both hands on the wheel all the

time? It doesn't take long to raise one's hand perhaps

three inches from a well -placed key. But if we feel
that a bug on the parcel shelf, or a light key strapped
to knee or screwed to the driver's side -door panel, is
not safe enough, is there no better way?
Undoubtedly there are several. Perhaps the
simplest is to mount a small key near the base of one
spoke of the wheel, with the lead losely wound down
the steering column. If you are fortunate to have a
car with the old type of Blumell's or " sports " wheel,

having wide flat spring spokes, this could not be
simpler ; and one can tap away without sacrificing one

jot of perfect car control.
But for the really technically -minded, what about

Vox? A microphone is clipped to the lapel in the
usual way, connected into a simple transistor amplifier
driving a diode rectifier, which in turn passes rectified

current into the coil of a keying relay, and all you
have to do is to sing da-di-da-dit da-da-dit-da into

the microphone at something like a thousand cycles,
and the transmitter keys happily away. A better snap
action can be obtained from a Vox -triggered flip-flop

-the SSB boys know all about it-" anti -Vox " to

eliminate the effects of car noises, or the passing driver

who first just has to send " V " on the horn ; it's all
So, as CW is so very much more
efficient than SSB, and costs less than half, perhaps
we can help to solve the QRM problem by hearing
a little more of it?
in the hand -books!

The MCW Possibility-And Some Results

There is yet another approach to this problem
which can be quite useful-that of MCW. Both a
transmitter and receiver for use on CW on a car in
motion need to be very stable mechanically, but many
of them are far from it! The Minimitter, even
On p.477 of the November issue, we showed G3RGD's version
of a /M rig on a scooter. Here is how G3OGK (G. R. Kennedy,

of 17 Southbourne, Hayes, Bromley, Kent) does it, also on a

Lambretta, except that his is a two -metre installation. He
has a lOw. Tx, a double superhet Rx tuning two and four
metres, with a quarter -wave whip operated as a ground
plane against the equipment housing. The Tx /Rx assembly
clips on to a shock mounting, and HT is from a vibrator pack
run from a 12v. non -spill accumulator. A feature of the
G3OGK/M rig is that it can be quickly fitted or removed, as the
scooter has not been modified to accept the gear ; this is
carried in such a way that there is no interference with driving.

without crystal control, shows up very well in this
respect, and on Top Band will give practically a T9
note. The Mohican is not quite as good, but reasonable if the oscillator stage is carefully wired, most of
the circuits being pre -fabricated.

However, switching

on the BFO on many home -built car rigs can be
something of a revelation-the frequency wobbles all
over the place.

To get over this trouble, the transmitter can be
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tone -modulated

by

a

single -transistor

oscillator

working at between 400 and 1000 c/s. There are
plenty of published circuits for the oscillator, and
the methods of keying already described can be
adapted to it readily. It lends itself particularly to
the Vox approach. Tests have been done with
G8CK/M on MCW at the limit of range on Top
Band, and MCW found to be a very useful improvement. With one car located in Wolverhampton and
the other travelling through Birmingham, and then
along A.45, M.45 to M.1, phone signals are very good

February, 1964

exceptionally bad, will extend the range to the
Coventry area, perhaps doubling the total distance.

Straight CW is, of course, better still, and using the
mobile equipment between Wolverhampton and North

Devon on 80 metres, solid CW communication at
scheduled times was possible every day for a fortnight ; whereas phone under the same conditions could
only occasionally be read in both directions.

Mobile communication is mainly a problem of

south disappears into the central Birmingham traffic,
are usually lost. However, on emerging into clear
country on the south side towards Birmingham Air-

noise and anti -noise, man-made in various ways, and
any form of tone signal is much more easily distin-,
guishable from this kind of background than is speech.
Moreover, it offers much greater scope for noise
supression, as a sensitive on -off squelch type of circuit
can be designed to pick out a tone signal very effec-

communication completely, and if interference is not

tively, and can be further backed -up by a selective
audio filter, such as the once -popular FLA.8 type
available some years ago on the surplus market, but
now, alas, very difficult to find.

over the first fifteen miles or so, but as the car travelling

port, at perhaps 25 miles, contact can be resumed,
but usually at near to the limit of Top Band phone
intelligibility. Changing over to MCW restores

ilfisceany
INCIDENTAL INFORMATION AND

ITEMS OF TOPICAL INTEREST
Amateur Radio, which many of us still regard
as the finest hobby in the world, suffers from one
great disadvantage : The more popular it becomes,
the more difficult it gets. It is one of the few
hobbies whose devotees get in each other's way and

(literally) interfere with one another. Stamp collecting, the keeping of birds or tropical fish,
model -making, gardening . . . in these hobbies, and

countless others, there is room for all, and the more
the merrier. Looking round for a fair comparison
with Amateur Radio, one could only think of bird watching under severely crowded conditions. More
watchers than birds ; the keen ones getting in the

way of the more reticent ; and always the fellow
with bigger and better binoculars carrying off the
trophies. But perhaps one could also draw a parallel
with motoring (for fun) .
the 1920's were the
Good Old Days, with room for everyone, but nowa.

.

days anyone can buy a car and " do the ton "
without any acquired skill. The way of the real
enthusiast is not easy.

The DX -chasing types who show an interest in
propagation forecasts will be glad to know (if they
haven't already found out) that WWV is now sending his North Atlantic forecast every five minutes,
instead of only at 194- and 494 minutes past the
hour. The regular announcement, at five-minute
intervals, on MCW, now runs " WWV WWV 1730
N6 "-substituting the appropriate GMT and forecast figures. When the " N6 " or " W5 " or what have -you was only transmitted twice an hour, one

always used to look at the
clock and find that it had been
missed

by

two

or

three

minutes. Now it is almost as
good as a continuous signal.

" Have you heard of the man who connected a
variable resistor in parallel with the mains in order

to obtain 110 volts ? This isn't the end of the
story --he tried again with a higher -rated resistor."

(GSGR, in "CQ Cars")

The MARS network station at the U.S.A.F.

Base at Mildenhall, Suffolk, has " a 75 -ft. vertical

for Forty and Eighty, and

a dipole suspended
between two 40 -ft. telescopic steel masts, all ready to
go, and awaiting British authority to transmit."
("Auto -Call," Washington, D.C.)

" The FCC, investigating a case of interference,
traced it to a well-known penitentiary. One of the
convicts, a licensed amateur, had persuaded his wife

to smuggle in a rig to comfort him during his
incarceration. Tiring of it, he had sold it to another,
non -licensed, convict, the terms of the deal including use of his callsign. Thirty days' solitary for
both ! "

(Letter from G3NWT)

W4CJD, after some years of overseas service in
Japan, whence he signed KA2AB, was returned to
the U.S.A. He very shortly wrote back : " Now
settled in this desolate place of Tonopah, Nevada, 200

miles from any large town. Should have an antenna
up soon so we can contact Japan."
(FEARL "News Letter ")
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" Is there a need for a code which would enable
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many shacks, plus an oscilloscope, but some very

us to convey

interesting refinements are detailed.

thing like the existing Q -code, but covering personal
details such as age, occupation, other hobbies,

Heard on the Air : "I am using a 75 -ft. vertical
(G3--- on Top Band)
lying on the ground."

to, and receive from, non-English
speaking amateurs some information other than
RST, QTH and Pse QSL ? I have in mind somenumber of years in Amateur Radio and so on."
(Letter from G3IDG)

"Do I have to learn a new language ? I mean,
all this Pizzle-Quizzle ' business you read on the
cards ? "

(Young SWL in Old -Timer's Shack)

" Some time ago GM3AXX's XYL complained
that his voice, or something like it (SSB being used),

was emanating from the ATU in the spare room ...

GM3AXX is now trying to fathom some way of
adding a BFO to his aerial tuning unit, but none of
the text -books cover this contingency."
("GM" Magazine)

An omni-directional VHF aerial with universal
polarisation, known as the " Skew -Planar Wheel
Antenna," is described in QST for November ; full
constructional details are given, and it is suitable
for mobile work (but preferably with a large
American car !). Other articles of interest cover the
subjects of Crystal Control for Microwave Communication, a transistorised Auditory Meter for the
Blind, and a most comprehensive one on RF Chokes
for the VHF Bands.

A panoramic receiver, giving a complete visual
display of a band or a part of a band, is described
by ZL2AMJ in the December issue of CQ. Basically, it uses that " stand-by " receiver found in so

AMATEUR LICENCE TOTALS
We are informed by the Post Office that the total
of U.K. amateur -station licences in issue as at
December 31, 1963, was 10,452. Of these 1,452 were
endorsed for /M operation, with 147 permits issued
for amateur TV. It is probable that a large proportion of the latter would add to the main total, since
/T licences can be obtained separately for the UHF
bands (from 430 mc up). Over the five months
AuguSt-December last year, the nett increase was
267 full licences, 50 mobile, and nine for ATV.

ENTRIES FOR THE MAY R.A.E.
Readers who propose taking the next Radio
Amateurs' Examination, in May, are reminded that
their entries should be going in very shortly-it is
not possible to specify a closing date, because
different examination centres make their own rules
about when they can accept last entries.

-

" Just where does all this ' bought' stuff fit in
with the objectives of our hobby ? How do we
develop a trained reservoir of radio operators if all
they can do is hook up store-bought pieces, like a
garden hose and a lot of fancy sprinklers ? "
(" Auto -Call," Washington, D.C.)

" Certainly, within the Army, the licensed amateur

operator is twice as competent a tradesman as his
counterpart, the operator or technician who merely
practises his trade when called upon to do so in the
("Mercury," Royal Sigs. A.R.S.)
line of duty."

----

" A really good man who wants to do experimental
work would not be put off by the Morse test. In fact,
we go as far as to say that the Morse test keeps off
those frivolous amateurs who want a licence for the
(Letter from G3JDK)
fun of the thing."

-

An SSB adaptor based on the McCoy 9 mc filter,

using eight valves and costing only about £30 for
parts, is described in the January 1964 issue of CQ.
Other subjects of general interest covered in the same
issue are a Four -Band Trap Aerial, an RTTY Audio
Oscillator, and VQ9HB's account of his first voyage
to Agalega.

Heard on the Air (2) : "I still love Amateur Radio

as much as ever, after 35 years of it. It's only the
actual QSO's that are such a bore! "

ORDEAL OF THE WILSON FAMILY
On p.628 of the January issue of SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE there appeared a brief note mentioning

that Harry Wilson, EI2W, his wife and son were
among the survivors from the Lakonia disaster
during the Christmas holiday. We have since had
fuller details, and it is evident that the party had
a very bad time. Besides losing everything they
possessed, their lifeboat was not properly manned,
and James Wilson (EI2W's son) had to take an oar ;

with a young English girl, they rowed for nearly

five hours. They were eventually picked up by the

s.s. Salta after EI2W had attracted her attention by
flashing S 0 S on a torch ! With other survivors,
they were landed at Madeira and got thankfully
home to Dublin in time to see the New Year in.
And we rather gather that Harry himself now has
a much greater appreciation of the merits of CW
as a mode of communication !
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INPUT SCREENING DEVICE
AGAINST HUM AND RF PICK-UP

February, 1964

Chassis

Screening can

L. E. Profaze (G3KAB)
x

PERHAPS
you have experienced trouble with hum
in an audio -amplifier or RF feed -back in the
modulator and have found the only remedy to be
complete screening of the rear of the input socket and
the grid resistor associated with the first valve.

In practice this often proves to be one of those
tedious constructional tasks for which one seeks an
easy way out. But in this instance a ready-made
solution is offered by the aluminium screening cans
intended for use with the small moulded Aladdin coil

Coax socket

Chassis
A plan -view sketch of the mounting of the coax socket with its
screening can.

formers. The illustration here shows one of these
cans totally enclosing both the rear connection of a
standard television -type cable socket and the grid
resistor, while a short length of coaxial cable can be
seen emerging from the hole originally provided in
the can for access to the coil trimming core, thus
establishing a fully protected lead right to the base
pin of the valve.
The diagram shows that the dimensions of both

items are such that, purely by chance, the socket
fixing nuts fit within the diagonal width of the screen-

ing can, while the space inside the box is sufficient
to accommodate several small components; if desired,
the larger screening cans, normally used for IF transformers, could be adapted in the same way.
When arranging the layout first establish the

location of the socket and drill a small hole in the
chassis at the point of entry of the centre conductor.

Next draw a line x -x through this point at right -

angles to or parallel with the chassis edge, mark the
positions of the holes to correspond with those of the
screening can fixing lugs and drill 6 BA bolt clearance

Now draw a line y -y at 45° to the line
x -x and, with the socket serving as a template,
holes.

mark the positions of the required fixing holes and
again drill to clear 6 BA. The centre hole should
now be enlarged to avoid the conductor coming into
contact with the chassis metal and as soon as the
socket has been installed the wiring can proceed
until it is convenient to fix the screening box. The
end of the coax lead is then soldered to the grid pin
and the job is complete.

INTERESTING POLICE APPOINTMENT
It is reported that the new Chief Constable of
Bristol is Mr. George Twist, until recently an

assistant chief for Liverpool. In addition to having
read for the law and being a member of Gray's Inn,
he also has another distinction-he holds the active
callsign G3LWH, and is well known on the air in
the Lancashire area. In wishing G3LWH success in
his new and very important appointment, we feel he

The method of input screening suggested by G3KAB. A small
coil or transistor can envelopes the connector end of the coax
socket and the input components, with a screened lead into
the grid of the first stage.

will also be a strong acquisition to the Bristol radio
amateur group.
CALLSIGN HB-BIW--BALLOON

If you saw a recent documentary on the BBC's
telly, you may have noticed that there was radio
working from one of the balloons drifting over the
Alps. Her callsign was in the regular 5 -letter series
for aircraft.

the propagation picture is fog.
Large areas in fog for long
periods-rather as we had it at

times during January-will also
produce good GDX conditions,

and this seems to be more helpful
as the frequency goes higher, i.e.,
for the 430 and 1250 mc bands.

BANDS
of anyone

active

on

VHF that 1964 has started very
well for us-indeed, the dying days

of the old year gave some good
openings, as if to make up for
the rather dull December period.
Another fact that will not have
escaped observation-or, at any
rate, we hope it hasn't-is that
the glass has been standing very
high and steady during most of
January, with the TV weather
maps showing large areas of anticyclonic conditions. It is always

of their

New MS Contacts
With the meteoric phenomenon

known as the Quadrantids due
around January 3, we expected
(Leeds) worked OH2HK (Helsinki) by meteor scatter on

stations, and for many years

a

follower of this piece. He worked
LZ1AB (Sofia) on January 5,
(0030-0330, S27/S26), for his 16th

going to be fine and dry, with no
wind, a falling temperature and
a clearing sky, it is a reasonable
bet that good conditions will
develop during the evening for
VHF/DX. A muddled weather

state, with pockets of highs and
lows, rain and wind, means that
local working only can be expected
by the generality of two -metre
stations, with ranges of more

than 100 miles or so exceptionalthough always one must qualify
such a statement by excluding the
well -placed, high power operators,
and the schedule -keepers, who
will generally overcome local
conditions and get out a good deal
further.
Another important factor in

tested

cessfully

with

locally

had heard the Tx. On January
17, in the fog and with the glass

very high, he and G3FP (Thornton Heath, Sy., 110 miles) had a

both -way

QSO

on

23

cms.,

G2CIW getting G3FP at S6/7 on
phone, and the latter giving Jack
589; they then kept further skeds
at intervals all through the day on
Saturday 18th, and each time were

TWO METRES
COUNTIES WORKED SINCE
SEPTEMBER 1, 1963
Starting Figure, 14

And also an MS report from

our old friend OK2WCG, one of
the leading European VHF/DX

From Home QTH only
Station

Worked
57

G3BA

55

G3LRF

52

G3GWL, G3NUE

49

G3CO

42

G3SAR, G4LU

40

G3HRH

36

G3PTM

34

GM3LDU

33

G2BJY, G3PSL

gainy beam. He is now anxious

32

G2CDX, G3LAS, G5JU

to open skeds with U.K. stations

30

G3CKQ

26

G3CCA, G3DVQ, G3GSO,
G3PKT, GW3PWH

24

G3ONB

19

G2BDX, G3KPT

a

18

G3EKP

really good beam; a more than

17

G3KQF

16

G3HWR, G3I0E, G3OJY

15

G3AHB

14

G3OZF, G5UM, G5ZT

meteor -scatter

and

QSO

10th

country worked by MS, putting

him up

to

Apparently,

18C in

OK2LG,

the table.
also in

350w.

and most of the U.K., and it is

driver being the QQV06-40A
70 -cm. PA. The Rx and reflector -

Worked.

around 6.30 p.m. each evening. If
dicated, covering Northern Europe

running

tripler

33w. input on 129825 mc, the

January 4 at 0510, this putting
Harold up to 21 in Countries

Prague, likewise had an MS con-

in-

3CX100A5

his

G3KFD, and G3NBQ in Coventry

worth seeing these charts if you
can manage it, as the met. boys
hand out a good deal of valuable
information in those five minutes
a large high-pressure area is

By

the beginning of the year he had

type aerial had already been suc-

EDX ranges. Sure enough, G5YV

THERE can be no doubt in the

terest in the 23 -cm. band.

As there is a good deal to re-

to hear of some new results at

A. J. DEVON

space, Jack being one of those
taking a close and particular in-

port and to talk about this month,
let us look first at the facts, more
or less in the order
occurrence.

mind
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tact with LZ1AB. And we are

informed that the latter is a wellgenned-up VHF operator, running
on

144.166

mc, with a

good receiver and a large and
for MS tests-he can be reached
through Box 311, Sofia.
This business of EDX working

by MS is definitely a ploy for
the

specialist-it involves very

accurate

frequency

setting;

usually sensitive receiver which

can be tuned, and held, exactly to
the

distant station's

frequency,

often for long periods; schedule
at usually the most
awkward and uncomfortable times

keeping

-and a knowledge of the right
direction for the beam heading.

GDX on 23 Centimetres
From time to time, progress -

reports from G2CIW (Birmingham) have been quoted in this

G8VN

This annual Counties Worked Table will
run till August 31, 1964. All two -metre
operators who work 14 or more Counties
on the band are eligible for entry. QSL
cards or other proofs are not required.
After the first 14 worked, simply claim
from time to time with counties as they
accrue, giving callsign and date for the

county worked. To keep the Table
up-to-date, claims should be made at
intervals of not more than two months.
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able to put signals over. G2CIW
reports

that

" the

remarkable

thing about the whole business
was that at no time on January
17-18 were 70 -cm. signals particularly strong." During one of the

tests G2CIW had to go to two
metres to keep contact with G3FP,
though the latter was coming
through consistently on 23 cms.
During the sked with G3FP for
the first

contact on January 17,

G2RD

(Wallington,

Sy.)

was

standing by, but he and G2CIW
could not hear one another. An-

other of Jack's collaborators is

G3GWL (Bletchley) who has got
the receiving side going on 23 cm.

As the latter is very well located
and

is

taking

the UHF side

seriously, it cannot be long before
G3GWL is able to report a result

-especially as he is

also in a

good position for tests with G2WJ
and
G3LTF,
at
reasonable
distances in the easterly direction.

level of activity from the Continent "-he is referring to the
morning of that Friday when, as
he puts it, " the XYL suspended
her washing-up rights for the
day." Anyway, out of it G3LAS

got HB9LN and LXIST worked
in addition to many DJ/DL's, F's,
ON's and PA's, and on the receiving side

he found HB9RG on

SSB, also OK1VR right at the
band -edge (LF, needless to say),

and OZ9OR.
From G5MA (Great Bookham,
Sy.) we hear that he worked two
HB's, '9LN and '9WB/P, LX] AL
(a Luxembourg station not men-

tioned by anyone else), and a

number of the near-EU's; and on
the GDX side, which Bob always
watches when the two -metre band
is open to the Continent, he

knocked off GC2TR for Jersey,
GI3GXP, and G3RHE for Cumberland.

SM-and there are rumours of
either an EA or a CT having been

And for the record, the
TV Wx chart on the Thursday
heard.

evening

foretold all this quite

and some GDX to contribute to
his scores for the tables. From
G3LRP, up in Wakefield, Yorks.,
who is going strong in Annual
Counties, comes a report of

several of the nearer Europeans
raised during the openings -which
shows how far they extended, because it is only under really good
conditions that G3LRP can expect

to hear EU's; he mentions F3LP
strong on
January 18.
All the morning of January 3,
as being particularly

G4LU up in Oswestry stuck to the
two -metre band and by midafternoon had accounted for such
exotic stuff as DJ3ENA in the
Black Forest, F3XK, F3XY,
HB9LN, LX1SI, ON4LV and

PAOCOB-remember, Stan is 150

miles north-west of London, so
this

43%rx, /11-74

sort

of EDX does

mean

MIA 44,

iii7:riiiitt7XAM 4-

the morning and the evening of

of Saturday 4th gave what were
probably the best EDX sessions.
During this spell, the EU's available included HB, LX, OZ and

For G3GWL, the DX condi-

tions produced a number of EU's

Two /YEiReS

EDX Results on Two
While EDX/GDX conditions on
two metres have been consistently
above average during the period,
Friday, January 3 and the day -time
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HE -1)

->0 7-310, 3ICZ, bL64u, E12/1, -IW, FS/V.7;

.571X//1, 42 4Xi, .261.1)X, .2C-621; .2fieL, 3sl y r ?AM, gi)iyu,

3Eyv, 3rZL, 31VV, JOSS, .312K 7; 3PSIL,
S.6S,
51/2, .57111, blil, 6C-IFZe, Q. A311.6, c'13q>cif ;/y14,,oc,

31-2011, cw3ii1F:y, Hg9JT L46T, 17,9)0,-15. 5',74z

accurately. It was clear that VHF
coverage could extend right down
to

the south and south-west of

France.
In addition to HB9LN, HB9WB,
LX1SI, OK1VR, OZ9OR and

_2,13FL, _eLaifc .4, E764, fir
niVr, 31T-261, 311X, 3CO3 34/0S 34/i4;
WORWE.,b;

3/1,

such, a station causing some mistification was PI1HTG - quite
genuine, and a Dutch allocation
for an official station licensed for

30H7 30 Z/ 3PLQ, sgXR, 3s -A(14
6N6, qc2c/we,
581, 8uN on/4-e, P.Mcos, SW24z-u.

amateur -band operation, e.g., a
technical
school, military

(00TA..1 )ec. So 4; I -AA -22j

establishment or government in-

stitution, and as such only of
special interest to WPX/HPX
hunters (of whom it is to be
hoped that we have none on
VHF).

G3LAS (Berkhamsted) says of
the January 3 opening "it really is

fun when the evening QRM is

absent and there is a satisfactory

Sample layout for preparing a calls /heard worked list. Show first the band, with your
callsign and QTH as given in the heading (somebody may want to know how and when
you heard him). The " beard " section comes before the " worked," with a division
between them. All callsigns are in strict alphabetical and numerical order, with

clear differentiation between letters and numerals, e.g., the'U' always has a tail
to distinguish it from V ' ; the Z ' is made clearly different from 5 ' or ' S ' ; the
' I ' is dotted so that it cannot be printed as I ' ; the letter D has tails so that it
cannot be read as a carelessly -written 0 ' ; the ' C ' is shown so that it cannot be
mis-read as a G.' The callsigns are written in order from left to right, as when
reading print, and not tabulated. " Heard " and " worked " calls are not duplicated
- it is assumed that if you worked him, you also heard him. In the case of SWL lists
- which we shall also be glad to have under this heading - the SWL name and address
takes the place of the callsign. Though we do not make it a condition for publication,
it will be appreciated by A.J.D. if lists conform strictly to this layout. And if you can
use a typewriter, so much the better.
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difference between good and bad

something.

Keeping to 70 centimetres on
January 3, G2CIW worked F3LP,

F9NJ and ON4HN, with F3XK
and PAOCOB heard. G3PBV
(Wolverton,

reports

Bucks.)

LXIST raised that same evening,
on

for his 14th country

two

metres.
G3SAR (Sevenoaks), who is
well located and strategically

placed for Europe, with his gear
in good shape, did very well with
the EDX, the HB's being worked,

operators.

CW

Never

There was some concentration
of stations at the LF end, several

of them well out of zone, and a
certain

amount

of

frequency

thing is probably regarded as fair enough under contest conditions.
However, it is hardly necessary

for those with what might be

HF sector and worked many

the period, advancing G3SAR in

And he

says that

recent conditions have been much

better than anything experienced
during the summer.

G3CO (Dartford, Kent) got in
with HB9LN, LX1SI and a num-

ber of DJ/DL, F, ON, OZ and
PA stations -and is another to
mention the GDX, which for him
included G3BJD (Seascale) and

G3RHE (Egremont) both for
Cumberland.
G3AOS
(Hale
Barns, Ches.) worked HB9LN, for
a 1000 -mile QSO.

Two7Metre Contest, 26 January

This RSGB affair was one of
those

occasions

almost

unique

nowadays - a CW-only contest
which was well supported and
played off under good GDX conditions, producing what can only
be described as a satisfactory level
of QRM! Though some of the keys

sounded a bit rusty, and there
were widely different interpretations of the Code of Morse, the
point is that there must have been
well over 100 CW stations on,
and it was good to hear so many
trying on the key -and it should
be said that a lot of the 50 or so
stations heard by your A.J.D.
were very well operated. For

instance, G2PL (Wallington, Sy.)
using full break-in, and
G3NUE from Worcester was
putting in a real T9x signal; clean,
sharp and nicely keyed. By contrast, there were some other
was

stations showing bad drift, with
very chirpy notes; add to this
over -fast keying, with poor forma-

tion and spacing, and you get an
effect

which

shows

up

the

22

called
to

his regular frequency in the

stations. Some of the best scores
heard, in terms of location related
to stations worked, were: G6GN,

Bristol, 82 at 2135; G3ICO/P,
Okeford, Dorset, 65 at 2150;

G3NUE, Worcester, 67 at 2130;
and G4LU, Oswestry, 57 at 2140.
The actual rate of scoring is well
indicated

by

the figures

from

G3KEU/A (Romsey, Hants.) who
had 11S in the book by 1130, and

52S at 1745; and by G3ICO/P,
whose figures were 9S at 1200 and

45S by 1820. These and some
others noted suggest an average
scoring rate of about six stations
an hour during the daylight period,
with the tempo hotting up towards
the close at 2200, when there were
more people on. By mid -evening,
the South Wales stations were

activated and getting out well -it

HG, LA, LX, OE, OH, OK, ON,
OZ, PA, SM, SP)

19 G3CCH
18
16

G3AHB (Slough, Bucks.) writes

G6NB, ON4BZ, OK2WCG

G3BA, G3BLP, G3CO, G3GHO,

G3KEQ, G5MA, G6RH, G6XM,
PAOFB

G2CIW, G2XV, G3AYC, G3DKF,
G3FZL, G4MW, GM3EGW
14 G2FJR, G2HDZ, G3AQX, G3FAN,
G3I00,
G3HAZ,
G3HRH,
G3PBV,
G3KPT,
G3JWQ,
15

G3WS, G5BD
G8OU

G5DS, G6LI,

G3AOS,
G3EHY,
G3NNG,
G3NUE, G4LU, 6GXX, G8VZ
12 EI2A, EI2W, F8MX, G2BJY,
G3GHI,
G3GFD,
G3BNC,
G3JLA,
G3GWL,
G3JAM,
G30BD,
G3JXN,
G3LAS,
13

G21 -11F,

G3DMU,
G3GPT,

G2HOP,

G3DVK,
G3IIT,

G3WW, G5CP, G5JU, GSML,
GBDR, GW2HIY

11

G2AJ, G2CDX, G2CZS, G3ABA,
G3GSO,
G3BDQ,
G3BOC,
G3JZN,
G3JYP,
G3IUD,
G3KUH,

G3LHA,

G3OHD,

G4RO, G4SA, GSUD, G6XA,
GC2FZC, OKIVR
10 G2AHP, G2AXI, G2FQP, G3BK,

G3DLU, G3GSE, G3JHM/A,
G3LRP,
G3LAR,
G3KQF,
G3OSA,
G3MED,
G3LTN,
G30XD/A, G3RMB, G5MR,
GW3ATM,
G5TN,
G8IC,
GW3MFY, GWSMQ
G2DVD,
G2DHV,
9 G2BHN,
G2FCL, G3BOC, G3BYY, G3FIJ,
G3PSL,
G3FUR,
G3OJY,
GS M,
G3PTM,
G4LX,
GI3ONF,
G8GP,
GC3EBK,
GM3DIQ
8

G2DDD, G2XC, G3AEP, G3AGS,
G3CCA,
G3HCU,
G3PKT,

G3EKX,
G3HW I,

G3GBO.

G3KHA,
G3VM,
G3MPS,
G5BM, G5BY, G8SB, GM3JFG,
GM3LDU

GW5BI, GW8UH and G4GR

Returns to the Fold

GI, GM, GW, HB, HG, LA, LX,
OE, OH, OK, ON, OZ, PA, SM,
SP, UR)

GC, GD, GI, GM, GW, HB,

was interesting to hear GW3MFY,

(who could be GW if he cared to
use the prefix) all on together,
and knocking 'em off.

G3LTF (DL, EI, F, G, GC, GD,

21 G3HBW, G5YV (DL, El, F, G,

changing; nowadays, this sort of

January 4 for two new countries.
Much GDX was also raised during

COUNTRIES WORKED
Starting Figure, 8

T9!

as

well as OZ5AB, OZ6EI,
SM7CJZ
on
SM7BAE
and

TWO METRES

mind,

everybody was giving and getting

" prominent signals "-a
good example is G5YV, who kept

the tables.

691

to my original places in the tables,

although in the three months I
have been on, 17 counties and

to report his return to two metres

three countries have been nailed."

He now has a 6/6 at

gory

-after an absence of 12 years!
45ft., a

nuvistor converter, and an 829B

in the PA, giving 28w. RF out
for an input of 40 watts. Since
the re -start, G3AHB has worked
117 stations in 15 counties and
six countries.
Another re -starter, after a move

of QTH,

is

G3KQF, now in

Borrowash, Derbys., who also has
a slot -fed 6/6, with a temporary

Tx running 30w. NBFM, to be
improved to 60w. with SSB in
due course. G3KQF remarks " it
looks like being a long haul back

And yet another in this cateis

G2CNT

(Longstowe,

Cambs.), who makes his return to
two metres after seven years' QRT.

Though in Cambs., he

is very
Hunts.-Herts.-Beds.
the
near
boundaries, at 239ft. a.s.l., with

a good take -off in all directions.
At present, the gear consists of a

3-ele Yagi, an 832A in the PA,
and on the Rx side the converter

described in the September '63
issue Of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE,

which seems to be giving a good
account of itself, with EU's heard
and worked. G2CNT is on daily
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at

the

breakfast

hour

(and

usually finds someone to work),
and also from 1930 most evenings.

He is equipped for 70 cm., with
the old gear, and says he finds
himself " within the G3NOX/T
fall -out area." Other projects in
hand include Rx gear for 23 cms.

and /M for two metres-and he
mentions that there are about 20

stations active on
Cambridge district.

VHF in

the

G3IOE (Newcastle) is now at

16C for the Annual, and regards
his contact with G3NUE as " real
24 carat solid gold" in the never
heard

county

of

While keeping an ear for the
DX and doing his stuff in the

CW contest, G4LU (Oswestry) has
been busy perfecting his new

transistor converter-consisting of
2N2398 and- 2N1742 RF stages,
into a 2N2361 mixer " aroused "
by injection at 138.3 me from
an osc.-mult. chain consisting of

an 0C171 overtone oscillator at
461 mc, tripled in a 2N1742; this
gives 5.7-7-7 mc tunable. The
back -end is also fully transistorised

and incorporates a Kokusai filter

(and you don't need to be told
where that comes from) to tighten
up the selectivity. At present, the

converter is giving an NF of 3.5
dB, but Stan thinks he can make
it do better than that.
G8VN (Leicester) was amused
to hear someone saying to someone else on two metres that " old
8VN won't get anywhere with his
indoor antenna!" However, G8VN

is now at 16C in the Annual, has
worked about 60 different stations

in the last few months, and has
been hearing GM's on CW. And
he

mentions

the

number

does G5DS (Surbiton, Sy.); his
total of different stations worked
on two metres is now 898. And
likewise

G3AOS

of

stations, either new on the air or
new to the band, now to be heard
the Midlands area, with a
steadily
increasing
level
of
activity.
In his scores for the tables,
in

G3NUE shows more than 500
stations worked on two metres,
and mentions some good contacts

in the north on January 19-also
that G3STW, likewise Worcester,
is a new station on, putting out a
good signal.
G3DVQ (Purley, Sy.) has a new

(Hale

FOUR METRES
ALL-TIME COUNTIES WORKED
LIST
Starting Figure, 8

From Home QTH Only
Worked

Station

Barns,

Ches.) puts in amending claims,

40

G3EHY

37

G3IUD

36

G3PJK

(Kirkby-in-Ashfield,

35

G3OHH

of luck-the successful installation
of a slot -fed 6/6 J -Beam at 40ft.,

34

EI2W

with 82C for the All -Time. So do
GC3OBM (Guernsey), and G2BJY
(Walsall).
G3ONB

General Reports-Two Metres

previously
Worcester.

Tx running 60w. to a QQV06-40A
PA, and another converter is also
on the way. G3PSL (Loughborough) claims for the tables, as

February, 1964

Notts.) says he has had two bits
and the winning of a two -metre
converter in the club's Christmas

So he was able to

raffle.

raise

some EU's during the January
opening

and

is

getting

better

reports than before-and he has
now worked his 100th station.

In his report with claims for

the

tables,

G3PTM

(Solihull,

Warks.) says that having spent a
year on two metres, he can " look
back on a very enjoyable time on
a very enjoyable band." In that
time he has worked 320 different
stations scattered over the U.K.
and Europe, ranging in distance
from 550 miles to 30 yards (with
a mobile).
Periodically, we are glad to

have a claim for the two -metre

33

G5JU

30

6201, G3JHM/A

29

G3NUE

26

G3PMJ, G5FK

21

G3AYT

20

G3LZN

19

G3BNL

16

G3BJR, G3FDW, G3OWA

14

G30KJ, GI3HXV
G3LQR, G5DS
G3HWR, G3SNA

12
11

8

G3PRQ

This Table records Counties Worked
on Four Metres, on an all-time basis.
Claims can be made as for the other
Tables, e.g. a list of counties with the

stations worked for them, added to
from time to time as more counties
accrue. QSL cards or other confirma-

All -Time from F3XY (St. Remy,

tions are not required.

score we have carried in that table

G6NB (Brill, Bucks.) has come
on 4m. again-he was one of the
early starters, when there was

S. et M.) whose ploy on VHF is
to work U.K. counties and whose
for the last several years. Robert
is now up to 31C, and his latest
list

shows

good

coverage

of

England-nice going from where
he is, with the nearest G station
something like 200 miles away.

G2DHV (Sidcup, Kent) has a

rotatable,

indoor

6-ele

close -

spaced Yagi, with remote motor
control

and

indication,

and

arranged for continual rotation at
one r.p.m., if required; this is
achieved by a four-way wiper

assembly and, by having a good -

quality RF cable for the interconnection, a gain of 6 dB over
the old beam is being obtained.
G2DHV also does a lot of /P,/M
work and for this has a knockdown 10-ele Yagi.

very little occupancy. It has taken

us some time to get this band

going, and there is still plenty of
scope for useful and interesting
work on it-particularly, one
would think, for mobile operation.
There are groups who use it thus,

as previously reported here, but
it would be a very good thing if

we could have even further devel-

opment. And your A.J.D. would
like to have many more individual
reports covering 70 mc activity.
G3SNA

(Oldham,

Lancs.)

started on 4m. and now has the
creditable total of 11 counties
worked. G3PMJ (Manchester)
mentions the contacts the 4m. boys

up there had with G6NB on
January 19-and also the fact

Four -Metre Notes

that in each case Bill's card was

Several northerly stations have
been given a new county since

in the table, is another to com-

in the post next morning. G3OHH
(Macclesfield, Ches.), now at 35C
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ment on G6NB and his signal, and

says " why can't we have more
signals from the south like this? "
G3IUD (Wilmslow, Ches.) goes

up five rungs in the ladder, and
shows G3JYP for Westmorland
and GM3FDW for Dumfries as
interesting 70 mc QSO's.
" Calls Heard " Revived
With the increasing occupancy

of the VHF bands and the large
number of stations new to them
since the days when we ran " Calls

Heard and Worked " as a regular
section in this feature, it has been
decided

to

revive

VHF Calls

Heard. The whole idea is that by
being able to print a sufficient
number of lists, a much better
impression will be gained of occupancy and activity, apart from the

important fact that many people
will be given useful information
as to where they are being heard.

So take a look at that bit of

copy on p.690, which shows how

your list should be set out-and

on a separate piece of paper,
please. This is most important,

because if the lists are received
initially in a form legible to the
printer, they can be pasted straight

band under the conditions of
recent years-particularly when

we get a big EDX opening.
As things stand at the moment,
it

can be said that, technically,

VFO working as on the HF bands
is entirely practicable for two
metres, and that occupancy-now

higher than ever before, and increasing steadily - justifies the
adoption

of

single -frequency

So use a bit of discretion. The
list can always be explained or

qualified by a brief note with the
date area covered. And you will
also find it helpful (to us!) to
read carefully through the caption
on p.690.

VFO's and the Band Plan
We have come a long way on
VHF since the idea of frequency -

zoning the U.K. was first set out
in SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

15

years ago. Since then, the zoning
system has undergone various
modifications, some of which have

not stood the test of time and
the occupancy of the two -metre

Ministry guard frequencies have
to be protected, the unshared top
half of two metres (145-146 mc)
could be made VFO-only.

You can really only have an

tions, when the band is wide open

working undesirable and an unnecessary waste of band spacein other words, the concept now
is that, broadly, two -metre stations

in QSO at distances of 100 miles

should be able to steer
themselves accurately on to the
same frequency. And if they can
do it outside their own locality,
equally they should be able to do
so for any desired QSO, at whator so

ever distance.
We
can
quote
G2HCG
(Northampton),
a
well-known

VHF worker for many years who
has made considerable contributions to

the art, as a

strong

lived

on the band locally are of interest.

.

the populated areas of the country
is such as to make cross -frequency

ously, long lists of regularly -heard

On the other hand, stations new

active
.
." Bill goes on to
suggest that even if those Air

opinion about this if you have
ever worked, under strict single -

protagonist for the modernisation
of our operating procedure by the

not as useful nor as interesting as,
say, stations logged at 100 miles
and over under average conditions.

every reason for normal single frequency working as on the LF
bands in view of the rapidly increasing number of stations now

operation, as on any other communication band. That is to say,
the level of two -metre activity in

down, and hours of time will be
saved. If your list can be made
to look like G3ZYX's effort, it
can be used-subject, of course, to
the availability of space and its
intrinsic interest as a list. Obvilocals within about 50 miles are

693

general

adoption

of

frequency

setting by VFO, rather than by
crystal. To quote him verbatim

". . the Band Plan has now out.

its usefulness and there is

"STOP PRESS

frequency

crystal -control

condi-

for DX, and

it has not been
possible for you to move-either
to avoid strong QRM or to get
on to a frequency from which
you thought you may have had a
better chance to raise the DX.
Till Next Time
And with those thoughts we
have to leave you, in the hope

that you will give A.J.D. the

benefit of your ideas and suggestions on this and any other topic
of VHF interest, in time for
comment in the next issue, the

closing date for which must be
Friday, February 21
Address all your news,

claims and opinions

to :

latest.
views,
A. J.

Devon, " VHF Bands," Short
Wave Magazine,
55 Victoria

Street, London, S.W.1.-and don't
forget those calls heard -worked
lists.

With you again on March

6, all being well. 73 de A.J.D.

- Items received up to 31 January

The CQ 160 -metre World -Wide Contest (January 25-26) was once
again blessed with excellent band conditions. Trans -Atlantic QSO's were

very numerous on both mornings, and many European stations had
multipliers of 20 or more. At least thirty W/VE stations were heard in
the south of England-as well as VP7NS, HK4EB, 6YAXG and others
in that area. Tipped as European leader is DL1FF; highest scorer for the
U.K. is almost certainly GM3IGW/A, with GI6TK running strongly. So
many G's had high scores that prediction is difficult, but none of them

can touch the " loaded " scores of GI, GM and GW operators, who
collect 5 pts. for each G worked. All available details will appear in

" DX Commentary " for next month.
For the OH2AH/0 operation, mailing of QSL cards from Hammar-

lund's should start about February 15. They also report that logs are
now coming in covering the '2AMS activity, and cards are being sent out.
Using Hammarlund equipment, ZB6PBD will give Nyasaland throughout February, mainly on 20m. SSB (American phone area) and on 14100

kc when the situation demands. For the VP8HF foray from the South
Shetland Is. the period is March 6-27, but is somewhat dependent on the
ship's local schedule. (These items from Hammarlund, dated 23 January.)
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This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all
holders of new U.K. callsigns, as issued, or changes of address of

NEW QTH's

transmitters already licensed.

All addresses published

here are

reprinted in the U.K. section of the " RADIO AMATEUR CALL
BOOK " in preparation. QTH's are inserted as they are received,
up to the limit of the space allowance each month. Please write
clearly and address on a separate slip to QTH Section.

EI8AR, J. Shortall, De La Salle
House, Ardee, Co. Louth.
G3LBW, J. R. Bird, 15 Conway

G3SRS, Slade Radio Society, Hq.
Church House, High Street,
Erdington,
Birmingham
23

G3BOC, H. M. Synge, Ravelstone,
Manley, Helsby, Cheshire. (Tel.
Manley 379).

Yorkshire

(Formerly G3JBN, now relin-

G3CFB, H. F. Miller, Number

quished).

Four,
Whitwell,
Oakham,
Rutland. (Tel. Empingham 605).
G3FPQ, D. L. Courtier -Dutton,

Road,

Redcar,

(Re -issue).
G3RAM, F.

Langmaid, 2
Clarendon Road, Shoreham -by Sea, Sussex.
C.

G3REP, R. E. Parkes, Great Oaks,
Green Lane, Blackwater, Camberley, Surrey.
G3REP/A, R. E. Parkes, Parkview,
Abbey Road, Malvern, Worcs.
G3ROO, I. H. Keyser, 36 The
Ridgeway, Ruislip, Middlesex.

G3SCT, No. 335 Unit (Thurrock)
Sea Cadet
Clements,

G3SRZ, K. Rodgers, 7 Broadlands
Avenue, Hockley, Essex.

G3SSA, F. Longson, 4 Chester

Road, Hull, E. Yorkshire.
GM3SSB, D. K. McDermott, 114
South Woodside Road, Glasgow
N.W.
G3SSD, J. Derbyshire, 22 Vicarage
Lane,
Wilpshire, Blackburn,
Lancs.
G3SSI, R. Simpson, 25 Bowes

Road, Acton, London, W.3.

Corps, T.S. St.
Tilbury
Dock,
Tilbury, Essex.
G3SHT, Kingsbridge Amateur

G3SSL, N. G. Ward, 8 Overton
Drive, Water Orton, Birming-

Frogmore Terrace, Kingsbridge,

Street, Stanhope, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham.

Radio Club, c/o D. Wilson, 11
S.

Devon.

(Tel.

Kingsbridge

2603).

G3SJV, D. J. Viney, 42 Cavendish
Place, Eastbourne, Sussex. (Tel.
Eastbourne 3909).

G3SKB, W. A. Whitehouse,

2

Church Crescent, St. Albans,
Herts.

GM3SPC, I. M. Malcolm, View forth Secondary School, Kirkcaldy, Fife. (Tel. Dysart 5147).

G3SPX, K. G. Baker, 87 Batley
Road, Alverthorpe, Wakefield,
Yorkshire.
G3SPY, Apprentice Association
Amateur Radio Society, c/o
Training Office, The G.E.C.
(Coventry) Telephone Works,
Stoke, Coventry.

ham.
G3SSM, N. A. Currey, 19 Paragon

G3SSP, L. Whitaker, Lime Cottage,
Ash, Canterbury, Kent. (Tel.
Ash 248).
G3SSQ, C. Spear, 19 Tavistock
Avenue, St. Albans, Herts.

G3SSX, D. P. Scully, 53 Valley
Road, Portslade, Sussex.
G3STG, G. A. Griffiths, 1 Vauxhall
Close, Northfleet, Gravesend,
Kent.
G3STI, R. W. Beetham (exVSILC), 37 Fieldway, Wavertree,
Liverpool, 15.

GSMY, R. W. Parfitt, 29 Manor
Road,

G3SQO, D. Best, 17 Springdale
Road, Langho, Blackburn, Lancs.
G3SQU, C. S. Clarke, 52 Millmead
Road, Margate, Kent. (Tel.
Thanet 20751).
G3SQV, J. S. Davis, 12 Avon -vale
Road, Loughborough, Leics.

G3SRA, Silverthorn Radio Club,
Friday Hill House, Friday Hill,
Chingford, London, E.4. (QSL
via J. E. Johnson, 35-A Woodland Road, London, E.4).
G3SRD, J. R. Darlow, 16 Coates,
Cirencester, Glos.

GW3SRG, A. E. Peake, Winley,
Higher Lane, Mumbles, Swansea,
Glam.

Farnborough,

Hants.

(Re -issue).

1

(BR)

Corps Pro. Coy., Royal Military
Police, Bielefeld, B.F.P.O. 39.
G2ACK, M. T. Aitken, 19 The
Headway, Ewell, Epsom, Surrey.
(Tel. Ewell 7804).

G2CYN, M. D. Hely, 25 High
Street, Olney, Bucks.
G2RP, E. D. Dunn, Meadow

Cottage, Holloway Road, Duffield, Derbyshire.

GM3AKM, L. R. Richardson, 39
Silverknowes Grove, Edinburgh
4.

Avenue, Mickleover, Derby.
G3HBR, B. Hummerstone, 43
Kenton
Gardens,
Harrow,
Middlesex.
G3HCK, T. Foord, 8 Station Road,
Hurst
Green,
Etchingham,

Sussex. (Tel. Hurst Green 350).
GW3HEA, J. U. Burke, Barcdy,
Caernarvon
Caerns.

Road,

Cliccieth,

G3HFJ, R. G. Wyatt, 95 Oxford
Road, Wokingham, Berks.
G3HRY, K. D. Halsall, (exVK5BS/VS6DE), 38 Southend

Road,

Weston -super -Mare,

Somerset.

G3HSB, R. I. Coutts, 29 Bradford
Road,
Stanningley,
Yorkshire.

Pudsey,

G3HZL, D. F. J. Walmsley, 153
Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.

G3IRM, P. Lumb, 22 Hervey
Road, Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk.

G3JDD, R. G. R. Dobson, 3 Sally
Close, Wickhamford, Evesham,
Worcs.

G3JIR, J. A. Hardcastle, 82 Acacia

Avenue, Blacklow Hall Farm

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

DL2PO, G. H. Foster,

Markham Oak Cottage, Bucks
Horn Oak, Farnham, Surrey.
G3GVL, J. S. Orme, 19 Hope

Estate,
Lancs.

Huyton,

Liverpool,

G3JJR, J. Rickwood, 852 Stafford
Road, Fordhouses, Wolverhampton, Staffs.

G3JMJ, D. E. Nunn, 22 Church

Street, Fen Ditton, Cambridge.
G3JUX, J. McFarlane, 141 Tyler
Grove, Walton, Stone, Staffs.
G3KFY, J. R. Lawrence, 54

Ambleside Drive, Elbury Park,
Worcester.

G3KWI, Dr. R. W. G. Stewart,
109 Radbourne Street, Derby.

G3KYM, H. Stamper, c/o Sgts'
Mess, R.A.F. Station, Medmenham, Marlow, Bucks.
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G3LGE, A. J. Harmsworth, Upper
Mead End Farm, Sway, Hants.
G3LSD, E. Diggle, Netherton
Cottage, The Elms, Stoke
Damerel, Plymouth, Devon.
(Tel. Plymouth 51245).
G3LYN, R. J. Amblin, 23 Bloomfield Avenue, Bath, Somerset.
(Tel. Bath 2723).

G3MEW, G. E. R. Denman, 17
Testcombe

Road,

Alverstoke,

Gosport, Hants. (Tel. Gosport
81697).

G3NGI, G. W. Davey, 20 Pennine
Drive, Edith Weston, Oakham,
Rutland.
G3NHU, A. D. Besford, 49 Blake
Road, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.
(Tel. Gt. Yarmouth 2677).
G3OBV, C. H. Harris, 67
McKinnell
Warks.

Crescent,

Rugby,

G3OFF, P. C. Hunter, 48 Hall mead Road, Sutton, Surrey.
G3OIB, K. A. J. Younger, B.Sc.,
East Riding Institute of Agricul-

ture, Bishop Burton, Beverley,
E. Yorkshire.

G3OU, D. R. Blewett, 90 Sunny field Drive, Sunnyfield Estate,
Queenborough, Isle of Sheppey.

G3OLB, T. Boucher, 19 Church
Road, Thornbury, Glos. (Tel.
Bristol 9343086).

GM300I, D.

S.

L.

Yeo,

8

Bothwell Street, Edinburgh 7.
G3OQU, J. D. Powell, The
Coppice, Gibraltar Lane, Duns ley, Kinver, Stourbridge, Worcs.
(Tel. Kinver 2642).

G3PDX, J. R. Barker, 35 Banders
Rise, Merrow, Guildford, Surrey.

G3PFR, Dr. M. W. Dixon,

6

Wayside Avenue, Bushey Heath,
Herts.

G3PVT, K. Field, 42 Minworth
Road, Water Orton, Coleshill,
Birmingham.

G3PWR, D. G. Marsh, 108 King
George
Road,
Rossington,
Doncaster, Yorkshire.
G3RVP, A. A. Mothersdale, 6
Claremont
Avenue,
Wrose,
Shipley, Yorkshire.

POSSIBLE UNWANTED EFFECT

With reference to the circuit on p.599 of the
January issue, G3MQT draws attention to the
possibility of the network C21 -N -R13 going into
oscillation on its own, since it constitutes a relaxation

type of oscillator-according to G3MQT, it could
produce a sawtooth waveform at about 17 c/s, to
modulate the HT on Vi. However, G3RBH assures
us that no such effect has been noticed, and that
anyone having doubts could try the effect of disconnecting C21.

THE RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK
This remarkable publication continues to show
the astonishing progress of Amateur Radio over the
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G3RYY, N. Penketh, 4 Sandycroft
Avenue, Wigan, Lancs.

G3RZC, R. D. Pellett, 29 Jubilee
Road, Bexhill -on -Sea, Sussex.
G3SCW, R. Hooper, Station-

master's House, Railway Station,
Tavistock North, Devon.
G3SCW/A, R. Hooper, 2 Chestnut
Road.
Peverell,
Plymouth,
Devon.

G4RO, A. E. Read, 1-A King
Harry Lane, St, Albans, Herts.

G5CX, C. R. Pill, 22 Stratford
Road, Bromsgrove, Worcs.

GSUP, J. W. Robinson, Omega,
Bank Top, Ingleton (Yorks.),
Carnforth, Lancs. (Tel.
Ingleton 261).
G8CA, A. J. Frisby, Highpoint,
Woodhouse Hill, Uplyme, Lyme
Regis, Dorset. (Tel. Lyme Regis
via

2799).

GSTA,

Wolverhampton

Radio

Society, c/o J. Rickwood, 852
Stafford
Road,
Fordhouses,
Wolverhampton, Staffs.

" DX Listings," both post free-or 65s. for the two
together. Orders, with remittance, to Publications
Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1. (Orders in advance can also
be taken for forthcoming editions, in this case the

Spring, which we should have early in April.)

" THE OTHER MAN'S STATION "
For many years a regular feature of SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE, but which for some time now has had to

lapse because of pressure on space, it has been
decided to resuscitate " The Other Man's Station,"
to appear monthly as before. Any reader who can
get a good, sharp black -and -white picture of his

world as a whole-and particularly in the States.

station, and give a fairly detailed write-up " in own
words," is eligible to be featured. We write the story

Americans -only edition is now called " U.S. Listings "
and what used to be known as the Foreign, or section

include such personal details as may be agreed for
publication) and the material is paid for at the regular space rate. Photographs may be any size (within
reason, and in particular not 16mm. film negative!)
but sizes around post -card and half-plate are best.

As well as re -styling the cover, the publishers have
changed the sub -titles of the two sections. The big

covering the world outside America, is re -named
" DX Listings." We are the Call Book agents for
the U.K. and Europe, and one of our responsibilities
is to keep the G -prefix pages up to date-for each
quarterly issue many hundreds of additions and
amendments are prepared for the Call Book publishers, covering the U.K. section alone, and are
taken into the next issue. Both sections of the Call
Book are always obtainable from us, usually from
stock, and at the moment the Winter 1963-64 edition
is available, at 45s. for " U.S. Listings," and 27s. for

from the information

given (which should

also

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
One of the supporting cast for the " This is Your

Life " programme on BBC TV on January 9 was
Sir Evan Nepean, better known to most of us as
G5YN. He had met the subject of the interview
during his journey into Tibet, in AC4YN days before
the last war.

, Short Wave Magazine" advertising gives the largest and most consistent coverage of the U.K. radio
amateur market
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February, 1964

THE
OTHER
MAN'S
STATION
G3FDC/A

THE

station

signing

G3FDC/A is located at
the J. H. Whitley County
Secondary School, Holds worth
Road,
Halifax,
Yorks., and is operated

under the supervision of H.
G3FDC, of the
school science department.
Its workmanlike layout,
appearance and accessibility
Makin,

belies the fact that, as the
G3FDC puts it, " we have
built mostly out of the junk box." Well, it shows
what can be done. The transmitter, at present
operated on Top Band only, is on the upper shelf,
and consists of 6J5 VFO-6V6 BA/CO into an 807

the boys are

PA with the usual pi -tank output circuit; the modu-

G3FDC says that at least 50 boys have worked on
this station in the last five years. The keen ones

lator is 6J7 -6J5 -6L6 with a moving -coil microphone.

The Tx takes plug-in coils and can also be put on
80 metres.
Receivers consist of

a modified TR9D-that
goes back a bit !-and a BC set adapted to cover
80-160m., with bandspread. This Rx also goes
quite well on 20-40 metres, though the TR9D is a
better performer on the 7 me band.
The aerial for G3FDC/A is a 136ft. wire Zepp
fed for 80m. and used end -on for Top Band.

Plans are in hand to get a better receiver and
another project is to build an all -band Tx from a
Geloso VFO. But as G3FDC explains, in the
nature of things at a school, all this takes time if

to participate

fully, and of course

there is the difficulty-experienced by every master

running a school station-that they leave just as
they are becoming really interested, and useful.

start by building a 1 -valve, or single transistor,
receiver, and their enthusiasm is maintained by running competitions for stations -heard. And, of

course, the QSL's garnered by G3FDC/A are also
of great interest.
Though simply as a station description this one
is not perhaps very exciting, in fact it is the sort of
school activity which is playing a large and important part in arousing a practical interest in radio and
electronics generally. As we well know, there are
science masters at schools up and down the country
who, like G3FDC, are putting their own enthusiasm
for Amateur Radio into similar stations.
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
By "Club Secretary"
(Deadline for March Issue: February 14)
(Address all reports for this feature to "Club Secretary")

ACTIVITY reports for this month have reached
an all-time record (66 Clubs), so we will dispense

with the usual preamble, except to remark that it is

good to know that so many Clubs are in such a
flourishing state. It is also a welcome sign of the

times that more and more club journals, newsletters
and the like are appearing almost every month.
And so to this month's reports, highly condensed
on account of their numbers.
CLUB ACTIVITIES
East Worcestershire give notification of their

AGM on February 13, and hope that as many members as possible will turn up. Exeter express the same
hope concerning their Dinner and Social, on February

8; they already have promises from more than 40
members.

Halifax, who were visited by Spen Valley at their
last meeting for a Junk Sale, are themselves visiting

the Bradford club on February 11 for a talk on

Colour TV. And in January they entertained Bradford at a social evening. We always feel that more
inter -club

visits would be an excellent idea, and

beneficial to both parties.

Swindon have formed a club, and held the
inaugural meeting on January 10. They will now
meet on the second and fourth Fridays (February 14

and 28) at Headlands Grammar School, Swindon,
7.45 p.m.; membership is already about 25, the
majority being licensed amateurs, and the club is
affiliated to the local Adult Education Organisation,
and therefore in a position to attract juniors and
SWL's.

Leicester (back with us after a long absence) report that they now open on Sunday morning, 10.3012.30, as well as on the normal Monday evenings. A
membership list will be circulated with their new
programme (see panel for secretary's QTH).

One of the most successful of the Christmas

parties must have been that held at Barnet, with an

attendance of 216! The G3AAE Trophy (for the
best DX QSL's for the year) went to G3RPB. Next
meeting, February 28, will cover the Green and Davis

products. At a recent Junk Sale an R.1155 went for
the sum of one penny!
Manchester, at their AGM, elected G3IOA chairman, D. H. Poole secretary (see panel for 0TH) and
P. Singleton treasurer; they also have two licensed
members, two adult SWL's and two junior SWL's

on the committee, which must make for a good
balance.

Northern Heights report good attendances and a
very successful Annual Dinner. On February 19 their
subject is " Accidents in the Shack," the lecturer

being Mr. F. C. Luxton, M.Ch.S., M.A., S.R.C.

March 4 is booked for a Ragchew.
Acton, Brentford & Chiswick will hear from
G3IGM on " A Simple Tx " on February 18 at the
AEU Club, 66 High Road, Chiswick; their January
meeting was the AGM.
A

full

programme

has

been

arranged

by

Hounslow, continuing their fortnightly meetings at

the Canteen, Mogden Works, Isleworth. On February
10, G3HZL will be talking on Operating Techniques;
Constructional Techniques were dealt with by their
chairman, G3NHR, in January.

The Annual Dinner at Reading took place on
January 18, followed up by the AGM on the 25th,
when the judging of the Club Badge Competition
also took place. On February 29 (yes, the date is
correct!) the subject will be " Contests to be Entered
in 1964."

Decoration and renovation have been the main
activity at Sheffield, and light refreshments can now

be dispensed. On February 15 they will hold an

Exhibition and Open Day, 3 p.m. to 9 p.m., and will
stage demonstrations of VHF, SSB and RTTY; the
public are invited, and it is hoped to enrol some new
members. Normal meetings are on the second and
fourth Fridays at the Clubroom, 8 Sandrock Place,
Sheffield 11.

Derby will have held their AGM just before
publication date, on February 5, and their Annual
Dinner and Dance follows on February 15. The
normal Wednesday meetings will continue at Room
No. 4, 119 Green Lane, Derby. Dorking will be meet-

ing at The Wheatsheaf on February 11, 8 p.m., for
an informal meeting and a discussion on Receivers.
On February 25, Mr. Green of Decca will give a talk
and demonstration on Wiring Techniques, Printed
Circuits and similar matters. This one will be at The
Star and Garter, Dorking. Both meetings are at 8 p.m.

At their recent AGM, Rotherham elected G2LG

president, Mr. A. Tinsley chairman, G3NXZ secretary

and G3GCV treasurer. Club nights are alternate
Fridays in the new Clubroom at the T.A. Centre,
Fitzwilliam Road. Next dates are February 14 and
28 at 7.30 p.m.

[over
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Salop, a newly -formed club, reports a membership

of 40, the acquisition of the call G3SRT, and a good
programme of lectures in the Clubroom at Chatwood
Tennis

Club,

Harlescroft

Crescent,

Shrewsbury.

February 13 is booked for a Film Show and March
12 for a lecture by Dr. K. E. Jones, G3RRN (their
secretary) on " Man, Medicine and Electronics."
Silverthorn have also acquired a call -in this case

G3SRA-and promise regular operation from the

Clubroom on 160 and 2 metres. They meet on every
Friday except the first of the month, 8 p.m. at Friday
Hill Community Centre.
Spen Valley will meet on February 20 for a Junk
Sale, and on March 5 for a lecture on Moonbounce,
by a visiting lecturer -7.15 p.m. at Heckmondwike
Grammar School. And on March 7 there is a talk on
Communication Satellites, at the Griffin Hotel, 3.15
p.m.

February, 1%4

Torbay welcomed DL3BQ and VS1LV (G3BBF)
at their January meeting, when the latter gave a talk
on Operating in Singapore and Malaysia. The Febru-

ary date is booked for the Club Trophy judging,
and the March one for a talk on TVI, by G3LKJ.

All 7.30 p.m. on the first Saturday of the month, at
the Hq. in Belgrave Road, Torquay.
Blackpool and Fylde will meet on February 10

for a Tape Lecture, with slides, on Basic Valve

Circuits; the 17th will be an Open Night, for reviewing the past year's work, and the 24th is the date of
the AGM.

Another AGM -at Bury. G3MTL was elected
and chairman, G3PVG secretary and
G2AYG treasurer; this club also has its own QSL

president

manager (G2GA). Their new programme places more
emphasis on social activities, but R.A.E. and Morse
classes will continue. On February 11, at the

Names and Addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue :
ACTON, BRENTFORD & CHISWICK: W. G. Dyer, G3GEH,
188 Gunnersbury Avenue, London, W.3.

AERE (HARWELL): C. Sharpe, G2HIF, Building 347B,
Harwell, Berks.
BARNET: F. Green, G3GMY, 48 Borough Way, Potters Bar.
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE: J. Boulter, G3OCX, 175 West Drive,
Cleveleys, Blackpool.

BURY: J. Bennett, G3PVG, 21 Harwood Drive, Elton View,
Bury.

CAMBRIDGE: H. Lowe, G3PEI, 47 Hurst Park Avenue,
Cambridge.
CHESHUNT: B. B. Charge, c/o 3 Robinson Avenue, Goffs
Oak, Cheshunt.
CIVIL SERVICE: G. Lloyd -Dalton, 2 Honister Heights, Purley,
Surrey.

CLIFTON: J. Rose, G3OGE, 63 Broomfield Road, Beckenham,
Kent.

COVENTRY: A. J. Wilkes, G3PQQ, 141 Overslade Crescent,
Coundon, Coventry.

CRAWLEY: R. G. B. Vaughan, G3FRV, 9 Hawkins Road,
Tilgate, Crawley.
CRAY VALLEY: S. W. Coursey, G3JJC, 49 Dulverton Road,
London, S.E.9.
CRYSTAL PALACE: G. M. C. Stone, G3FZL, 10 Liphook
Crescent, London, S.E.23.
DERBY: F. C. Ward, G2CVV, 5 Uplands Avenue, Littleover,
Derby.
DORKING: J. Greenwell, G3AEZ, Eastfield, Henfold Hill,
Beare Green, Dorking.
EAST KENT: D. Williams, G3MDO, Seletar, New House Lane,
Canterbury.
EAST WORCS: M. J. Nicholas, 12 Crabtree Close, Lodge Park
Estate, Redditch.

ENFIELD: R. Langston, 54 Poynter Road, Bush Hill Park,
Enfield.

MIDLAND: C. J. Haycock, G3JDJ, 360 Portland Road'

Birmingham 17.
MID-WARWICKS: T. Inkester, 13 Dormer Place, Leamington
Spa.

MITCHAM: A. Thurley, 50 Bruce Road, Mitcham.
NORFOLK: J. D. Simpson, G3NJQ, 50 Vicarage Road, Norwich.

NORTHERN HEIGHTS: A. Robinson, G3MDW Candy
Cabin, Ogden, Halifax.
NORTH KENT: B. J. Reynolds, G30NR, 49 Station Road,
Crayford.
OXFORD: B. Green, G3PMI, 3 Barnet Street, Iffley Road,
Oxford.

PADDINGTON: J. E. Alban, G3JEA, Beauchamp Lodge,
2 Warwick Crescent, London, W.2.
PETERBOROUGH: D. Byrne, G3KPO, Jersey House, Eye,
Peterborough.
PLYMOUTH: R. Hooper, 2 Chestnut Road, Peverell, Plymouth.

R.A.I.B.C.: Mrs. F. E. Woolley, G3LWY, 10 Sturton
Saxilby, Lincoln.
READING: R. G. Nash, G3EJA, 9 Holybrook Road, Reading.
REIGATE: F. D. Thom, G3NKT, 12 Willow Road, Redhill.
RODING BOYS: R. J. Phipps, 51 James Lane, London, E.11.
ROTHERHAM: J. W. Lowe, G3NXZ, 18 Laburnum Grove,
Conishrough, Doncaster.
ROYAL SIGNALS: J. E. Hodgkins, G3EJF, 2 Sqdn., 8 Sig.
Regt., Catterick Camp, Yorks.
SALOP: D. K. Jones, G3RRN, Greystones, Shrewsbury Road,
Church Stretton.
SHEFFIELD: D. A. Justice, G3PYL, 314 Stannington Road,
Sheffield.

SILVERTHORN: B. A. Lea, G3ICY, 9 Balgonie Road, Ching ford, E.4.

SLADE: D. Wilson, 177 Dower Road, Four Oaks, Sutton
Coldfield.
SOUTH BIRMINGHAM: T. W. Legg, Flat 3, 80 Alcester

EXETER: A. T. James, G3RUV, 18 Lonsdale Road, Heavitree,

Road, Birmingham 13.
SOUTHGATE: K. Spicer, G3RPB, 22 Clifton Road, London,

GRAFTON: A. E. Bristow, 37 Tyndale Mansions, Upper Street,
London, N.1.
GRIMSBY: B. Walster, 47 Richard Street, Grimsby.

SOUTH HANTS: G. J. Meikle, G3NIM, 34 Victoria Road,

Exeter.

HALIFAX: J. Ingham, G3RMQ, Lambert House, Greetland,
Halifax.

HARROW: A. C. W. Biddell, G3GNM, 114 Kingshill Avenue,
Kenton.
HOUNSLOW: R. T. Heywood, G3NHH, 383 Whitton Drive,
Isleworth.

KINGSBRIDGE: D. Matthews, 8 Alvington Terrace, Kings bridge.

KINGSTON: A. G. Wheeler, G3RHF, 22 Meadow Road,
Ashford, Middx.
LEICESTER: N. J. Harrison, 30 West Street, Blaby, Leicester.

LIVERPOOL: H. James, G3MCN, 448 East Prescot Road,
Liverpool 14.

LOTHIANS: L. R. Richardson, GM3AKM, 39 Silverknowes
Grove, Edinburgh 4.
LUTON: D. J. Pinnock, G3HVA, 265 Chesford Road, Luton.
MANCHESTER: D. H. Poole, 215 Greengate, Middleton
Junction, Manchester.
MEDWAY: P. J. Pickering, G3ORP, 101 Chatham Road,
Maidstone.

N.3.

Netley Abbey.
SPEN VALLEY: N. Pride, 100 Raikes Lane, Birstall, Leeds.
STOURBRIDGE: R. A. G. Macintosh, 50 Field Lane, Oldwinsford, Stourbridge.

SURREY (CROYDON): S. A. Morley, G3FWR, 22 Old Farleigh Road, Selsdon, South Croydon.
SUTTON AND CHEAM: F. J. Harris, G2BOF, 143 Coiling wood Road, Sutton.
SWINDON: I. S. Partridge, G3PRR, 104 Grange Drive, Stratton
St. Margaret, Swindon.
TORBAY: Mrs. G. Western, G3NQD, 118 Salisbury Avenue,
Barton, Torquay.

W.A.M.R.A.C.: Rev. A. Shepherd, G3NGF, 121 Main Street,
Asfordby, Melton Mowbray.
WEST KENT: H. F. Richards, 17 Reynolds Lane, Tunbridge
Wells.

WIRRAL: A. Seed, G3F00, 31 Withert Avenue, Bebington,

Wirral.
WOLVERHAMPTON: J. Rickwood, 852 Stafford Road,
Fordhouses, Wolverhampton.
WORCESTER: G. W. Tibbetts, G3NUE, 108 Old Hills, Callow
End, Worcester.
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Kinnersley Hotel, Kay Gardens,
Bury, there will be a Quiz between
the home club and a visiting team
from Eccles Radio Society.
West Kent, meeting, as always,
at Culverden House, Tunbridge

Wells, have a Film Show (from
the Electricity Board) on February 14,

and a

Hi-Fi talk and

demonstration, aimed mostly at
beginners, on the 28th.
East Kent, down Canterbury

way, held their AGM and elected
G2JF chairman, G3MDO secretary and W. Broad treasurer; they
also formed a Contests Committee under the chairmanship

of

G3SGH. The club now has a
300 -ft. aerial at a height of 60

feet(!) and hopes to put G3LTY
on the map-it should! Membership totals 44, with 22 holding
licences.

Harrow report that their membership in 1963 topped the 100
mark,

for

the

third

year

in

Though G3CMH of the Yeovil Amateur Radio Club did not do well in the recent

" Magazine Club Contest "- they came 95th with 136 points - they did enjoy themselves,
making it a strictly Club effort. Left to right are : G3CFV, SWL Merryweather, G3OMH,
G3NOF, G3BEC and on right the Parkhursts, both SWL's.

succession; they held their 18th
AGM on January 17. Slade have replaced their old

Cambridge will be discussing Four Metres on

callsign, G3JBN, with the more appropriate G3SRS.

February 7-especially polarisation and the question
of spot frequencies. February 14 will be an informal
meeting, and on the 21st the subject will be Crystal
Filters. Visitors and new members welcomed at all
meetings-Hq, Victoria Road, Cambridge.

G3JZF.

roughly 40, meeting on alternate Mondays at the
Civil Defence Hq., Leamington Spa. Their 1964

Note also their change of secretary (see panel for
details). On February 7 they have a Junk Sale; on
the 20th a Mullard Film Show, with such subjects
as Colour TV, UHF and 625 lines; and on March 6
another talk in the Radio Fundamentals series, by
Plymouth, at their January meeting, heard from
G5ZT about " Gadgets "-from a Top -Band QRP
transistor transmitter to a bug -key made from an
old kitchen knife, and including several items of test

gear. All meetings are now held at the new Clubroom-every Tuesday at Virginia House, Bretonside,
Plymouth. February 8 is the date for the Annual
Dinner, at the Magnet Restaurant, Cornwall Street,
Plymouth -7.30 for 8 p.m.
The new season started with a swing at Grafton,
whose social evening on December 7 was attended

by roughly 100 members and guests. G2CJN was
suitably thanked for his thirteen years' service as the
club's secretary, and a presentation was made-and

richly deserved. Forthcoming meetings are on February 14 (G2MI on International Aspects of Amateur

Radio), and the 21st (G3MCA on The Post Office
Tower). The 7th and 28th are set aside for practical
work and R.A.E. talks to the student members.
South Birmingham are suspending publication of
their newsletter for the time being, but send details
of their programme for the next three months.
February 20 will be " Nostalgia Night," with G2AGK
speaking on Thirty Years of Amateur Radio, followed
by a discussion. On March 19 there will be a lecture

on Mobile Operation (taped) and possibly one on
Transmitter Design and TVI. Both events will be at
the Friends' Meeting House, Balsall Heath.

Mid -Warwickshire

report

a

membership

of

programme is being decided upon at the AGM, and
further details will follow. Liverpool will henceforth
be meeting at West Derby School, Meadow Lane,
West Derby Village-every Tuesday. Next big event
is their Hamfest and Dinner -Dance, on March 7 at
the Gateacre Country Club; there will be the usual
raffle, and a cabaret as well. Tickets (21s. each) from
G3MCN, the secretary.
Crawley, at their recent AGM, elected G3TR
chairman,

G3FRV

secretary

and

Mr.

Parsons

treasurer. For the January meeting they moved to
new headquarters, at Trinity Congregational
Church, Ifield. February event still under discussion.
a

A new club has just recently been formed at
Cheshunt (Herts.), with G3NEE as chairman and

Mr. B. B. Charge as secretary. They will be meeting

on the first Friday of the month at the Cheshunt

Civil Defence Hq., and the February 7 gathering will

take the form of a Junk Sale. In March there will
be a lecture by G3HJL, and G3NEE will be starting

Slow Morse transmissions on Too Band shortly.

New members and visitors welcome.
Civil Service, meeting at the Science Museum on
February 17, will hear a tape lecture by the late Capt.

P. P. Eckersley on The Engineer and Society; on
March 2 there will be a lecture and colour films on
Construction and Manufacture of Radio Valves. Both
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meetings begin at 6 p.m.

Clifton, at their first meeting of the New Year,

had a demonstration of the Green and Davis products,

mainly for the VHF bands. On February 7 G3OYU
will be talking on Transmitter Design; and on the
21st films and slides will be shown, with a talk on
DX-peditions, by G3JEQ, the well-known expert on
the subject. Hq. : 225 New Cross Road, London,
S.E.14.

Stourbridge, with headquarters at The Library,
Foley College of Further Education, Hagley Road,
will hear the second of two Hi-Fi demonstrations on

February 11. March 10 is the date for the AGMboth meetings at 7.45 p.m.

Kingsbridge had some good press publicity for
their official opening meeting, and went straight into
operation with their station G3SHT. Since then, they
have held their first AGM, and have decided to buy
a second-hand caravan which they intend to equip
fully as a shack which can be used by members either
static or mobile. G6JF is starting Morse classes, and
the new club intends to bring on its junior members
as fast as possible.

Peterborough report a good Brains Trust at a

recent meeting, with G3KPO (secretary) presiding
over a panel on which were G3ARS, 3HXR, 3RED,
3RDZ, 2BXI and SWL Taylor. On February 7 they
will have a Film Show. Grimsby, who meet at the
Model Engineers' Clubroom, Fletchers Yard, Wellow-

gate, on alternate Thursdays, announce the date of
their Annual Dinner as March 19.
At their December meeting Worcester had a talk
by G3NUE on Two -metre Portable Working; on
January 4 the Junk Sale was so successful that selling
continued for three hours! The club is negotiating for

premises so that they can have a permanent home
again, and hope to be able to move in during
February.
Wolverhampton will hear from G3ONP on Silicon

Controlled Rectifiers on February 10; on the 17th
there will be Morse and R.A.E. classes; the subject
for the 24th is not yet fixed.
Norfolk have just produced The Challenge, their
first effort at a club magazine, and very good it is,
running to 22 pages and a pictorial cover, to say
nothing of a page of cartoons and a page of poetry!
(No details of forthcoming meetings, however.)

Cray Valley, whose February meeting falls before

publication date, will be having a further talk on
Antennas, by G3ISX, on March 5; and April 2 is
Court Road,
the date for their AGM-all at
1

Eltham, S.E.9.

A.E.R.E. (Harwell) look forward to a visit by

G5JU, who will talk about the new Eddystone EA -12

receiver, on March 17; on April 21 the subject will
be RTTY, by G3GKH.
WAMRAC now claim members in 18 countries,
with the number still increasing; their monthly
Circular Letter contains much personal news from

CLUB PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
We acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt of the
following Club Publications:
A.E.R.E., Harwell (QA V, Nos. 26 and 27); Coventry
(CQ CARS, December); Cray Valley (Newsletter,
December and January); Crystal Palace (Newsletter,
December and January); Enfield (Lea Valley Reflector,
November and December); Lothians (Lothians Radio
Amateur, November); Medway (MARTS Newsletter,
January); Midland (Newsletter, No. 198); Mitcham
(Newsletter, November, December and January);
Norfolk (The Challenge, No. 1); North Kent (Newsletter,

No. 74); Reigate (Feedback, October and January);
Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society (Mercury, January);

Southgate (Newsletter, December and January); South
Hants (QUA, December and January); Surrey (SRCC
Monthly News, December); W.A.M.R.A.C. (Circular
Letter, No. 38); Wolverhampton (Newsletter, December);
Worcester (Newsletters, Nos. 3 and 4); Plymouth (QUA,

December); Grimsby (News Sheet, No. 1); West Kent
(QLF, December); R.A.I.B.C. (Radial, December and
January); Kingston (Newsletter, January); South Shields
(Spectrum, No. 80, January); and A.R.M.S. (Mobile
News, December).

members, both home and far-flung.

South Hants announce a Southampton group

meeting on February 8, when G3NIM will be talking
about Photography and Cinematography, with a large
amount of equipment on demonstration. Two social

functions are a dinner (provisional date February
15, but contact G3ION) and a Skittles Evening in

March, arranged by G3HKT!
Reigate, having held their AGM in January, look

forward to the Annual Dinner, on February 15, at
The Mill House, Salfords. The normal club night
will be on the 22nd. Midland will be hearing " More
Thoughts on SSB " from G5BJ on February 18.
Medway are pressing on with the ambitious idea

of building their own Hq., and in their Newsletter
call attention to the fact that they have been running
for 42 years-a fine record. February 10 is the date
of their AGM, at the Brasenose Club, Nelson Road,
Gillingham.

The Luton club

is

being reactivated, and the

December AGM elected G3RXW chairman, G3HVA
secretary and G3JZW vice-chairman. Meetings will

be at the ATC Hq. in Crescent Road, Tuesdays at
8 p.m., but the premises will also be open for keen
members on Mondays and Thursdays. February 10,
Tape Lecture; 17th, Quiz by G3RXW; 24th, Field
Days plans.
Oxford meet at the Cherwell Hotel, Water Eaton

Road, and run an R.A.E. course at each meeting

(second and fourth Wednesdays at 7.30 p.m.). Membership is on the increase, and an interesting season
of lectures is on the way.
Roding Boys' Society report several improvements
to their shack, with the library increasing in size, and
a growing stock of components. G3EYE has given
them

some

surplus

equipment, which

is

being

Always mention , Short Wave Magazine " when writing to Advertisers - It helps you, helps them and
helps us
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dismantled. Methodical storage is being planned,

since the shack is only 13ft. by 16ft., at the bottom
of the garden of Wanstead House.
Wirral meet on February 19 for a Symposium-

" Why Amateur Radio Appeals to Me," led

by

G3SEJ. On March 4 G2AMV and others will give
a lecture -demonstration on Test Gear.
Sutton and Cheam are holding their Constructional
Contest on February 18 at The Harrow, High Street,

Cheam. Their committee evening has been moved
to the first Thursday for the future.
Lothians entertained about forty guests from four
other clubs at their Visitors' Night in December, and
highly recommend this type of get-together. Coming
events are a talk on Silicon Planar Transistors, on
February 13; and a lecture on SSB, by GM3EDL, on
HENRY'S RADIO, LTD.-LOSS OF MAIL
We are asked by Henry's Radio, Ltd., of 303
Edgware Road, London, W.2, to explain that during
the period November 10 to December 31 last, they
suffered a regular loss of mail, for which the G.P.O.
have accepted full responsibility. This unfortunate
episode has naturally resulted in many complaints
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the 27th. Note secretary's new address.
Mitcham will be holding their AGM on February
14, their January meeting having been a Junk Sale.
At a special Christmas meeting, the G5UX Key was

awarded to G3NGY, the Listeners' Trophy to

S.

Stevenson and the Constructional Cup to G3HQX.

One of the active London clubs is Paddington,
with regular weekly meetings and a station (G3PAD)
in operation on all bands 160m. to two metres. Their
chairman is G3NDZ, supported by G3JDP, G3JEA,

G3KNL and a committee. Forthcoming events in-

clude a Junk Sale on February 5; a lecture by
G3MHQ on Receivers Ancient and Modern on February 12;

and a Film Travelogue by G3DPW on

February 26. And each Wednesday evening at 7.30
there is Morse instruction for beginners.

by readers and customers, but failure to deal with

orders and enquiries was in no way the fault of

Henry's Radio, Ltd. Those of our readers who may
have written to the firm during that period should
claim on the Post Office in the usual way for repayment of postal orders and cancel their cheques, reordering goods as necessary.

This remarkable vessel is the conversion of a basic 14,000 -ton troopship into a mobile radar tracking station. Stationed in the Indian
Ocean, she is being used at the distant end of the Cape Canaveral range to observe, monitor and track the behaviour in flight and the
accuracy on the target of American satellites, long-range rockets and deep -space probes. The ship has been virtually rebuilt above
the water -line as a self-contained radar and radio communications unit, and is said to have the capability of any similar land -based
station, with the added advantage of mobility. The radar dishes are up to 40ft. in diameter and are stabilised against the ship's
roll. The information given by her radio, radar and telemetry systems are processed by computer. The liquid nitrogen for cooling
the receiver parametric amplifiers is produced on board. Since absolutely accurate positioning is essential for operations of this sort,
the ship's inertional navigational system is capable of locating her within a matter of yards with respect to the firing point at Cape
Canaveral, ten thousand miles away. Her auxiliary power plant gives 18,000 kW for the electronic requirements alone. She is called
the " General Hoyt S. Vandenberg " and is sister to a similar ship, the " General H. H. Arnold," also operated by the U.S. Air Force
Official Photograph, U.S. Embassy
for these outer -space investigations.
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TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS - Available from stock
STEREO HANDBOOK
*SURPLUS SCHEMATICS (Published by CQ)
*SURPLUS HANDBOOK
*SURPLUS CONVERSION MANUAL
Vols. I. II and III, each
TELEVISION EXPLAINED

Latest Issues
IIMMIIMMUNIUMMIMMUMMINIMIMMIMMUUMMIUM

I Is. 4d.
21s. Od.
24s. Od.
24s. Od.

13s. 6d.

TRANSISTORS: THEORY AND PRACTICE
(Published by Gernsback)

23s. Od.

TRANSISTOR THEORY AND PRACTICE
Post Free

'AMATEUR SINGLE SIDEBAND (Collins)
'ANTENNA ROUND UP (by CQ)
'ANTENNA HANDBOOK (A.R.R.L., 9th Edn.).

30s. Od.
25s. Od.
19s. Od.

AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 57s. Od.
BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO AND

ELECTRONICS
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK, New Edition
BETTER SHORT WAVE RECEPTION
CALL BOOK (U.K. only), 1964 Edition
"CHART OF INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY
ALLOCATIONS - GENEVA, 1960 (Official),
10 Kc. to 40 Gc, 51" x 34", wall mounting
COMMAND SETS (Published by CQ.)
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
CQ ANTHOLOGY (the Best of CQ 1945 - 1952)
CQ ANTHOLOGY (1952 - 59)
COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS
'ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS HANDBOOK
FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS
GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO
*HAMS INTERPRETER (4th Edition)
HINTS AND KINKS VoL 6
HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR SHORT WAVE
RECEPTION

HOW TO LISTEN TO THE WORLD, 1963/4

HOW TO GET THE BEST OUT OF YOUR

28s. Od.
24s. Od.
5s. Od.

8s. 3d.
12s. 6d.
3s. Od.
16s. 9d.
25s. Od.
10s. 6d.
24s. Od.
17s. 3d.
4s. Od.
8s. 6d.

Ils. Od.
5s. Od.

14s. 94.
15s. Od.

CQ, latest issue)
25s. 6d.
NOVICE HANDBOOK. Tx and Rx, 150 pages
23s. 6d.
OPERATING AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION
(Published by A.R.R.L.)
2s. 8d.
PORTABLE TRANSISTOR RECEIVER
3s. Od.
*QUAD ANTENNAS
23s. Od.
RADIO AMATEUR EXAMINATION MANUAL 5s. 6d.

'RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HAND-

'S-9 SIGNALS

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS For the Beginner

SHORT WAVE RADIO AND THE IONO-

'UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO
VHF HANDBOOK (Orr W6SAI)
VHF FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (CQ)

24s. Od.
28s. Od.

*AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK
(by R.S.G.B.), 550 pp., 36s.

6d.

MAGAZINES BY SUBSCRIPTION
73 MAGAZINE
CQ, RADIO AMATEUR'S JOURNAL

One Year
30s. Od.

QST, ARRL

44s. Od.
48a. Od.

Post free, ordinary mail only

EASIBINDERS for Short Wave Magazines, bolds 12 issues
(One Volume) 15s.

LOG BOOKS spiral bound, by ARRL, 7s. 6d.
LOG BOOKS, by Webbs Radio, 6s. post free

All publications marked ' were reviewed on pp.
502-504 November 1963 SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

24s. 6d.

'NEW RTTY HANDBOOK
32s. Od.
"NEW SIDEBAND HANDBOOK (Published by

BOOK (Data Publications)
RADIO CONTROL MANUAL
RADIO CONTROL FOR MODELS (F. C. Judd)
RADIO DATA CHARTS
RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC LABORATORY
HANDBROOK (7th Edition, by Wireless World)
RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
RADIO VALVE DATA 4,800 types listed

9s. 6d.
12s. 6d.
19s. 6d.

18s. 3d.

TAPE RECORDER
9s. ld.
LEARNING MORSE
ls. 9d.
LEARNING THE RADIO TELEGRAPH CODE 4s. 6d.
MOBILE HANDBOOK (Published by CO
24s. Od.
*MOBILE MANUAL (Published by A.R.R.L.)

(Published by World Radio Handbook)
TRANSISTOR TECHNIQUES (Gernsback)

Ss. Od.
25s. Od.
16s. Od.

*DX TONE MAP

(With Amendment List to Oct. 1963)

(Great Circle, centred U.K., size 75ins. by 35ins. A " must" for
every DX operator and SWL)
Linen Backed (de luxe) 11s- Od. post free

*AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD
Much DX Information - In Colour, 8s. 6d. post free Second Edition

lls. 3d.
14a. Od.

57s. 3d.

lls. 3d.
7s. Od.

*WORLD SHORT WAVE RADIO MAP
(General SWL and BC coverage, with handbook)
8s. 6d. post free

8s. 6d.
6s. 6d.

SPHERE
115. 9d.
"SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (A.R.R.L.) (3rd Edition)
18s. 6d.

* RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD ATLAS
A new publication, for desk use. Gives Zones and Prefixes
Ss. 3d. post free

Publications Department 55 Victoria St London SW1 Abbey 5341
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

NATIONAL

(" SITUATIONS " AND " TRADE ")

H.R.O. RECEIVERS

9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series discount. MI
charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only

SENIOR MODEL. Supplied
complete with full set of

accepted. Add 25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility
accepted for errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed
to The Short Wave Magazine. 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1

SITUATIONS WANTED
LICENSED Amateur, mid -twenties, married, seeks
employment in Radio Industry. Car owner, travel

nine coils covering 50 kc/s.
to 30 Frets. Each receiver
thoroughly checked before
despatch

or move anywhere. -Box No. 2952, Short Wave

ALL TYPES of modern and obsolete valves at

low prices, s.a.e. lists/enquiries. Radio/Television books, service sheets. -Hamilton Radio(s),

Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.
QSL CARDS: Buff, blue, pink, green, 100, 15s.;
250, 25s.; 500, 40s.; 1,000, 75s. -Samples
Reilly, Panxworth, Norwich, 56.Z.
CATALOGUE No. 15 Government Surplus

Electrical and Radio Equipment. Hundreds of
items at bargain prices for the experimenter and
research engineer, 2s. 6d. post free; catalogue cost
refunded on purchase of 50s. -Arthur Sallis Radio
Control Ltd., 93 North Road, Brighton.

QSL CARDS AND LOG BOOKS, G.P.O.

APPROVED. CHEAPEST, BEST, PROMPT
DELIVERY. SAMPLES. - ATKINSON BROS.
PRINTERS, LOOE, CORNWALL
COMMUNICATION Receivers wanted, working
or faulty. -Write or phone Franks Bazaar, 66

Moor Lane, Preston, Lancs. (Tel. 85692.)
G2VV supplies, constructs, services, modifies
equipment. Enquiries welcomed; s.a.e. to -53
Thames Street, Sunbury -on -Thames, Middlesex.
TRANSISTORS 100%. Red or white spots, Is. each;

0C44/5, 0071, 0081,

available

as

HE -40 DE -LUXE 4 -BAND

--

Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

TRADE
WEBB'S LOG BOOK for recording signals heard
and worked; 112 pages 91 in. x 8 in. approved
format, semi -stiff covers. Excellent value; 6s. Od.
post free, or callers, 5s. 4d.-Webb's Radio, 14 Soho
Street, London, W.I.

and

follows :
f19/19/ TABLE MODEL. Good used condition
f22/10/ RACK MODEL. As new condition
El8 /18 /RACK MODEL. Good used condition
N.B.-Rack model is identical to table model with extended front panel
to fit a I 9in. rack. Carriage LI extra. 200/250 volt A.C. power supplies for
all above receivers, also sold separately, 59/6, carr. 5/-. S.A.E. for details.

COMMUNICATION
RECEIVER

' * os
,,......-

, .0 i ,, 4.:
--°

.,

g 40 ..".

'..,,- ..'"

Frequency coverage 550 kcis.
to 30 mc/s. continuous.

Operation 220/240 volt A.G.
--. The perfect receiver for short

Special
wave
listening.
_....:
_
features include : Slide rule
tuning dial, Electrical bandspread, 0-100 logging scale, Improved selecti-

vity. Built-in "S" meter, A.V.C., Noise limiter, B.F.O.. Phone lack.

Built-in 5in. speaker, tone control, standby switch, Supplied with three
aerials, Ferrite loop for broadcast band, Adjustable 58in. whip for short
wave and wire aerial. Smartly styled durable metal cabinet. Supplied
brand new and guaranteed with manual, E24/15/-, carriage paid. S.A.E.
for full details.

HE -30 SUPER AMATEUR COMMUNICATION RECEIVER
bands covering 550
kcis. to 30 mc/s. continuous.
Operation 200/240 volt A.G.

Four

Special features include : Easy

to read illuminated slide rule
dial, Built-in Q multiplier,
Aerial trimmer, Calibrated
bandspread
on
electrical
amateur bands, 0-100 logging

noise limiter, AVC/
Stable
selector,
oscillator and B.F.O. for
clear CW and SSB reception.

scale,

MVC

-mr.,

Built-in edgewise " S " meter.

Output fot

phones or STD. speaker. Supplied brand new and guaranteed with
manual, L42 carriage paid. S.A.E. for full details.

CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METERS
D'ARSONVAL MOVEMENTS . JEWELLED
21/32" SQUARE FRONTS .
MOVEMENTS .

If" OVERALL BEHIND PANEL . If" DIA.
PANEL HOLE . ACCURACY 2% OF FULL
SCALE . SILVER DIALS. BLACK NUMERALS
AND POINTERS . FRONT ZERO ADJUSTMENT . All types moving coil. Individually
1

boxed and guaranteed. Available as follows :
I mA 22/6 300mA 22/6 10v DC 22/6 750v DC 22/6
50µA
32/6
10/6 10mA 22/6 500mA 22/6 50v DC 22 /6 I 5v AC 22/6
1000A
27/6 50mA 22/6 750mA 22/6 100v DC 22/6 50v AC 22/6
200µA
25/- 100mA 22/6 IA DC 22/6 150v DC 22/6 150v AC 22/6
500pA
50-0-50µA 29/6 150mA 22/6 SA DC 22/6 300v DC 22/6 300v AC 21/6
100-0-100µA27 /6 200mA 22/6 3v DC 22/6 500v DC 22 /6 500v AC 22/6
Calibrated " S " meters, 35/-. A FULL RANGE OF LARGER CLEAR
PLASTIC AND BAKELITE PANEL METERS ARE AVAILABLE. SEND
FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET. TRADE TERMS AVAILABLE.

MARCONI TF 144G/4

each; 0C170,

STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATORS

snips; s.a.e. list.-Cursons, 78 Broad Street, Canter-

First release of this late mark. 85 Kc/s. to 25 Mc/s. ± 1%. Output
variable from I µV to I volt. Internal sine wave modulation 400 c/s. up
to 75% depth. Operation 200/250 volt A.C. Offered in excellent
condition. Ex -ministry, untested without leads E16/10/- or tested and

3s.

6d.

0C171, AFI17, 4s. each; 0C26, 10s. each. 1,001 other

bury.

guaranteed, E.25, carriage 30/-.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
3d. per word, min. charge 5/, payable with order. Add 35%
for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using full
punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility
accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 1/6 Extra.

Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short Wave
Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1

SALE: Heathkit Mohican, £30; Panda PR -120V,
£30. Excellent condition, must sell; going VHF.
Buyer collects. -Gates, 12 Mount Avenue, Wrenthorpe, Wakefield, Yorkshire.

SALE: CR-150 (2-60 mc) and matching 160m.

converter; £25 or offer, postage extra. WANTED:
AR88D in excellent condition.-G3MLH, 17 Princess
Road, Kingsteignton, S. Devon.

UNIVERSAL

SILICON

AVOMETER MODEL "7"

RECTIFIERS
SCR 400V. P.I.V. 4.7 amp.
200V. P.I.V. 6 amp.
800V. P.I.V. 500ma.
400V. P.I.V. 500ma.
70V. P.I.V. I amp.

7/6
5/6
S/6

3 /6

3/6
0A202 miniature silicon rectifiers.
I /- each.
Discounts for quantities.
Please add postage.

50 ranges. Guaranteed perfect
working order. Supplied complete

with leads, batteries and instruclions, El I each. Reg. post 5/- ex.

CR.I00 COMMUNICATION

RECEIVERS
60 kc/s. to 30 me/s. an 6 bands.
200/250 volt A.G. operation.
Supplied£21
i perfect working con each, carriage 30/,
dition,

LARGEST STOCKS OF COMPONENTS IN THE COUNTRY
OPEN 9 a.m.-6 p.m. EVERY DAY MONDAY TO SATURDAY

G. W. SMITH & CO. (RADIO) LTD.
3-34 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
Phone: GERRARD 8204/9155

Cables: SMITHEX LESQUARE
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G4GZ's BARGAINS
VALVES : EA50, EF50, 61-16M, 6AC7M, 12SC7M, 1/6 each.

February, 1964

6K7G,

12517M, 2X2, 6B8G, EF50(S), 6C4, EL32, EB9I, 6AM6, EF9I, 616, 2/each, 18/- doz. I2A6, ARPI2, AR8, 1626, TTI I, VP23, Z77, 2/6 each,
24/- doz. 6AK5, 6.17G, 6.15M, 12K7G, 1207G, 35Z4, 959, EF89, EF80,
6X4, 4/6 each, 48/- doz. 6SL7GT, 6517M, 6F6M, 80, I2C8M, 12AU6,
I2AU7, I2A17, 42, 6AU6, 6BH6, EZ40, EBF80, PCF82, PCC85, PY83,
VR150/30, 2A3, UY4I, 5/- each, 54/- doz. I2SQ7M, 446A, 836, PL82,
EM80, EZ80, EZBI, 613.16, EABC80, 6/- each, 66/- doz.

ECC84, 6L7M,
ECC85, 3A5, 6K8M, 6L6M, 8/- each. 7B7, 7C5,

50L6GT, 7/- each.
757, 5R4GY, UCH81, 9/- each. 5763, ECH42, 9/6 each. 805, 25/-.
4E27, 40/-. P/P 6d. per valve, 2/6 doz., lots if under £5.
Skirted B9A Valveholders, moulded, 5/- doz. E2 per gross. Micalex
ditto, 6/6 doz., 55/- gross.
ET4336 Trans. I90 -250v. input, 2fv. 10A twice CT. 10v. 10A CT, 35/ each plus 7/6 carriage.

JOHN ANGLIN
385, CLEETHORPE ROAD, GRIMSBY, LINCS. Tel. 56315

BUSFIELD'S ASTRO-MARINE
FOR NEW EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS
870A.
ECIO.
840C.

150 Kc/s.-380 Kc/s.: 510 Kc/s.-24 Mc/s.
E34 8
Transistor, 550-1500 Kc/s.: 1.5-30 Mc/s. 148 0
480 Kc/s.-1150 Kc/s.: 1.12 Mc/s.-30 Mc/s.
162 0
940.
480 Kc/s.-1030 Kc/s.: 1.03 Mc/s.-30 Mc/s. E125 0
EAI2. Amateur Bands, Double Conversion ... £185 0
Carriage extra

9
0
0

0
0

WANTED : C.R.I00 AND OTHER MANUALS

H.P. - PART EXCHANGE - WANTED GOOD RECEIVERS

45/47 Eastborough, Scarborough, Yorks.

G2ACC offers you
Aerial Material : 14 S.W.G. hard drawn enamelled copper wire,

C 312 Rx, 230/12v., as new, £25 o.n.o.? 2/813,
1-) QQV06-40, transformers H & LV, power supplies, etc.; list.-GW3FZV, Dolwerdd, Bwl Road,
Nelson, Treharris, Glam. (Tel. Nelson 316.)

SALE: Bulletins January 1959 to December 1963
inclusive. Short Wave Magazines January 1959 to
November 1963 (except November 1960); offers over
£3; plus postage.-Stephenson, 17 Park View, Wandle
Road, Morden, Surrey.
TRANSMITTER, professionally made, wonderful
condition, 3.5 to 30 mc switched; ATU, power
supply and modulator, all metered; 100w. AM, 120w.

CW, VFO, £45 o.n.o.? Also R.1132A and power pack,

new condition, £4 10s. Valves, meters; 30 ft. mast.Winter, Hoathwood, Beckley (315) Rye, Sussex.
CR-100 with S -meter, £14, excellent order. Prop

pitch Beam Rotator new, £6. AC mains beam

rotator, £5. 813, 17s. 6d. 1,000 valve holders, £3. 50
Valves, 30s. 50 QST, 35s. 50 block capacitors, 25s.
Slow motion dials, 5s. post 6d. Tons of other bits for
beginners; your prices. WANTED: circuit R.1359
VHF Rx.-(Tel. Trevelyan 8141.) Write Briscoe, 335
Eton Road, Ilford, Essex.
WANTED: Panda low-pass filter, 5 stages tunable,
or ex -WD filter unit HF design 12, No. A.P.5612.
-State price to Box No. 2942, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

HTIRO SENIOR. Model M. rack mounting. Excellent unmodified condx., apart from o/p valve,
with 9 GC coils plus 5 bandspread coils (incl. 21 mc);
delivered within 40 mile radius, £27 10s. LM -13 freq.
meter (modulated version) excellent condx., with charts
and p/pack, in carrying case and with spares kit, £15
plus carriage. BC -455, 6-9 mc mint, boxed unmodi-

fied, £2 10s. plus postage.-A. Hitchcock, 38 West
Road, Spondon, Derby.
AR88D, as new, S -meter, speaker, phones, manual,
£30. 80 to 10 metre Tx, 85 watts input, Geloso

5d. yd. (any length) ; Coaxial cable : 72 ohm standard low -loss, 9d, yd.,
extra low -loss 1/7}d. yd. Balanced twin feeder, 72 ohm, 6d. yd.
Ceramic dipole insulator (for wire), 1/5. 6" ceramic feeder spreader
for 600 ohm line, 9d. each. Pyrex glass insulator, 3", 1/6.

VFO and PA, power supply inc., AR88 size, £23

G.E.C., TT2I, 35/-.
Suitable for S.S.B.
Single i" dia. hole mounting with ceramic feed-thro for H.T., 10/-.
Eddystone Dials: 898, f4/191-; 598, £1/9/4.

35s., or 20s. each. 8 and 4 mF condensers 1000v.
wkng., 4s. 6d. each, inc. pip, new and unused.

Transmitting Valves : Brimar 6146, 37/6.

So-Rad Pi -Net P.A. choke : 150 watt r.f. input.

Postage extra on orders under £3.

Southern Radio & Electrical Supplies
SO-RAD WORKS . REDLYNCH . SALISBURY . WILTS
Telephone : Downton 207

.S.C.

THE SPOT
R
DERBY 41361
2 METRE. 5 element W.S. Yagi and super mast bracket, 39/6:
8 element, 59/-; add on 3 element to make 5 into 8, 19/6. All
plus 4/- each carr.
S.S.B. components. I k. and 2k. Carbon lin controls,
I" 0/1) long shaft. Not ex -Govt., S/- each. Ed. P. and P.
SF6, ferrite rings, 3/9 each, 6d. P. and P.

MATCHED pair 0A79 diodes, 61-, 6d. P. and P.
VIBRATOR UNITS. I2v. I/P D.C., 300v. 100 m/A 0/P, with
spare vib, etc., 19/6 each, 7/6 carriage.
EDDYSTONE RX's. 940, C125 ; 840C, £58 ; 870A, etc., etc.
BRAND NEW. 24v. 20 Amp. F.W. (Bridge) Selenium Rectifiers,
49/9 each, 2/6 P. and P.

JOHNSONS S.W. KIT. 10-160 metres, 79/6, plus 2/- P. and P.

FIELD STRENGTH METER, complete with earpiece, 69/6,

plus 1/9 P. and P.
CR150, nearest offer C48. 1340, nearest offer £30.
Send SAE with enquiries. Aerial equipment list available

R.S.C.
(DERBY) LTD
EX NORMAN RIRKETT LTD

THE SPOT, 26 OSMASTON ROAD, DERBY

o.n.o.? 19 Set, new, unmodified, 50s. Two new 813's,

WANTED: 2 -metre Tx, must be in perfect working
order.-G3JML, 28 Banks Avenue, Golcar, Hudders-

field. (Tel. Milnsbridge 650.)
SALE: Advance Sig. Gen. 100 kc-30 mc, £15.
BC -342, £10. BC -453, £4 10s. All carriage extra.Crossan, 9 Palace Street, London, S.W.1. (SPR 6645.)

WANTED: BC -221Q. Good condition with caliVY bration book. Will collect.-G. Southgate, 17
Oak Avenue, Walton Heights, Stafford.
CLEARANCE SALE: Marconi portable Rx,
battery, 200-550 metres, £2. AVO Resistance Capacity bridge, £6. Morse Training Set Mk. III, £2.
18 Receiver, Mk. III, £1. Power Pack 120v. HT, 2v.

LT, £2. Power Pack 200v. HT 6.3v. LT, £2. RF24
Unit, 10s. 110 Valves, untested, old and new, £3 lot.

Valves, speakers, transformers and other components,
s.a.e. list. Magazines : Short Wave Magazine March
'57 -Dec. '61; Practical Wireless Feb. '57 -Dec. '63;
Radio Constructor Jan. '59 -Dec. '61. Offers? Please

include postage for items.-Box No. 2943, Short
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.I.

WANTED: Two chimneys and sockets for

4X150A type valves.-Johnston, 26 Greendykes
Lane, York.
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at

FOR SALE: R.107; modifications include fitted 5-

output stage, and sensitive Q multiplier, plus coax aerial sockets. Will take highest
meter, extra

last!

offer.-R. Makin, 1 The College, Malvern, Worcs.
MCR1, famous midget spy Rx, excellent working
condx., no mods., all coils; exchange for ex -Gov.

Rx in similar condx. W.H.Y.?-Money, 29 Carlyle
Road, Norwich.
WODEN UM2 and DT1 modulation and driver
transformers for sale; both in excellent condition, with UM2 connection and impedance chart, £5
pair; add postage.-G3OCB, Tretheague House,
Stithians, Truro, Cornwall.
MOHICAN Rx, £27 10s., as new, manual, factory

SEMI -AUTOMATIC " BUG"
Super Speed Morse Key. Seven adjustments for speed and comfort*

Precision -tooled, anti -rust nickel -plated brass and stainless steel
operating parts. Speed adjustable 10 w.p.m. to as high as desired.
A" silver contacts. Weight scale for reproducible speed settings.
real bargain for radio amateurs and professional CW operators 1
6.7/8 x 3 x 2I exclusive of knobs and feet. Weight, 24, lbs.
Imported. Price : L4 .12 . 6 post paid. All Mail orders, also callers,

SERVICE TRADING CO.

at

47, HIGH STREET, KINGSTON -ON -THAMES, SURREY
KIN 9450

Personal callers only at

9, Little Newport Street, London, W.C.2

checked.-E. Burger, The Causeway, Marlow,

Bucks.

SALE:

Minimitter converter multi -Q unit, £15.

GM3BQA Triple Quad Aerial, brand new, unused, £12.-N. Stuart, Sandbeck Hotel, West Cliff,
Whitby, Yorkshire.
SALE: 70 cm 12-ele Aerial, 35s.; 5 band cony. 6 mc
IF, £5. 6146 (2), G6JP 2 -metre preamp valveless,
RSC battery/mains cony. unit, set (3) shelves, £1 each.
SCR -522 mod. trans, BC -453 o/p trans., 5s. each.
Meters; 5s. each 100 mA, 10 mA, 5 mA DC, 10s. each.
500 µA, 0.5A RF, IF's 52 mc (4), 5.2 mc disc., 2s. 6d.
each. Crystals: 7550, 7575, 7750, 7740, 7800, 7825,
21.0, 23.4, 23.5, 32.5, 36.3, 11666.6, 2s. each. Trans.
450/0/450v. 200 mA, 5v. 6v. fils., 30s. Add postage.Marriott, R.A.F. Weyhill, Andover, Hants.
R1155A power -pack, speaker, for sale. Mint con-

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
Men with O.N.C. or equivalent experience required for
Test Room on a variety of instruments and equipment for
H.M. Services. Suit radio technicians with experience on ground
radio and radar equipment. Staff position. Salary in line
with qualifications and experience. Holiday arrangements
Company station
Superannuation scheme.
honoured.

transport.

Apply in writing to, Personnel Officer,

PETO SCOTT
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
WEYBRIDGE, SURREY

dition, working order, £5 plus carriage.-M.

Stephens, 61 Blatchington Road, Hove 3, Sussex.
DRAKE 2B with xtal calibrator, Q-mult., speaker
unit, £95 o.n.o.? Heathkit SB-10U SSB Adaptor,

£20 o.n.o.?-G3PQP, 20 Poplar Drive, Wootton
Hall, Wootton Wawen, Warwickshire.

FOR SALE: Eddystone 680X, condition as new,
with matching speaker; any trial allowed. Price
£75 or nearest offer.-Box No. 2944, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

WANTED URGENTLY: Manual and PSU for

R.107.-Trevor Kent, 119 Page Hall Road,

Firth Park, Sheffield, 4, Yorkshire.
WANTED: TCS-12 or CR-100 Receiver, good
condition, unmodified. Details and price please

-Thompson, Mere Close, Hull Road, Hornsea,
Yorks.

RADIO AMATEURS
LICENCE

We supply a special course of home study prepared specifically for the
Radio Amateurs sound and TV Licence as issued by the G.P.O. It covers

every aspect of the syllabus-starting right from the beginning-so
that no previous knowledge is necessary. The fullest details of the

licence requirements, itself, are included and the method of sitting the
examination and applying for the licence is fully described. At the end of
the Course, a complete series of specimen exam. questions with fully
worked model solutions are provided-giving invaluable revision before
students take the exam. We also provide full training for the Morse
Code-including morse key, transistor audio oscillator and 12 in. L.P.
practice record. This latter equipment is available separately from the

Course if required. Our record of successes by our students for the Exam.
is unsurpassed by any other institute. Established 23 years. COURSES
ALSO AVAILABLE for all subjects in Radio, TV and Electronics and for the

City & Guilds Technicians Certificates, etc. Write NOW for full details

without any obligation,

RADIO HOUSE, RUSSELL STREET, READING, BERKS.

MINIMI1 1ER X20 rotary beam for sale, £7; few
months old, excellent condition.-G3RLP, 263
Kingsbury Road, Erdington, Birmingham, 24. (ERD

CLOSED CIRCUIT
T.V. TESTERS

6946.)

SHACK CLEARANCE. AR88LF in new cabinet,
S -meter, ex con., £29 10s. R.206 ex con, really
good on SSB/AM/CW, with speaker and phones, no
PSU, £12 10s. Minimitter 5 -band converter, mint,
£10. Geloso VFO complete, needs 6L6, £4 10s. Black
crackle cabinet with lid, ideal table -top Tx, 37s. 6d.
Valves, condensers, mod, transformers, etc. Prefer

callers.-S. Kirkbride, 24 Skipton Old Road, Foul ridge, Nr. Colne, Lancs.
WANTED: Late model Eddystone 888A, prefer VV ably with speaker, S -meter, manual.-Pallant,
Wheatley, Martins End Lane, Great Missenden,
Bucks. (Phone 2642.)

to :-

Dept. 20, BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL,

We invite applications from test engineers, preferably with
industrial experience on television equipment.

previous

Interesting work on TV cameras, camera control units and a
variety of monitors including transistor equipment.
Successful, applicants will be offered positions on the
Company's permanent staff. Salary in line with qualifications
and experience. Holiday arrangements will be honoured.
Superannuation scheme. Company station transport.

Apply in writing to, Personnel Officer,

PETO SCOTT
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
WEYBRIDGE, SURREY
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AMERICAN EDITION

"CALL BOOK"

Autumn

1963 Issue
(U.S. Station Listings only)

SPECIAL
OMR!
A few over at 32s. 6d. post free
Box No. 2929, Short Wave Magazine

February, 1964

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-continued

TIGER NUVISTOR 144 mc converter, 21 mc IF,
nearly new; 2 -metre halo; G2MA (813) linear

amplifier 80/40/20/15/10 metres; quantity useful components for collection. Offers.-G3ADZ, Havant
1861. (QTHR.)

TOP BAND Command Rx, brand new in carton,
£9. Command Rx spares, IF's, tuning condensers,
etc.; s.a.e. for list. WANTED: Admiralty B.46 Rx
and Hallicrafters S.40A, preferably in original condition.-Box No. 2946, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

SALE: Table top Tx, 80-10 metres, Geloso VFO,

60 watt AM, 75 watt CW, UM3 mod. transformer;
in excellent condition, only 6 months old, £30. BC -221
frequency meter, with PSU and charts, in cabinet, £14.

Eddystone bug key, £2 10s.-Frew, 9 Hollyband

Short Wave Magazine Advertising
gives

WORLD-WIDE COVERAGE
IN THE

AMATEUR RADIO FIELD
For Space Rates apply :
ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, LTD.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
(Tel.: Abbey 5341)

Place, Bloxwich, Walsall, Staffs.

TWO AM/FM Transmitter -Receivers

(Redifon

GR.174) one on 70 mc, one 144 mc; QQV03-10
PA, complete with handbook. Offers over £8 (each).
Six numeral indicating tubes, 25s. (each).-Chapman,
119 First Avenue, Gillingham, Kent. (Tel. 52518.)
SELL: Eddystone S.640 receiver, unmodified,
excellent condx., manual, £20 o.n.o.? BC -348
receiver, good condx., built-in PSU, £10. Prefer buyer
collects.-Ayton, 1 Allendale Road, Stockton-on-Tees.
VVANTED: Tiger TR-300 transmitter, good condi-

tion. State price.-Box No. 2947, Short Wave

Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

FOR SALE: Eddystone 750, excellent, £40. Top
2-7, mint, £24. Radiocraft ATU, mint, £6. Complete

AMERICAN
EQUIPMENT

AMATEUR &
COMMERCIAL
For fast deliveries by Air
of all types of
American apparatus and
components contact

DALE

ELECTRONICS

109 JERMYN STREET LONDON SW1
WHITEHALL 4856 TELEX 24663

station, £65. WANTED: Equipment for 160 metres,
/M & /P.-Box No. 2948, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
SALE: Short Wave Magazines, Sept. 1960 to

FOR
Jan. 1964, £3 5s.-Box No. 2949, Short Wave

Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
SALE: Hammarlund HQ -170 (silicon recL). Mosley
TA -33 3-ele beam. Minimitter FB5 stacked array,
5 -band high gain aerial. Olympic T-100 transmitter,

160-10 metres, with Z -match. Radiovision Pre -selector,

AC, 80-10 metres. Geloso N.4/102/N VFO unit, with

dial. UM4 mod. transformer. High -voltage mains
transformers, chokes, condensers, short-wave equipment, valves, etc.-Ellis, G3SN, 12 Hillside Road,
Saltash, Cornwall.

GONSET Transceiver S.76, 6 -band with mobile

power supply, ideal for desk or mobile; cost
£350, accept £160.-Eastell, 9 Prod Lane, Baildon,

Yorks.

SALE: Latest Minimitter Mercury " 100" Tx, £50.

MR44/2 Rx, £35. Geloso 209 Rx, £50 o.n.o.?
Each good condition.-Box No. 2950, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
FOR SALE: OR100/2, excellent condition, £17 10s.,

prefer buyer collects, if not, carriage extra.-

G3SGR, Cauldwell, Horam, Sussex.
VVANTED: QQV02-6 valves. 70 cm TriplerAmplifier.-G2FXA, 35 Kensington Road,
Stockton-on-Tees.

EXCHANGE: K.W.77 for HQ -145X. S. London
Area.-Box No. 2951, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
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EDDYSTONE 840C Receiver for sale, £30, new
condition.-James O'Keefe, 88 Barton Avenue,
Rush Green Road, Romford, Essex.
DYE -MACE Marine transmitter for sale, PU and
all cables handbook, 1.5 mc-15 mc, xtal or VFO,
Phone/CW, "0 watts output, new condition; £40 plus
carriage. Further particulars-Box No. 2953, Short
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1.

SALE: CW/AM 120w. Tx, 10-80 metres, '1721 PA,
£16; PSU, £4; 813 plus base, new, 30s.; Muirhead
drive, 10s.-G3OFS, QTHR or Tel. Bristol 682985.
SALE : Dependapac 150 -watt transistorised DC
conversion unit, as new, £15. No. 62 Transceiver,

1410 mc, 6 watts p -and -s modulated, less power
supply, £10. Heathkit Q -Multiplier, £5 or offers toGM3PZR, 5 Rosselm Cottages, Rossie, Auchtermuchty, Fife.

WIRELESS WORLD, Dec. '45, Dec. '63. QST,
April '45, Dec. '63. CQ, June '45, March '63.
Bulletins, June '46, March '55. Offers?-Jamison, 46
Pound Street, Lame, Co. Antrim.
FB S.640 with handbook and S -meter, £20. Raymart
band checker/monitor, 45s. Carriage paid.GM3OWU, 9 Belmont Avenue, Juniper Green,
Midlothian.

HRO MANUAL, INFORMATION, theoretical
circuit and pictorial diagram, adjustment points

all stages, with complete realignment procedure. Components lists, values, etc. Installation, operation,

special features, notes, etc., 15s. 6d. Send s.a.e. for
indexed details.-G3ANK, 145A Station Road,
Sidcup, Kent.

COMPLETE STATION COMPRISING: QRO
Tx; 160m. Tx; 2/ATU's, R.1155, LPF, SWR
Meter, Key; Rack with 4 xtal converters, 6 PU's,
100 kc marker, pre -amp, audio amp. GDO, AVO.
Cabinet of components, 1kV PU; Tx cabinet, mast,
El T/R switch. Ant. bridge, dummy load, etc., some
finishing work required, £65. Buyer collects.G3KAB, 28 The Vale, Southgate, N.14. (PAL 7906.)
CR-100, about £12.-Wright, 8 Elgin
WANTED:
Harold Park, Romford, Essex.
Avenue,
(Ingrebourne 44746.)
CX101A, mint, £110. SX111, new, £90. TF144G, £15.
Carriage extra on above. WANTED: Manual for

BC-221AK.-Burns, Mews Lane Garage, Kirkcudbright.

CLAROSTAT wire -wound pots; 5K, 10K, 50K, 1K
twin -track, all 4 watt. 5K, 10K, 2 -watt 5K, 500K,

750K, 2 meg. carbon and 100K, 200K twin -track
carbon; 4 -watt and 2 -watt, 2s.; carbon, ls. 6d. Also
high-grade panel lights, lin., single hole fixing, red
and green, ls. each; 9s. doz., p/p 6d.-I. Austin, 24
Clarke's Road, Hatfield, Herts.
LISTENERS ! G3JNX has new aerial, wants

reports sent direct; will QSL, address as Call

Book. No s.a.e.

CASH SALE: AR88D (550 kc-32 mc) in

excellent condition, with brand new, outboard self FOR

powered pre -selector, £37 10s.-O'Shea, 25 Kings
Road, London, S.W.3.
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G. W. M. RADIO LTD.
RECEIVERS, HALLICRAFTERS S36. 27 to 145 Mc/s.
good condition and working order, E22/10/-, carriage El,

CR300 MARCONI. Complete with power unit, 15 Kc/s.
to 25 Mc/s. Good condition, E12/10/-, carriage El.

CR100 MARCONI.

Good working order,

£181101 -

carriage LI,

DOUBLE BEAM OSCILLOSCOPE, COSSOR 339.

Used

good condition, LIO, carriage LI.
SCR522 TRANSCEIVERS. 100 to 150 Mc/s. (TX part Stripped).
Complete with all valves and modulation transformer. Excellent
condition, f2/10/-, carriage paid.

REPRINTED HANDBOOK FOR CANADIAN MARCONI
52 RECEIVER AND ZEI2 POWER UNIT, 5/-, post paid.
SIGNAL GENERATOR MARCONI TF517. 150 to 300 Mc/s.
in fair condition. Sold "As they Come" but complete, 55/-,
carriage paid.

66862 ADAPTORS, RECEIVER FREQUENCY SHIFT AND
MATCHING 230 A.C. POWER UNIT 66863, EA, carriage 15/-.
230 VOLT TRANSFORMERS. 7.5v. 4a twice. 2.5v. 5a., 7.5v.
8a., all C.T. and 6.3v. 4a., 30/-, post paid. 813 filment 10v. C.T.
twice, 15/-, post paid.

FOR CALLERS ONLY. TF144 Signal Generators, f12/10/-.
T1154/1155 Ground Station Power Units 230 A.C., E2 each.
NEW VALVES. 6BR7, 2/6, EL9I, 1 /-, post 1/- each, 6 or more
post free.

R.F. CHOKES, 3 PI, If-, post 3d.
METERS (Ex -Equipment) 21^ round 0-200 microamps, 15/-.
2' square centre zero, 100-0-100 mA, 7/6. 2' square metal
cased 0-500 microamp, 8/6. All post 1/6 each. All meters
tested before despatch.

CONTROL UNITS. No. I for 52 set. Complete with chamois
padded low impedance headphones, microphone, morse key,
hand generator and bell, etc., 27/6, post 7/6.

40-42 PORTLAND RD., WORTHING, SUSSEX

YOU NEED THIS
COUPLER

The Olympic "Loaded Z -Match"
No matter what Aerial you are using, Single wire,
Whip, Dipole, Beam, Quad or W.H.Y. Because it
is the ONLY Aerial Coupler on the market today
which GUARANTEES efficient Coupling on ALL
SIX Amateur Bands (160-10M).

Ear ON ANY TYPE OF AERIAL'S
(Nearly 200 sold in 100 days)

Four Models available now. 25W at 0.10.0, 75W
at £8.10.0, 150W at 0.10.0, 250W at £10.10.0.

SWL "Z
to 25W Coupler,

SWL COUPLERS (80M -IOM) £6.
Match" (160M -IOM) similar
completely bandswitched,

COUPLER KITS. 75W, £5; 150W, £5. 10.0;
250W, E6.
(All Couplers and Kits plus 5/- Post/Packing)
Send 4' x 9" SAE for Coupler leaflet to:

SOUTHERN RADIOCRAFT (TX) LTD.

OLYMPIC WORKS, Markham Road,
Bournemouth

MI

/Aim/Ii

Al,

.111W

/Ft

SMALL

! Short Wave Magazine
I

Publications Dept.
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

I

I

888A'

matching

S -meter,

speaker,

blocks,

£75.

Tiger TR-60X, 10-160m., TT21 PA, BK keying,

i

75w. phone, 100w. CW, £45. Minimitter MC8 all -band

mobile converter, 1.5 mc IF output, with separate
12v. p/pack, £9. Hallicrafters S36A VHF Rx, FM/
AM, 27-143 mc, 110/240 AC, £20. Cossor 339A
double beam 'scope, with instruction manual, £10.-

I

RADIO HANDBOOK, by Editors & Engineers

I

G3SFS, 32 Maitland Road, Woodthorpe, Nottingham.
(Phone 61855.)
WANTED: K.W.76 mobile receiver, good price
paid; details to-R. S. Scales, G3NRS, 17 Westfield Avenue, Scarborough. (Tel. 1238 day, 623

after 37 years !). The Call Book is published in
two parts, American Section only (" U.S. Listings ") k
45/- ; non -American (all world excluding U.S.A.)

C CANDINAVIAN AMATEURS require the followk-/ ing: AR88D, CR100/8 mod. PCR3, R.1475, HRO,
BC -342, BC -348, second-hand Eddystone, Hammarlund and Collins receivers, etc. Immediate payment

of California, reviewed in Short Wave Magazine,
Price 86/-, post free.
November 63, p.502.

I

Z

I

evenings.)

WINTER CALL BOOK (with a new cover

and collection from your shack within 200 miles

1Section (" DX Listings ") 27/- ; both editions
appear quarterly and include latest call -sign/
address listings for all countries, with much DX
data. The only complete directory to the radio
amateur stations of the World. Both editions
together 65/-, post free.

I

ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-continued

COMPLETE TVI-Proof station. Panda Cub;
CR-100; control unit; ATU; LPF; various bits
and 300 radio magazines, £60 the lot. Could install if
required. H.P. possible.-G3KFE, 30 Dovedale,
Bandley Hill, Stevenage, Herts.

I

!

i
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I WORLD RADIO AND TV HANDBOOK for

!

London.-Brian J. Ayres, 21 Grange Road, Chessington, Surrey. (Lower Hook 2000.)
HRO-5T model, exceptional condition, with four
bandspread coils, PSU and speaker, £24.-H. A.
Spashett, Bungay, Suffolk. (Phone Bungay 88.)

I

TX 10-80m. switched, TVI proof, less PSU, £5.

i

Jan. '58 -Dec. '62. R.S.G.B. Bulletins, July '58, Aug.
'63, mint condition. Offers? Buyer collects; week
evenings, Sat./Sun. mornings. -130 Avenue Road,
Acton, London, W.3.

R.107, £3. T.U.B. unit, £1. Short Wave Magazines,

!

i1964. 18th edition, published by 0. Lund Johansen

of Denmark, price 22/6, post free. Reviewed in
Short Wave Magazine, November 63, p.504.

!i

!

nRT-400E receiver, table model with 500 kc calibrator, manual and some spare valves, £58.

Purchaser must collect (South London).-(SYD.

3217

7 p.m. to 10 p.m.)

FOR SALE: HRO-MX Receiver, 9 coils, PSU

manual, good condition, £20.-G3GWD, 11
Gwydor Road, Elmers End, Beckenham, Kent. (Tel.
BEC. 3168.)

NEW EDITIONS To COME !

i
I

41st

Edition

RADIO AMATEUR HAND- !

iBOOK, by A.R.R.L., on sale end of February,

i

i

1964, 37/6 ; special library edition 47/6, post free.
See review Short Wave Magazine, November 63,
p.502.

I

i

;
h

q

i

-pcs

1.5 mc-12 mc Tx/Rx, remote LS control unit.
dynamotors and cables, Tx modified for xtal mike,
£25 or offer? 100-156 mc signal generator, field
strength meter. £5. Eddystone miniature 3 -tier rack,

panels and cabinets, £5.-G8DT, 18 Newcourt Park,
Charlton Kings, Cheltenham.
AMERICAN 2m. Tx, 150w, complete with Mod.,
PSU and Variac 200-250v. AC, totally enclosed,
bargain, £30. Minimitter " Mercury " Tx, good condition, £40. SX-28, working order, £25. SSB driver
unit, xtal filter, £8 10s. 3X teleprinter plus commercial

!
!

TU, £9 10s.-G3MCS, 3 Robinson Avenue, Goffs

I

I

with S -meter. Best offer over £60 secures, for
inspection-Box No. 2954, Short Wave Magazine,

I

i

The new edition of GUIDE TO BROAD! CASTING STATIONS, by Iliffe & Sons, should
by ready by early Spring.

55 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I
ABBey 5341/5342

I

I

Oak, Herts.
888A, recently aligned and in excellent condition.
Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

Modern SSB receiver, preferably
Drake 2B or SX-100, SX-111, K.W.77, at fair
price. Money waiting, collection in London area
possible.-Box No. 2955, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
WANTED:
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TRANSISTORS
CRYSTALS

VANGUARD type transmitter for sale. Geloso
VFO and PA coils, will run 150 watts; beautifully styled, £18.-Box No. 2945, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

EQUIPMENT AND

£1. QQV03-10, £1. QQV03-20A's, £2. BC -453,
6 146,
£3. BC -348, £12 10s. Geloso 4/102 VFO and pi -

THE HE -30 4 -BAND COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

tank with valves, £6 10s. Miniature receiver, Marconi
ADIOS, 1.8-18 mc, xtal filter, BFO, etc., 28v., £15. All
above new or excellent condition. BC -221, £3 10s.

VALVES

COMPONENTS

Outstanding Bandspread Selectivity and sensitivity with a built-in
Q -multiplier combine to make the
HE -30 one of the finest general

Marconi TF144G signal generator, £12 10s. TF913

coverage

Criccieth, Caerns.
CR150/6, £30, and Bridge Megger Series 2, measuring to 50 megohms, with handbook, checked by

makers. Offers, please?-Mrs. Edwards, 28 Morgan

Crescent, Theydon Bois, Epping, Essex.
FOR SALE: Mohican, recently constructed, in

excellent condition, with mains power pack;
manual also available, £29. WANTED: SB-10U.Foley, 79 Prehen Park, Londonderry, N. Ireland.
K.W.VANGUARD, 160-10 metres, factory

Receivers

Covering

550 kc/s.-1600 kc/s., 4.8 Mc/s.- 14.5
Mc/s., 1.6 cm./ -4.8 Mc/s., 10.5
Mc/s.-313 Mc/s. For amateur bands

-Advertiser, 1 Somerset Road, Coventry.

£20. Mosley Top Band converter
K.W.160
,CV160B, £5. UM3 with mod, £2.
-Burke, GW3HEA, Barcdy, Caernarvon Road,

bandspread

available at this price.

transmitter output meters, £7 10s. All working. Letters

an illuminated slide rule dial is
provided, calibrated every 5 kc/s.
on 80 and 40 metres taking 16

revolutions of the bandspread dial
to cover each of these bands every
20 kc/s. on 20 and 15 metres and every 15 kc/s. on 10 metres plus an edgewise S -meter. For the SWL a 0-100 logging scale for instant reset plus
coverage from 0.55-30 Mc/s. The 8 -valve plus Rectifier superhet circuit

provides an RF stage with an Aerial Trimmer for peak performance plus
2 IF stages for improved sensitivity of 1.0 microvolts for 10db S/N ratio.
The BFO variable pitch control can be used to separate CW stations whilst
the Q -multiplier adds the selectivity needed for crowded phone band
Controls
Function Switch, Audio Gain, Selectivity (Q operation.
multiplier), Frequency (BFO), Band Selector, IF gain, Trimmer, AVC-MCV
Switch, Ant Switch. Main Tuning, Bandspread Tuning and Headphone
Jack. Selectivity-60db at 10 kc/s., 0.8 kc/s. at 6db (with Q -Multiplier), IF
-455 kc/s. External P.M. Speaker reqd. 4 or 8 ohms impedance. Output
1.5 watts. 8 modern Miniature B7G Base Valves and
40 u ns.
5Y3 Rectifier. Size 15 x 10 x 7.1in. Grey crackle finish.
Full instructions and circuit diagram supplied.
Carriage Free
" Also SR40 4 BAND £24 15s.

Leaflet on Request *
CRYSTALS : AR88 455 kc/s. 12/6

Cross Hands, Old Sodbury, Glos. (Tel. Chipping

"Latest Fully
Illustrated
Catalogue 2/-.
Transistor FIELD STRENGTH METER . Let us quote for
to
200
mc/s.
69/6.
Catalogue, 1/-.
Components and
New Types - * TM4I 400PIV 280v. RMS 3 amp. Equipment for
Lower Prices
Silicon rect., 10/-.
your Circuits.

WANTED: Good accurate GDO, must be tran-

303 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2. PADdington 1008/9

built, good condition, £45. Eddystone

S.640 with matching speaker and S -meter, £25; will
deliver reasonable distance.-Coward, The Cottage,
Sodbury 2309 after 8 p.m.)
sistorised

(self-contained),

XGD-1

or

good

homebrew considered. Details to-B. Clark, Tx Troop,
259 Signal Squadron, Episkopi, B.F.P.O. 53.
WANTED: 4X150A and special air socket. Also
4-125A or QY3-125A.-Parker, 133 Station
Road, Cropston, Leicester.
AR88LF, silver-grey hammer finish, manual and
miscellaneous spares, £28. Minimitter Oscillator
and PA, unused, £10. Accept £35 for lot, or exchange

Mohican or similar Rx. Also SX-28 manual, £1.-

12 Rosehill Gardens, Sutton, Surrey. (Failands 5727.)
SALE: CR-100, £16. R.107, £11. Both nice condi-

tion, buyer collects.-Miles, The Dene, Ford, Nr.

Chippenham, Wilts.
FOR SALE: Eddystone 898 dial, new, £3 10s. 1.610
mc filter crystals, set 311 -lattice, 2.2 kc spacing

with 6 " Electroniques " IF's, all new, £4. " Electroniques " QP166, new, £8 10s.-or, all above with
cabinet, £15. BC -221 dial and condenser, £1 5s.G3GAH. QTHR.
WATT 3.5-28 mc, VFO CW/phone Tx, fully
metered, aerial change -over relay, £20
o.v.n.o.? Free delivery 30 miles from London. Owner

150

emigrating.-Gravina, 52 Birch Grove, Acton, W.3.
(ACOrn 9114.)

NewCrystalP
Illustrated HRO 456 kc/s. 15/-; 100 kc/s. 15 /Rectifier, Valve ,-Over 600 Frequencies ill Stock.
and

I

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.

DERNARDC
RADIO

L.)

RECEIVERS

Hallicrafters SX1I0.

530 kc/s.30 mc/s. " S " meter. Band spread
...
Eddystone 840C. New. Unmarked
Minimitter MC8 Converter
TRANSMITTERS
Tiger 300. 150 watt. 80-10 ...
Geloso TR2I2. 60 watt. 80-10
...

Labgear Topbander

E60
£45
£12

0

0

0
0

0

£80

0
0

0
0
0

E45
E20

0

0

Valves 1A7, 1H5, 105, 5Y3, 6AL5, 6A4, 6AT6,
6AU6, 6AQ5, 6BA6, 6BE6, 6B8G, 6F I,

6J6, 6J7, 6K7, 6L6, 6L7, 6SA7,
6SH7, 6SK7, 6SQ7, 6S7N, 6U5, 6X4,
6F15,

6X5, 7B7,

IOC I

,

12A6,

12A8,

I 2AT7,

1215, I 2SJ7, I 2K8, I 2SQ7, I 2S K7, I 2SA7,

35L6, CBL I , EA50, EBC33, EB4I, ECC35,

ECC40, EF40, EF42, EF50, EL42, EL3(N),
EMI, EM4, EM34, EK32, EL37.
5/ each. Any 5 valves for El.

WANTED: CR-100 receiver, must be in good
working order; external appearance secondary
consideration. Price required, together with details
of any circuit modifications, to-Geoff Watts, 62
Belmore Road, Thorpe, Norwich, Norfolk. NOR

All components listed in last month's issue available.

FOR SALE: Eddystone S.640 in perfect condition,

620 HOLDERNESS ROAD, HULL

72.T.

with speaker and handbook, £21.-Bridges.

18

Methuen Avenue, Gaywood, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

COMPONENTS

Your enquiries invited for new receivers,
transmitters, aerial equipment, etc.
HIRE PURCHASE ON ALL EQUIPMENT OVER £10
Payments over 12, 18, 24, 30 or 36 months.
Telephone 7 I 949
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DRAKE 2B
multiplier,

receiver,

calibrator,

crystal

Q-

speaker. All parts and circuit for

modification to Top Band. Mint condition, original
packing, £110 or near offer.-(ARNoId 8470.)

WANTED: Manual or info for Marconi No. 9
Mk. I.-Garner, 79 High Street, Broadstairs,

2SOV

Kent.

1000V [1000V

with the

ti* 100V

EXCHANGE: Exa II SLR f2.8 50mm. Domiplan
plus cash if necessary for AR88, S640, MR44/II
or similar. Will pay half carriage. Details to-Box
No. 2956, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria

250V

loov'\

2,5v

5V\

Street, London, S.W.1.

WANTED: TCS Tx, working order. Condition,
price to-E. Jackson, 26 Swains Road, Tadley,

Basingstoke, Hants.
TRANSISTORISING? Send s.a.e. for sample of
new

circuit -board;

Eyelet-board.-G3IDD,

17

Queens Road, Leytonstone, London, E.11.
WANTED for PAOLV. Six valves, type CV315.
Can anyone help with one or two? Details and
price to G3CZS, QTHR.
COMPLETE STATION Panda Cub, Panda ATU,
HRO, Radiocraft Preselector, G4ZU beam, solid
oak knee -hole desk, RCA frequency meter, spares.

£100, buyer collects. Peak district.-Box No. 2957,
Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

good condition, £9. PCR2 with PSU,
R.107
9 £5 o.n.o.? Joystick de -luxe, £2. Electronic Morse key, £3. Carriage extra.-Twells, 15
Holywell Drive, Loughborough, Leics.

WANTED: QRP CW/phone 2 -metre Tx. Also

manual for AR88LF.-G3KAF, 27 Solomon

Road, Rainham, Gillingham, Kent.
MOHICAN, £22. Mobile Tx Minimitter, Command Rx (160), transistor supply, base, top
sections

MULTIMINOR#j
The newly improved model of this famous AVO pocket size
multi -range instrument has been enthusiastically acclaimed in all

parts of the world for its high standards of accuracy and dependability
as well as for its modern styling, its highly efficient internal assemblies
and its resistance to extremes of climatic conditions.
It is simple to use, one rotary switch for instant range selection,
only one pair of sockets for all measurements, and a 21 -inch clearly
marked scale -plate. It is supplied in an attractive black carrying
case complete with interchangeable test
prods and clips, and a multi-lingual
instruction booklet.
0-2110 in 2 ranges, using I .5V cell
SENSITIVITY: 10,0000 /V on d.c. voltage range
RESISTANCE:

/'tomt

Stand

N.6

Earls Court, March 18-25

send you a full
of this
great little instrument. It measures only
to

specification

7f x 4 x 1 g ins. and
weighs only 24 ozs.

4161.KM la "X' 31:)
AVOCET HOUSE

-

92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD

Telephone:

MMI9

VICtoria 3404 (12 lines)

-

Another Command Rx,

Millman, 38 Fowlmere Road, Birmingham, 22A.

(Tel. GRE 5839.)
RECEIVER WANTED, any type considered, also
Morse practice oscillator wanted.-Box No. 2958,

Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,

London, S.W.1.

55

Victoria Street,

PROPERTY, late G6NN. LG.300 RF unit only,
mint condition, complete with valves, £30, offers?

-Graham, The Willows, Lowfield Heath, Crawley.

TCS Tx, unmodified with original 12v. rotary power

unit, remote control unit, aerial matching unit,

I ,000 0 /V on a.c. voltage ranges

A.S.E.E. Exhibition

(160) (80), £17.

160m., £2 10s.-H. Reeves, 59 Lechlade Road, Great
Barr, Birmingham, 22A.
LG.50, excellent condition and very little used, £30
o.n.o.? Will deliver 30 miles Birmingham.-

LONDON S.W.1

5"1'

set of three interconnecting cables complete, and
large official manual, £15. BC -221B with original

calibration book, £9. 11 volumes Newnes Radio and

TV Servicing and 400 service sheets to 1960, £6.

CNY2 with manual, £10. All plus carriage and offers?

WANTED: K.W. " Valiant."-G3PED, QTHR.
WANTED: CR-100, good condition. PSU 80+
80v., for RTTY printer. Keyboard perforator

and auto transmitter, 5 -unit code. Also FSR.1.1X, or
related equipment.-Addie, Corner House, Sulgrave,
Banbury, Oxon.
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VALVES tested and guaranteed: EB91, EF91,
EF92, Is. 6d.; EF80, 12AT7, 6X4, 6BG6,
ECC91, 2s. 6d.; 5Z4, 5U4, 6X5, 12AU7, 3s.; 807,
EL91, 6J7, DH63, 3s. 6d.; 6L6, QVO/7, DCC90,
5B254M, 5s. P/p included. --S. Reeve, 284a Barking
Road, London, E.6.
EDDYSTONE 770R VHF receiver, 19-165 mc
AM/FM/CW,

excellent condition, £130.

Will

deliver free Midlands, S. England, please write-D.
Walch, 9 Pembroke Street, Oxford.

VARIABLE
FREQUENCY ANTENNA

DX -40U with VFO, £20. Woden 1250-1000-0-1250-

300 mA, £2. 1750-1100-0-1750-1100v.,
mA, £1; 10v. 10A, £1. Dubilier 4 mF and 2 mF,
1000v.,

350 mA, £2. Choke 25/5H, 300 mA, £1; 12H, 350

The DX aerial for
any QTH !

2500v. working, 10s. 2/TZ40, 2/DA41 (new matched),
829B, 35T's, all 10s. each. Meters, 1000 mA, 250 mA,
150 mA, 50 mA, 25 mA, 20 mA, 10 mA, 2 mA, 10s.

Hear and work that spicey DX with the
Joystick-lift yourself out of the frustra-

each. Carriage extra.-G3DO, 31 Ladywood Road,

tion of "lump of wire" local contacts-

Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire.

pump out a real beefy signal-yes even
from inside a flat or bungalow.

NEW SERVICE manuals-Collins 75A4, 35s.;
G.E.C. BRT400D, 25s.-D. Walch, 9 Pembroke

Street, Oxford.
TELEPRINTER wanted urgently; any type, condition, considered. Details and

price to-V.

J.

Mallows, 8 Channel View, Sketty, Swansea, Glam.

(Tel. Swansea 24100.)

COMMAND Rx BC -946 520-1500 kc, £2

A life time of experience and aerial " know-how "

has gone into the development of this revolu-

15s.

tionary principle of a Variable Frequency Antenna

ARC/5 Rx, 100-156 mc, £3. U.S.A. Master Osc.,

on which World

1.7-30 mc, £2 5s. All carriage free.-Box No. 2959,
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,

London, S.W.1.
DX -100U, well known on the air, very good con-

dition, £55. Buyer to arrange collection.-Phone
after 7 p.m. Wokingham 2698, G2BTY, West Winds,
Arbor Lane, Winnersh, Berks.
MINIMITTER TR7 transistor mobile Rx for sale,

unused (car been stolen), £10.-GM3BST. Tel.

Bridge -of -Weir (Renfrewshire) 2435.

SALE: Complete 55w. station (no mod.),
F OR
suit beginner, £13, s.a.e. details; buyer collects.-

all over the world are already equipped with the
Joystick-testimonials have poured in-

SIZE 7"6"
VERTICAL
2'3METRES

p.m.)

COLLINS 30L-1 Linear, new 1963, absolutely
perfect. Collins 3128-5 for KWM2, v.g.c. Offers?

-Tel. Blidworth (Notts) 2138.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 1952-61, complete,
less July/Aug. '59, 70s.; or 8s. per volume. RSGB

Bulletin, 1955-60, complete, less 3 issues, 42s., or 8s.

per volume. £5 lot.-Flatley, 7 Claremont Avenue,
Stony Stratford, Wolverton, Bucks.
E'DDYSTONE 840A perfect since little used.
Hallicrafters S36A VHF receiver, 27-143 mc,
v.g.c. Hallicrafters HA -4 transistor electronic key
with Vibroplex paddle and transformer, as new.
Offers?-Tel. Blidworth (Notts) 2138.

G3LGZ: Reports that he is " very satisfied" with
the " JOYSTICK"-" Big improvement on reception
over 100ft. end fed. Getting out as well, if not
better than with the 100ft. wire." (on I60m.).
Mr. W. C. Stampton, BRS 25725 writes: " JOYSTICK" is F8 with my Codar CR 66. Many Tks."

A poor QTH is now no excuse

for a weak signal - act

FOR SALE: CR-100, £12. Brand new 110 -volt

available for AR88D/LF and HRO. Send s.a.e. for
list.-A. J. Reynolds, 139 Waller Road, New Cross,
London, S.E.14. (Tel. New Cross 1443 after 7.30

are now pending.

Joystick is a major break -through for ardent
SWLs and all licensed stations. Over 700 stations

G3JIC, 21 The Grove, Windle, St. Helens, Lancs.

HRO rack mounting power pack, 55s. Command
Transmitter 4-5.3 mc, 70s. Hallicrafters S.27/36
output transformer, 15s. HRO coil 180-430 kc, 12s.
Manuals for R.107, 30s.; HRO-MX/5T, 25s. Spares

Patents

Possessing the unique property of an even performance over all frequencies between 1.5:
30 mcs. the Joystick's special matching facilities
and associated A.T.U. ensures efficiency on any
frequency.
Peak performance for transmission
and maximum voltage for reception-the

I

I
I
I

.

.

.

ORDER YOUR JOYSTICK NOW I
Full " money -back " GUARANTEE
if you're not completely satisfied.
Not convinced ? Still complete the coupon
below for a detailed brochure and showers

of testimonials

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS LTD.,
7, Sowell Street, Broadstairs, Kent

Thanet 62535
I Please supply " JOYSTICK " (tick appropriate box)
0 Standard make, £3 10s.

I
INAME

De luxe make (all copper RF elements) L4 10s.

" JOYMATCH " A.T.U.

Callsign

II ADDRESS
MN

County
INN 11111

I

I
I

10s.

Is. P/P unless ordered with Joystick)
Enclosed is cheque/M.O./P.O. value £
0 Please send brochures and testimonials

own

I

INN Ell

I
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FOR SALE: DX -40U,
modified; K.W. Geloso converter, little used, as

excellent condition, un-

new,

£35. Would separate.-E. W. Taylor,

156

Clarendon Road, Broadstone, Dorset.
FOR SALE: Eddystone 358X with coils for 60 kc

to 31 mc and PSU, £10. R.1155 with PSU and

o/p stage built in, covers Top Band, £7 10s. BC -348K,

FB cond., PSU and ANL built in, £12 10s. Minimitter 5 -band converter, 6 mc IF, £7. All items
delivered reasonable distance, or buyer pays carriage.
-K. Wood, Hail Weston, St. Neots, Hunts.
WANTED: Buy or hire manual/handbook/

February, 1964

HEATH PAWNEE. Absolutely complete kit for
2 -metre station with AC and DC supplies; ideal
mobile rig; no time to build, £66.-G3DKS, Green brook Avenue, Hadley Wood, Herts. (BAR 4934.)
-453 FOR SALE. Perfect condition, £5. Com-

BCplete

station,

relay -controlled,

wooden

in

cabinet, 150 watt Tx, CR-100 Rx, £50.-L. Lech, 41
St. Annes Road East, St. Annes, Lancs. (Phone
22110.)

SWOP : Bell and Howell 624B 8mm. tine camera

in leather case, valued at £13 10s., for Communications Receiver of like value. -11 Fourth Avenue,
Carlton, Nottingham.

circuit for the Panda Cub Tx.-D. Edwards,

30 Norfolk Road, Maghull, Liverpool.
EXCHANGE Camera, twin-lens reflex with light

V

0

T

C

1

meter, E.R.C. 1 to 1/500 sec., f3.5 to f22. Kominar

amber coated lens and Necablitz electronic flash
N106, with charging unit; present value £45. FOR
SSB short wave receiver of equal value. Will collect
reasonable distance.-C. Turner, 32 Keld Avenue,
Uckfield, Sussex.

AERIAL MASTS
(32' high, Ref. No. ZA/2996I)
KIT comprises : 10 x 3' sections x "1" dia. tubular steel,
insulated Base, Rope Guys and fittings, with Adaptor and
14' Whip Aerial. All complete in Canvas Carrying Bag. New

Surplus. Price at a per kit, carriage
H. H. BRADFORD LTD.

paid.

Ramsey, nr. Harwich, Essex

Short Wave Magazine
Advertising
gives

YOU CAN BE ON THE AIR BY MARCH
By

using

the RHYTHM METHOD of

Morse

tuition a student, starting from scratch, has
passed his Morse Test in just 13 DAYS by faithfully following the instructions given in this
fantastic course. You could pass the test NEXT
MONTH. Why not send now ?
For explanatory booklet please send 6d. in stamps to :-

-

G3HSC, 45 GREEN LANE, PURLEY, SURREY
TAPE TO DISC TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

V

1

A

G

3

H

C

S

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
BACK NUMBERS
1956-February, March, April, July, August,
September, October, December. 1957May,

July,

September.

1958-April,

September, November, December.

1959

-November, December. 1960-February,

World -Wide Coverage
in the

Amateur Radio Field
For Space Rates apply:

August,
September,
October,
November, December.
1961-January,
March, May, June, July, August, October,
November, December.
1962-March,
April, May, July, August, October,
June,

December.

All at Is. 6d. per copy, plus p/p.
1963-March, April, July, August, October,
November, December.
All at 2s. 6d. per copy, plus p/p.

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
(Tel.: Abbey 5341)

Box No. 2924,

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, LTD.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I
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G3SJ QUARTZ CRYSTALS LTD.
SPECIAL OFFER OF EX-W.D. CRYSTALS TO CLEAR
1000 kc/s. octal based for BC.221
1000 kc/s. octal based, series resonant

35/- each
30/- each

1000 kc/s. U.S.A. r pin spacing
...
200 kc/s. FT 241; DT cuts ; gold plated
electrodes, U.S.A. ...

80 METRE BAND. 3510 ; 3520 ; 3550 ; 3570 ; 3580 kc/s., type BC.610 U.S.A. r pin spacing,

30/- each

I0/- each
18/- each

SPECIAL OFFER of practically any frequency in the range 3600 to 3800 kc/s., postwar production, AT cuts, gold plated electrodes, hermetically sealed r metal holders,
guaranteed better than .005% of marked frequency, 20/- each.
40 METRE BAND. Specification as above, 7070 to 7100 kc/s. inclusive at 20/- each.

CRYSTAL DIODES. U.S.A., I0/- per dozen.
NEON INDICATORS. CV.264, 1/6 each.
VALVES

at 2/- each : 6AC7 ;

6L7 ; 6SK7 ; 6AB7 ; 6G6 ; 6AG5 ; 6.16 ; 6F8 ; 5Z3 ; 2C34 ; CVI88 ; (110 volt stab.)
I2SC7 ; 12517 ; 3624 ; P4I ; KT33C ; 6U5.
at 3/- each : 6F6 ; 6SG7 ; VR105 ; 2D2I ; 80I3A ; PX25 ; DW4/500.

at 5/- each : 808 ; 826 ; PZI75 ; 5T4 ; 3FP7 (CRT).
at 7/6 each : 1616 ; Klystron 726A.
at 20/- each : 3C22 ; 725A ; 5CPI (CRT); 446B.

Stonehouse Street - Plymouth - S. Devon - Tel. 61876

K.W. ELECTRONICS
for all your Amateur Radio Requirements
Awarded Silver Plaque, Radio Communications Exhibition,
Seymour Hall, London, 1963

* Mechanical filter provides
pass -band for SSB

* No

external
antenna
switching required
* Independent transmit and
receiver frequencies or
true transceiver operation

* 90 watt

effective

KW2000 SSB

TRANSCEIVER AND A.C. POWER SUPPLY
10-160 metres, Mobile and Fixed Station

ALSO AVAILABLE :-KW " Viceroy " S.S.B. Transmitter ; KW " Vanguard " ; KW 160

Top Band Transmitter ; KW77 Triple Conversion Receiver ; KW/Geloso Converter ; KW Match,
Hy -Gain, Mosley, KW Aerials and Beams ; Dow Key Relays Vibroplex Keys, G.P.O. Keys ;
High and Low Pass Filters; Microphones; Aerial Cord ; Towers; Log Books; Mechanical Filters;
Phase -Shift Networks ; Co -ax Cable, etc., etc. Importers of U.S.A. Equipment
;

p.e.p. provides

mobile power
whilst not over taxing the
car battery
* 12 volt d.c. transistor
power supply
* Easy to install in a vehicle
for mobile operation
* Lightweight, attractive,
robust, efficient

K.W. ELECTRONICS LTD.
Vanguard Works, I Heath Street, Dartford, Kent, England

Telephone: Dartford 25574

11.1a44 J,cintau3, Nit-Setd

a Setectian Porn out
Radio - Amateur Gear - Test Instruments

Educational - Hi-Fi Equipment

A wide range of over 50 different British models to choose from. Send for FREE Catalogue

1.1

AU models are available either in kit form or assembled (kit prices are given here-assembled prices on request)

RA- I

DX -40U

SB-IOU

Covers

Half -lattice crystal filter at
all amateur bands 10-160 metres.
1.6 Mc/s. I.F. Provision for fixed, portable or mobile uses. Switched

THE " MOHICAN " GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER,

all amateur bands from 160-10 metres,

Amateurs and Short-wave listeners. See specification Sheet. E39 176

21 in. PORTABLE SERVICE 'SCOPE, OS -I. A compact, portable
laboratory
servicing
and
general
ideal
for
oscilloscope
work. Overall size 5" x 8" x 141" long, weight 10S lb. E21 18 0

Suitable Battery Eliminator.

6
E39 6
USB and LSB for SSB. Send for full details.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS. Crystal Calibrator CL -I E4 12 0. Matching
Loudspeaker Cabinet SG -4 El 9 6. Loudspeaker El 4 5 incl. P.T.

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER, Model DX -1000.

QPM-I
RG1

AGE RECEIVER, Model RG-I. A high performance,
low cost receiver for the discriminating Short-wave listener.
Frequency coverage from 600 Kc/s. to 1.5 Mc/s. and 1.7 Mc/s.

NEW ! SELF-SUPPORTING. HEATH -

KIT AERIAL TOWER, Model HT -I.

The ideal tower for " Amateur " or TV use.
Height 32ft., square tapering section 3ft.
by 3ft. at base.

talogue and details
American Heathkit
of Mail Order Sche ne I post paid.

E35 IS 0
E29 15 0

HT -I kit (Red oxide finish)

VALVE VOLTMETER, Model V -7A. 7 D.C.,

Ducted -port bass reflex cabinet" in the white." Two

A.G., r.m.s. and pk. to pk. voltage ranges 0-1.5 to

E10 17 6
(With legs El 1 12 0)
TAPE RECORDING /PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER.
Thermometer type recording indicators, press button speed compensation and input selection.
speakers.

E13 18 6

1,500 v.

Sin. OSCILLOSCOPE, Model 0-12U.

Has

wide -band amplifiers, essential for TV servicing,
F.M. alignment, etc. Vertical freq. response 3 c/s.
to 5 Mc/s. T/B covers 10 c/s to 500 Kc/s. in 5
E35 10 0
ranges.

" OXFORD" TRANSISTOR PORTABLE

Model UXR-2. A luxury two waveband receiver,
ideal for use in the home or out of doors. £14 18 0

iSHORT WAVE TRANSISTOR PORTABLE, Model RSW-I. Four bands (2 short,
E19 17 6
Trawler and Medium).

be used with receivers having 450-470 kc/s.
I.F. provides either additional selectivity or
Ell 10 0
reiection. Self powered.
E8 10 0
Model QPM-16 for 1.6 Mc/s. I.F.
HI -F1 FM TUNER. 88-108 Mc/s. Tuning unit

signal

(E2 15 0 incl. P.T.) with 10.7 Mc/s. I.F. output and I.F. amplifier (E13 3 0)
Total EIS 18 0
complete with cabinet and valves ; self powered.
HI-FI AM/FM TUNER. FM : 88-108 Mc/s.; AM : 16-50, 200-550,
900-2000 m. Tuning heart (£4 13 6, incl. P.T.) and I.F. amplifier (E21 66)
Total E26 I 0
complete with cabinet and valves ; self powered.
SPEAKER SYSTEM, Model 55U-1.
HI -F1

No stays required. Accessories available for fitting

HT -1G kit (galvanized finish)

0.3%

Q MULTIPLIER KIT, Model QPM-I. May

FREE BRITISH CATALOGUE

fixed or rotatable tube ext.:

S-33.

Calibrated "160-10m.
Fund. outputs on 160 and 40 m. Ideal for our DX -401J and similar
El2 10 0
transmitters.

PLEASE SEND FOR

Con-

tinuous coverage 1.8 to 250 Mc/s. Self-contained. 5 plug-in coils supplied E10 19 6

VF-IU

VAR. FREQ. OSCILLATOR. VF -1U.

E39 16 0

GRID DIP METER, Model GD-IU.

CM -1U

6-W STEREO AMPLIFIER, Model

Covers
Input. Self£79 10 0

distortion at 2.5 W/chnl. Inputs for Radio (or Tape)
E13 7 6
and Gram., Stereo or Monaural.
EIS 17 6
De -luxe version. Model S.33H.

NEW! HIGH SENSITIVITY GENERAL COVERto 32 Mc/s. Send for details.

150 watts D.C.

contained incl. power supply, modulator and V.F.O.

E2 17 6

Model UBE-I.

GD-IU

8

RA -I.

self-contained. From 80-10 m. Power input 75 W. CW., 60 W. peak,
C.C. phone. Output 40 W. to aerial. Provision for V.F.O. E33 19 0
SINGLE SIDEBAND ADAPTOR, Model SB-10U. May be
used with most A.M. transmitters. Less than 3 W. R.F. input power
required for 10 W. output. Operation on 80, 30, 20, 15 and 10 m.
E39 5 0
bands on U.S.B., L.B.S. or D.S.B.

Model GC -I U. In the forefront of design with 4 piezo-electric
transfilters, 10 transistors, variable tuned B.F.O. and Zener diode
stabiliser. An excellent fully transistorised receiver for both

0

DX -100U

AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER, Model

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER, Model DX -40U. Compact and

Printed Circuit Board. Mono Model TA -IM. E19 18 0
Stereo Model TA -IS. £25 10 0

HI-FI EQUIPMENT CABINETS. Range now
available to suit all needs.

C. 1 U

4Si n. scale. Full-scale ranges, 0-100 µµF, 0-1,000
EIS IS 0
4t4F, 0-0.01 iLF and 0-0.1 µF.

Deferred terms o r orders above £10
1

From E7 7 0 to E37 16 0

CAPACITANCE METER, CM-IU. Direct -reading

All prices includ e free delivery U.K.

Please send me FREE CATALOGUE (Yes/No)
Full details of model(s)

DUAL -WAVE TRANSISTOR PORTABLE, Model UXR-1. Medium and long
E12 II 0
wavebands. Real hide case.

DAYSTROM LTD
DEPT. SW2, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND

NAME

(BLOCK CAPITALS)

ADDRESS
SW2

A member of the Daystrom Group
manufacturers of the
WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING ELECTRONIC KITS

Printed by The Courier Printing Co. Ltd., Tunbridge Wells for the Proprietors and Publishers, The Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I. The Short Wave Magazine is obtainable abroad through the
following: Continental Publishers & Distributors, Ltd., William Dawson & Son, Ltd. ; AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. AMERICA-International News Company, 131 Varick Street, NEW YORK. Registered for

-

;

j

transmission to Canada by Magazine Post. February, 1964.

